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Through the pages of this journal we hope to tell our
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The Cover Picture
This is a late fall picture, taken by

Staff Photographer Ossie Stevenson, in the
upper reaches of Powell Lake. In front,
the snow-covered plateau; beyond, the
white-tipped, jagged silhouettes of the
Coast Range of mountains, from whence in
late summer the melting snow plunges into
Powell Lake to swell our power reserves.
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M. Joseph Foley

Yew Brecutive Vice-Presiden
Powell River Company Limited has announced that,

effective January Ist, M. Joseph Foley assumed the post of
Executive Vice-President of the Company. Mr. Foley
recently relinquished the post of Vice-President of Brooks-
Scanlon, Incorporated.

“Joe” Foley, through Brooks-Scanlon and other organiza-
tions, has been closely associated with the lumber, timber
and pulp business for the past fifteen years; and is today
considered one of the outstanding young business men
of the South. He brings to the Powell River Company a
unique and colorful background of industrial and finan-
cial experence.

Majoring in economics, he graduated from University
of Notre Dame in 1933—and, following the footsteps of
his late father, J. S. Foley, immediately entered the lumber
business as a salesman for the Foley Lumber Company
in Jacksonville, Florida. In 1936 he joined the Brooks-
Scanlon Corporation, Foley, Florida, as Assistant to the
President, and, after serving successively as Secretary-
Treasurer and Vice-President, was appointed President.

In 1946, following the amalgamation of the Brooks-
Scanlon interests in Florida and Oregon, Mr. Foley was
appointed Vice-President of the new corporation. In the
past two years he has made exhaustive surveys into the
manufacture of pulp and papers from Southern Pine.

In addition to his duties with the Brooks-Scanlon or-
ganization, he has served as President and General Man-
ager of the Live Oak, Perry & Gulf Railway Company,
and as a director of the Foley Lumber Industries.

Mr. Foley's industrial and business career in Florida
has been spectacular. He has been a director of fourteen
companies and associations. Hie was Vice-President and
director at large for the Florida State Chamber of Com-
merce; a director of the Atlantic National Bank of Jack-
sonville; and one of the three members of the State
Industrial Commission representing employers. For many
years he has been prominent in the affairs of the Southern
Pine Association and the Florida Board of Forestry. A
scientific and practical student of forest development poli-
cies, he has ‘initiated and encouraged policies that have
made his firm's holdings among the most productive in the
logging business.

Joe Foley joins the Powell River Company at a time
when it is planning developments of far-reaching plans for
sustained yield operations on its timber limits in line with
the general principles successfully followed by the Brooks-
Scanlon organization in the South.

Mr. Foley is married with two children. They will take
up residence in Vancouver during the year.
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A total of 158 years’ service. An individual average
of over a quarter of a century on the paper machines at
Powell River.

That is the record of our six regular Boss Machine
Tenders, Ray Gribble, Gus Schuler, Courtenay Powell,
Wally Tapp, Tom Scott, and Tom Hamilton. These men
have been making paper for practically all of their work-
ing lifetimes—and their skill, experience, and special
knowledge is a big factor in the maintenance of high
production and quality newsprint.

The Boss Machine Tender, or Shift Foreman, is the top
operating paper maker. He is the link between the paper
mill superintendent and the machine crews. He is not
concerned with policies, or the economics of paper making.
He is the practical man on the job, the man who knows
the machines inside out, knows their individual “skittish-

ess’, knows where trouble is likely to start—and how to
meet it when it comes.

That's why these six men are Boss Machine Tenders—
because they know the practical side of paper making.
Theirs is the responsibility of determining how long a
“felt” may run, when a wire should be changed—when
the machine should be closed down for wash-up—why a
break occurs.

A shut-down, every stoppage means loss of production
—and it is here that the mature judgment, hair-trigger
instinct and long experience of the boss machine tender
pays off. The finest technical efficiency and studiously
conceived formulas can be nullified by an operating failure
on the machines—and it is the job of the boss machine
tender to see that no such failures materialize.

The shift foreman in a paper machine room is familiar
with every job. In his career as a paper maker he has
come up through each position. It is practically an impos-
sibility to reach the post without starting at the bottom
and successively filling every step on the way up.

This may not be an entirely unique situation in the
industrial trades—but it is not common. It is rare when
a man is promoted to boss machine tender with less than
a minimum of fifteen years’ service. He climbs to the
top the hard way.

_ Three of our present staff, Ray Gribble, Courtenay
Powell and Gus Schuler, have thirty-five and thirty-three
years respectively—all in the Powell River plant. Wally
Tapp has been with us for twenty-six years—and Tom
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Scott and Tom Hamilton twenty and fifteen years. Both
these latter men had at least ten years in other plants
before settling down in Powell River.

We are justly proud of our boss machine tenders—
proud of their long and steady record, and grateful in
these days when maximum production is essential, for
their skill, experience and paper-making know-how—
which is helping to maintain both the quality and pro-
duction of Powell River newsprint at highest levels in
history.

In their working hours, these men are the skilled crafts-
men, giving lavishly of their experience and specialized
knowledge to the successful operation of the seven news:
print machines, In their off-hours they are members of
the Powell River Community family; and few have con-
tributed more to the growth of this community than these
six men.

The dean of the group, Ray Gribble, has for over thirty
years taken an active interest in the recreative life of
Powell River. re was one of the first organizers of baseball
in the district, played for the home team—and has main-
tained his interest and enthusiasm through the years.

Gus Schuler was one of the district's greatest all-round
athletes. He starred in track, was active in tennis, soccer -
and lacrosse. Today he is a pillar of the Golf Club, and
still one of its longest drivers. Fle is an ace swimmer,
and one of Powell River's greatest boosters.

Courtenay Powell is the outdoor type. Hie is a char-
ter member of the hunting and fishing clan; and a
boatman of parts. His cabin cruiser, which has traversed
every hole and corner of Powell Lake, is one of the show
crafts along ‘““Yachtsmen's Row”.

Wally Tapp is a soccer enthusiast. In his prime he
was one of B. C.’s best goalkeepers—and his performances
in the net are still feats to conjure with among the younger
generation. Fie is an “80” golfer.

The two Toms, Tom Hamilton and Tom Scott, are dyed-
in-the-wool lacrosse devotees. Both played on some of
British Columbia's greatest amateur squads — and both
were, in a large measure, responsible for introduction of
box lacrosse into Powell River. They are still actively
associated with the game—Tom Hamilton as an executive
and Tom Scott as a referee.

They are Community men all.



Courtenay Powell

lode Years of Service
Here they are—THE BIG SIX, the Christy Mathew-

sons of our paper pitching staff—the men who are re-
sponsible for the good running qualities of Powell River
newsprint.

Each shift, these six smiling “youngsters” are each re-
sponsible for 125 tons of newsprint daily, responsible for
the smooth operation of the machines—responsible for
personal supervision of machine crews.

Wally Tapp

THEY ARE THE BOSS PAPER MAKERS OF POWELL RIVER.

Tom Scott Tow Hamilton



The complete utilization of wood pulp in paper making
is of comparatively recent origin. Following the experi-
ments of Keller and Fenerty between 1830-1840, wood
gradually replaced rags and other materials in the paper-
making process. It was not until 1865, however, that a
commercial sheet, composed wholly of wood pulp, appeared
on the market. The honor apparently falls to the New
York Staatz-Zeitung, which published an all-wood sheet in
1865. From that date, the use of wood pulp became
general on this continent. European countries, for the
next ten years, were still using rags—but by 1880 they,
too, had climbed on the great wood bandwagon; and the
way was now prepared for the tremendous twentieth
century expansion of newspapers, made possible by limit-
less supplies of cheaper and easily accessible raw material.

Paper historians generally agree that the earliest known
paper was prepared from the papyrus plant. The oldest
example of papyri appears in the eighteenth Egyptian
dynasty, some time around 1700 B.C.

Papyri was followed by cotton and linen papyrus, very
much later by straw, and finally by chemical and mechan-
ical wood pulp.

Throughout the centuries, the paucity of an adequate
source of paper-making materials has exercised the interest
and imagination of scientists. By the eighteenth century,
linen, in the form of rags, was widely used, but here again
supplies were limited—and other materials were pressed
into service to quench or stimulate the demand for
“more news.

As early as 1765, Jacob Christian Schaeffer of Resen-
burg, Germany, published a list of materials which could
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be transformed into paper. His list included a wide
variety of specimens—paper made from poplar down, tree
moss, hop tendrils, grapevine bark, hemp, mulberry, sting-
ing nettle, bull rush, cabbage stalks, potato skins, water
moss, and many other materials.

Some time later, about 1825, Mathew Knoob published
an historical work on paper made entirely from straw.
The paper is strong and tough, but of light brown color,
similar to straw wrapping paper. Even after a hundred
and twenty years, the printed matter may be easily read.

From the above it seems clear that vegetable fibre occu-
pied the attention of paper chemists and research men.
More or less successful paper-making experiments were
conducted with Esparto grass, various kinds of hemp,
pineapple fibre, barley, oats, rye, nettle fibres, barks, etc.

At best, however, the use of plant stalks, straw, grass,
etc., were makeshift expedients. Such materials are low
in fibre content, and require high chemical consumption.
Storage is an almost unsurmountable problem—and their
susceptibility to decay aggravates this difficulty.

The function of the annual plant generally is not the
development of a valuable fibre, but the production of a
flower or fruit. Once this function has been completed
the plant dies, leaving behind the waste residue.

From the early and later experiments with waste stocks
reproduced annually, it seems reasonably clear that no
great paper industry can subsist on the production of these _
waste stalks of annual growth.

They are, at the best, unsatisfactory expedients, and as
long as we guard and intelligently cut and use our great
softwoods, Canada, with its reserves of wood pulp, will
lead the march of paper-making progress.
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By J. C. HILt, School Trustee

EDUCATION is of prime importance in this troubled
universe, and the Directors of the Powell River
Company are well aware of the necessity of provid-

ing proper educational facilities. Mechanics, electricians,
paper makers, accountants—in fact, men and women of
every vocation will be required in future years for the
continuation of a successful operation. Hence the Com-
pany has been in the past, and is at present, intensely
interested in the school program throughout the Powell
River District. This interest not only centres on the
welfare of its future employees, but the extent of the
Company’s financial interest is indicated by the fact that
its total assessments in the district constitute 72.9 per cent
of the total assessments available for taxation purposes.
It is, therefore, called upon to pay 72.9 per cent of the
cost of all moneys raised by local assessment for current
operating expenses. In addition, the Company absorbs
36.5 per cent of all capital expenditures which may be
undertaken.

On April 1, 1946, when the Department of Education
adopted the recommendations contained in the report of
the Commission of Inquiry into educational finance, the ~
Province of British Columbia was divided into seventy-

four administrative districts with the establishment of a
single Board of School Trustees for each area, of which
Powell River District No. 47 was one. This district ex-
tends along the coast for a distance of thirty-five miles,
including Powell River and surrounding suburbs. It also
includes Texada Island and Lasqueti Island, in the Gulf
of Georgia, the latter a distance of approximately forty
miles by water from Powell River.

The Board of School Trustees for the Powell River
District No. 47 consists of seven members, two of whom
are appointed by the Powell River Company and the re-
maining five being elected from among the seventeen school
attendance area representatives from other localities within
the district. °

Mr. J. G. Carter, Inspector for District No. 47, repre-
senting the Department of Education, attends all regular
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meetings and offers invaluable guidance and assistance to
the Board.

This Board administers the affairs of twelve schools
containing fifty-four classrooms, with a total enrolment
of one thousand four hundred and forty pupils from
Grades I to XIII. Fifty-seven teachers and principals, six
janitors, one utility man and several part-time janitors are
hired by and directly responsible to the Board. The
monthly payroll for teachers alone amounts to $12,225.00,
averaging approximately $215.00 per teacher. The salary
schedule is considered one of the best in the province, and
is considerably higher than average.

Because of the expanse of territory covered by District
No. 47, transportation. of pupils has been a particularly
onerous problem since the inception of the Board. Under
the capable direction of the Transportation Committee,
this problem has been surmounted by the purchase of
two 55-passenger and one 32-passenger safety buses, with
a firm order placed for another two, delivery of which is
expected early in 1948.

Recent negotiations with the Director of Technical
Education at Victoria has given promise to the addition
of vocational training for the High School students. In
this endeavour the Board has received full co-operation
from the Powell River Company and local unions and an
advisory committee has already been formed. It is the
Board's most earnest desire to promote this training in
order that graduates from schools within District No. 47
will be prepared to enter some specific occupation with
the necessary skill and knowledge to undertake the work
required under competitive conditions, as well as enlarge
the vocational skills and knowledge of workers already
employed.

Paper cups, plates, and other paper products for food
tray service are now being used in all Los Angeles County
hospitals, and will save taxpayers about $50,000 this year
besides being more sanitary, easier to handle, more attrac-
tive, and heat retaining.



PAPER MACHINE NO. 8
By P. R. SANDWELL, Chief Engineer

The Powell River Company's decision to proceed with
the installation of another paper-making machine was made
public late in 1946. At the present time, with all major
designs completed, the manufacture of the equipment well
advanced, and building construction approaching com-
pletion, it is possible to release certain technical informa-
tion concerning the project.

The new paper machine will be installed in a building
which was partially completed in 1930 when Paper
Machine No. 7 was acquired. It will be of the same width
(226 inches wide) as the 1930 machine. It will be capable
of mechanical operation at speeds up to 2000 f.p.m., 600
f.p.m. faster than the older machine. Most of the improve-
ments developed in the newsprint industry since 1930 will
be incorporated in it.

The Stock Inlet will be of entirely new design, devel-
oped by the Powell River Company. Totally enclosed,
it will operate under conditions of constant level and
variable pressure. It is expected to extend the range of
commercial operation well beyond existing limits.

The Fourdrinier will be of the conventional removable
type, with certain novel features such as automatic wire
tensioning equipment. It will be provided with cen-
trifugally cast bronze breast and wire rolls, rubber-covered
steel table rolls, and plastic-coated steel suction boxes.

The Suction Couch Roll will be of large diameter
equipped with a double-compartment suction box and top
pressure roll, both indispensable to safe and efficient opera-
tion at high speeds.

The Press Section, which will be particularly compact,
will contain two suction presses arranged for automatic
loading. Enclosed gear top roll lifting mechanisms will be
used. The press doctors will discharge onto belt conveyors.

The Dryer Section will contain fifty-two main dryers
and ten felt dryers, arranged in four sections. The drying
cylinders will run in pivoted shoe bearings and will be
driven through single helical gearing completely enclosed
in the rear frames. All gears and bearings will be lubri-
cated under pressure by means of a central oil filtration
plant. Condensate will be removed from the drying
cylinders by means of internal baffles and syphon pipes
with scoop tips.

The Calender will be of conventional design equipped
with hollow dynamically balanced rolls carried in anti-
friction bearings.

The Reel will be of the Pope type, specially designed
to produce reels of double the normal diameter, a feature
which is expected to reduce the time lost between reels
in the rewinding operation.

The Winder will be of the double drum type, with
individual motor-driven slitters and automatic roll dis-
charging equipment.

The Paper Machine Drive will be of the Harland sec-
tional electrical type. The main motor-generator set will
be coupled to a back-pressure steam turbine, through
which all process steam required by the machine will be
passed. Some 2500 k.w. of relatively cheap power will
thus be available to augment the Powell River Company’s
hydro-electric power.

Vapour removal and ventilation will be accomplished
by introducing fresh air at both ceiling and working level.
Ail air will be exhausted via an aluminum hood and
plenum chamber related to the dryer section. Heat will
be recovered from the exhaust air by means of economizers,
which will heat the incoming fresh air, and spray towers,
which will supply hot water for process purposes.

Automatic process control equipment will be used
somewhat more extensively than heretofore. It is expected
to make operation at high speeds easier and more effective.

Among the contractors engaged upon the paper ma-
chine project are the following:

General Construction—B. C. Bridge & Dredging Co.
Ltd., Vancouver, B. C.

Paper Machine—Dominion Engineering Works, Ltd.,
Montreal, P. Q.

Paper Machine Drive—Bepco (Canada) Ltd., West-
mount, P. Q.

Vapour Removal System—Ross Engineering Co. of
Canada, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.

Steam Turbine—De Laval Co., Trenton, N. J.

Stock Inlet-—Vancouver Engineering Works, Ltd., Van-
couver, B. C.

Unless unforeseen. difficulties arise, it is expected that
the new machine will be ready for operation during the
third quarter of 1948. Modifications of and extensions
to other parts of the mill, in anticipation of the increased

demands upon them when the machine commences opera-
tion, are keeping pace with the paper machine project.
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At Powell River, one-balf the power used in the
Company’s operations is developed. Here is the
50,000 b.p. dam, which carries water direct to

the sill.

Water is truly the life stream of the newsprint industry.
It is one of Canada’s secret weapons in the production
of paper. It is one of the chief weapons, that once de-
veloped, shot our nation to top place among newsprint
manufacturers. It is one of the weapons that will main-
tain that supremacy for as far into the future as the
human eye may dip.

Water! Without water, without those mighty lakes
and turbulent rivers frothing down to the sea, nearly
700,000 Canadians, now employed in pulp and paper
mills, would have been compelled to seek some other source

- of livelihood. Without water the big machines at Powell
River would be idle: without water there would be no
Powell River!

Two billion gallons of fresh water daily! That's a lot
of water anywhere—and it's a fairly concentrated potion,
when we reduce it to the local dimension and state that is
approximately the quantity of water used every twenty-
four hours in the manufacture of pulp and paper at
Powell River.

The big bulk of the 94,000 horsepower standing behind
the dams at Powell and Lois Rivers is used for straight

power—that is, to drive the paper machines, the grinders
and other machinery. Approximately seventy million
gallons are utilized for processing and domestic purposes.

Have you seen the newsprint stock, rushing express-like
over the wires that carry it first to the presses and then to
the big drying cylinders?

When this stock emerges from the headbox it is 99
per cent water!

On your way up the machine room floor, you have
watched the paper dipping and rising between the steam
dryers.

Ho! Hum, a minor operation—just a few drops of water
to generate the steam—about eight million gallons daily!

And perhaps you have watched our new hydraulic
barker in operation—watched that hissing concentrated jet
of water tear the hide off the biggest and toughest log?

Well, it doesn’t amount to much after all—only around
a million gallons every 16 hours!

And we use the odd millions more in washing our ground-
wood and sulphite pulp, screening and dispersing the wood
fibres. And a few other million in our acid cooling process,

&

(Continued on Page 13)
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OLD TIME Zorcuity

Mrs. W. P. Alexander

Among the most popular social organizations in Powell
River is the Old Time Dance Club. It is amazing how
these dances—the quadrilles, lancers, minuets, hesitations,
eightsome reels, etc., have captured the hearts of young
and old alike.

Twice monthly the club holds dances in the Community
centre of Dwight Hall; and for an outsider to gain ad-
mittance to the charmed circle is as difficult as trying to
pass off a Canadian dollar in Missouri. The club has a
long waiting list, of whom at least fifty per cent are men

-and women under thirty.
The soul of the Old Time Dance movement in Powell

River is Mrs. W. P. “Ma” Alexander. An accomplished
exponent of Scottish folk dances in her youth, came
to Powell River 33 years ago. In that time she has
initiated close to 1000 residents in the graceful movements
of the folk dances of her native Highlands.

Today she still carries the torch—and now that she has

the adults straightened out she is making sure that the line
of succession will carry on. Twice weekly she holds classes
tor children of both sexes from four to sixteen years old.
Present membership is in excess of 250 children, and the
classes have a tremendous appeal to the young people.

Twice a year Mrs. Alexander holds special perform-
ances, to which the public is invited—and which invariably
attract capacity crowds of starry-eyed parents and enthusi-
astic citizens. There are few more picturesque and heart-
warming spectacles than these serious faced youngsters,
bowing politely to each other and swinging daintily into |
rhythmic waltzes and reels. Whenever one is tempted to
launch forth in tirades against the younger generation or to
condemn the super-sophistication of the modern youth,
we recommend a visit to “Ma” Alexander’s dancing classes.

Here one sees youthful politeness and respect at their .
best. ~Ma”™ is a strict but fair disciplinarian, and insists
that the etiquette of the ballroom be preserved. Jf a gentle-
man (aged 5) wishes to dance with a lady (aged 5) he
must cross the floor, make a distinct bow, and politely re-
quest the pleasure of his chosen one’s company in the
next dance.

Courtesy, decorum and politeness are “musts” in her
classes. There is no pushing, no shoving, no tumultuous
scrambles or swoops across the floor. The children are
taught manners—and all must conduct themselves as

proper ladies and gentlemen.
This training is in itself inval-

uable—and it is largely retained by
the youngsters as they pass along
their successive milestones. Teach-
ers in local schools comment on the
influence ‘“‘Ma”™ Alexander's train-
ing has exercised in school dances
and functions.

Old Time Dance instruction is
a labor of love with Mrs. ““Alex’’.
rier time and labor are given freely
—and all proceeds from season's
operations, or from public appear-
ances of her pupils, are donated
to one or other of the many chari-
ties in which she is interested. And
meantime she has the satisfaction
of knowing that the dances of
“Auld Scotia” will never languish
in Powell River, but will be car-
ried on into manhood and woman-
hood by the hundreds of pupils who
pass through her hands each year.

Politeness and good manners come first in old-time dance instruction.
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Here, two giant Gerlinger carriers on their way to the wood grinders with loads of blocks.
These ultra-modern carriers are the largest and fastest in Canada.

By ARTHUR GARDNER, Mechanical Superintendent

One after another, many old and familiar landmarks are
disappearing as our Company's Post-war Modernization
and Development program attains its full momentum.
One such landmark is the old water flume which carried
millions of blocks from the old Barker Mill to the Grinder
Room, and which is a thing of the past. The train
rattling across Second Street, with its load of wood for
the new Grinder Room, will soon be no more.

**The old order changeth”, and the new order is mechan-
ical handling by “Jeep” and carriers. The blocks which,
under the old order, were once carried by flume to the
Grinder Room are now mechanically loaded into skips by
the automatic “block loaders’”’. No more the long jaunt
by conveyor and water route. No more the back-bending
job of picking blocks out of cold water on a wintry morn-
ing. The Jeep and the carrier have eliminated all this.

The loaded skips are then transported direct from the
sawmill, four at a time, to the Grinder Room by large
Gerlinger carriers. These carriers were specially built for
this work, and are just like an overgrown lumber carrier
—the largest of their kind in Canada. They have a lifting
capacity of seven tons.

In the Grinder Rooms, the skips are picked up and dis-
tributed to the grinders by Clark carloaders, which also
pick up the empty skips and assemble them for transporta-

tion back to the block loaders by the Gerlinger carrier
The carloaders, locally known as “Jeeps”, have a bus
job, and in the narrow aisles between the grinders, at
required to turn on the proverbial dime.

The roads to the grinder rooms, which are now pave.
with an asphalt top, and the grinder room aisles, are m
longer a good place for strolling unless one is equippec
with a rear view mirror. Safety First is the watch-
word here.

The block-loading equipment is unique to Powell River.
It was conceived, designed and perfected by our own
mechanical staff—and its installation has made the carrier
largely possible.

The mechanical handling of wood blocks-has been a
great forward step. It has increased efficiency, improved
working conditions and eliminated many accident hazards
inevitably present under the older equipment.

Over a quarter mile of expensive conveyor and flume
has been eliminated; and the blocks via fast carrier now
travel less than 100 yards to their destination. This quick
transportation has speeded up wood deliveries and saved
valuable operating time.

The old flume carriers and the man-handling days are
over. The Jeep and the carrier are “in”, and mechaniza-
tion, wherever possible, is the goal.
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WORLD VEWSPRIVT SUPPLY
NEWSPRINT SUPPLY for United States consumers

in 1948 is estimated as within five per cent of maximum
demand, the probable shortage being 235,000 to 245,000
tons against about five million tons of estimated maximum
demand. Various Canadian newsprint mills are expand-
ing their capacity with an estimated total increase of
300,000 tons in the next three years. This Canadian ex-
pansion is equivalent to the building of three new mills
such as the Coosa River project in Alabama, or six new
mills such as the one at Lufkin, Texas.

REGARDING WORLD SUPPLY and demand as a
whole, the existing machine capacity, while less than pre-
war, is still about half a million tons in excess of estimated
current demand. Of this machine capacity, however, over
one and a half million tons is standing idle due to lack of
raw materials and minor repairs. This idle capacity is the
chief cause of the present world shortage, estimated at
about one million tons. Most of the idle machines are in
Britain, Scandinavia, France, Germany and Japan. The
idle capacity amounts to about seven times the current
U. S. supply shortage.

PRESENT U. S. DEMAND for newsprint is at an
all-time high, and is considerably in excess of the 60-year
upward trend since 1890. On the basis of the 60-year
record, it is to be expected that U. S. demand in due course
will show a dip to balance the present bulge. The record

shows, for example, that after the bulge in 1929 there
was only one year in the next eleven when U. S$. demand
reached the 1929 mark. Present U. S. demand is almost

70 pounds per capita against 62 pounds in 1929 and 55
pounds in the five pre-war years of 1935-39.

U. S. newsprint consumers are currently receiving 61
per cent of total available world supply, while all other
countries of the world are receiving 39 per cent. This
reverses the five-year pre-war position when U. S. had
44 per cent of the world total and other countries had 56
per cent. Compared with the pre-war average, the United
States is currently receiving an increase of a million tons
a year, while supply for the rest of the world shows a
decrease of a million and a half tons a year.

Rest of World Rest of World

DISTRIBUTION WORLD'S NEWSPRINT SUPPLY
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CANADIAN NEWSPRINT PRODUCTION in 1946
jumped about 900,000 tons over production in 1945, which
was the last year of U. S. and Canadian government allo-
cation controls. The 1946 Canadian production increase

represented an all-time record, but this was surpassed in
1947. Canadian production in 1947 showed an increase
of nearly 1,400,000 tons over the pre-war average. About
93 per cent of this Canadian increase is going to U. S.
consumers, who are presently receiving 82 per cent of
total Canadian output. U. S. supply from other sources,
including U. S. mills, is considerably less than the pre-
war average.

Estimated Canadian production by 1950 will show an
increase of nearly half a million tons over the 1946 record.
This increase is equivalent to the full output of five Coosa
River (Alabama) mills or ten Lufkin (Texas) mills.

IN ANALYSING PRICES, a survey shows that prices
of Canadian newsprint in the U. S. market are the lowest
of any major market in the world. The price index of
Canadian newsprint in the U. S. market is substantially
lower than the general U. S. commodity price index issued
by the U. S. Department of Labor. The newsprint price
index is also considerably below the U. S. price indexes
of the two pulps from which newsprint is manufactured,
and is below the U. S. indexes of all paper and pulp prod-
ucts as a whole.

Cost of pulpwood and mill labor in Canada since 1939
have increased much more sharply than newsprint prices.

Taking 1935 as 100, the Canadian index numbers in 1947
were 225 for newsprint prices against 260 and 323 for
costs of mill labor and pulpwood.

CANADIAN MILLS at present have a total rated
capacity of 4,350,000 tons a year, with an estimated in-
crease to 4,650,000 tons by 1950. The 1950 figure repre-
sents a capacity expansion of over one million tons since
1930, despite depression and war restriction periods. This
will be accomplished almost entirely by modernization and
improvement of Canadian machines since only one new
mill has been built in Canada to date. This method of
capacity expansion was emphasized in the survey as being
quicker, cheaper and more efficient than building new
mills in new areas.

Canadian expansion to the present total of 4,350,000
tons a year makes Canada by far the largest newsprint
producer in the world. Present Canadian output is nearly
two and a half times the current newsprint production of
the United States, Britain, Sweden, Norway and Finland
combined.

CANADIAN NEWSPRINT EXPANSION to date
has been largely based on, and in response to, the growth
of United States demand. Canadian expansion has, in
turn, made possible the greatly increased scope and the
maintenance of United States newspapers. As a Canadian
editor recently stated: “Newsprint is a perfect example
of continental development of industry in North America,
mutually advantageous to the United States and Cana ”

NEWSPRINT MANUPACTURE IN CANADA
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Tem Kelley

TY-TWO years ago in the little town of Ashippun,
Dodge County, Wisconsin, Elizabeth McCann Kelley
and Thomas Michael Kelley announced the arrival

of a son, Thomas Arthur Kelley. These two happy people
were not privileged to long watch this growing boy, for
they were both deceased within three years of his arrival.
Brought up by his grandparents in Oconomowac, Wiscon-
sin, “Tom”, as he is widely known, received his early
schooling there.

In his early ‘teens Tom commenced to scout around, and
it was almost natural that a young man of the day would
take a fling at the Yukon Gold Rush. Mr. Kelley was
one of the pioneers of the Yukon, and knew all the famous
characters who have.long been just a memory. He also
took a fling at the Tanana gold rush, and was in Fairbanks,
Alaska, before there was such a place. Surveying and
prospecting were. the chief occupations, but what Tom
did with his leisure time is a memory he shares with no one.
During his experience in the Yukon he. did some recon-
naissance work on the White Pass & Yukon Railway.

On the Fourth of July, 1905, Tom pulled his stakes and
returned to Oconomowac, later to study Science at Mar-
quette University. On leaving Marquette he did railroad
location work in the northern part of Michigan on the
Chicago, Milwaukee Railroad, and later went to Cuba,
where he was employed as Locating Engineer for the
Cuba Eastern Railroad east from Manzanillo. He was

in Kingston when that city was destroyed by an earth-
quake in 1907.

In the Spring of ‘07 the West beckoned again, and, after
a spell of work locating the Chicago, Milwaukee & Puget
Sound Railroad, he decided to take a holiday at Seattle.
Within a few days he found himself in charge of the
Locating and Cruising Department of the Moresby Island
Lumber Company, which soon brought him to the Queen
Charlotte Islands to do timber cruising. Tom later joined
the Victoria firm of Gore & McGregor, Engineers, Land
Surveyors and Timber Cruisers, and while associated with
this firm he travelled al] over British Columbia. At one
time he had a staff of 225 timber cruisers and surveyors
under his command—one can try to guess the number of
board feet of.standing timber they counted.

Early in the First World War Mr. Kelley left the sur-
veying business and commenced logging for himself in
the State of Washington, and in 1917 moved his opera-
tions to the Queen Charlotte Islands. He moved the first
raft of logs across the treacherous Hecate Straits which
he had once crossed alone in a rowboat during his cruising
days, a thing which very few men would attempt these
days. At the close of the war, after a hectic year of feverish
activity in getting out high-grade spruce for production of
aircraft in conjunction with the Imperial Munitions Board,
Mr. Kelley was virtually the only logger operating on the
Queen Charlottes.

In 1920 the Kelley operations came in direct contact
with Powell River Company when the major portion of
the production of spruce and hemlock logs went to Powell
River. In the boisterous twenties, with the increasing
demand for wood products, the Kelley Logging Company
Limited was incorporated, to be followed some years later
by Kelley Spruce Company, a sawmilling operation using
a part of the Powell River Company sawmill at Powell
River. In the “Thirties” the Queen Charlotte Towing &

_ Salvage Company was formed, followed later by Pacific
Coast Spruce Co. Ltd., lumber distributors.

With the outbreak of the Second World War it was
only natural that Tom Kelley, with his unique knowledge
of timber, and with spruce in particular, should be one of
the leading producers of aeroplane spruce lumber. Over
fifty-five per cent of’ the aircraft lumber produced in
Canada was cut on the Kelley Logging operations and
milled in the Kelley Spruce mill at Powell River. This
lumber went into the first and most effective wooden plane
used in World War Two, the Mosquito.

Tom Kelley is one of the best liked and more successful
loggers of the Pacific Northwest. Among the older mem-
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bers of the Haida Indian tribe he is known and respected
as one of their real friends. His knowledge of the Haidas
is one that few living men can equal, and his collection
of totem poles carved from black slate, made only by the
Haidas of the Queen Charlotte Islands, is envied by all
who see them. Another of his prize relics is an instrument
of war made from a caribou horn which was found near
one of the Kelley camps at Skedans Bay. Caribou once
roamed the islands, but are now extinct.

Today a silver-haired gentleman of leisure, Tom looks
back on the days when it was an easy task for him to
walk across Graham Island, a no mean task for any man,
or row a boat across the Hecate Straits, and contents
himself with enjoying the pleasures of a lovely Fraser
Valley farm and his beautiful town house on Marine Drive,
Vancouver, in company with his two sons, Barry and
Blake, and his wife, the former Mona R. Earle.

Yes, it may truly be said that Tom Kelley has covered,
mostly on foot, a greater part of the Pacific Northwest of
North America than any man, and the name of Kelley is
indelibly written on the pages of history of this great
land of British Columbia.

WATER—LIFE STREAM OF NEWSPRINT
(Continued from Page 7)

washing and cleaning up our machines—and supplying our
townsite with drinking and washing facilities.

To maintain a modern paper mill in operation, approxi-
mately 100 h.p. for every ton of newsprint is used—or
43,000 gallons for each continuous horsepower—and for

, every ton of newsprint, three tons of steam (water) is
required

Powell River has been fortunate in having within the
immediate vicinity ample reserves of water for power and
domestic p . The original dam, built in 1911, and
developed to present 50,000 h.p. capacity, juts into the
heart of the town—and water is carried direct to the
plant by a 1600-foot penstock line.

Lois River, where another 44,000 h.p. has been devel-
oped, is only 13 miles away—and the power, stepped up
to 66,000 volts, is transferred direct over high-tension
wires to Powell River. The reserves of power, already de-
veloped, await the opening of No. 8 machine this summer.

Visitors from Finland
‘Conditions in Finland are slowly but dily improv-

ing—and we are looking forward to bettef days ahead.”
This encouraging statement was made during a recent visit
to Powell River of Mr. Paavo Kivi and Mr. Olavi Laurola,
prominent Finnish pulp officials.

Mr. Kivi, Mill Manager of Kajaani Sulphite Pulp Mill,
and Mr. Laurola, Technical Adviser of Finnish Cellulose
Association, spent a day looking over our Powell River
properties in company with Technical Director Harry

Andrews and Howard Urquhart, both of whom visited
Finland last year..

“We are starting to rebuild our mills,” the visitors said.
“It is still slow work, for materials are scarce and labor not
plentiful, but we have turned the corner—and several of
the mills are installing water-power projects.

“We were very much impressed with the new develop-
ments you are undertaking in Powell River,” Mr. Laurola
said, and we appreciate deeply the courtesy and. co-opera-
tion that was extended to us by everyone in the plant.
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O. Laurola
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Alexander House—Canadian Legion Headquarters in Powell River. Inset, Viscount

Alexander, in whose bonor the structure was named.HOUSE...
“I have great pleasure in officially opening this fine

building and naming it Alexander House.”
On Wednesday, July 31, 1946, Viscount Alexander

of Tunis, Governor-General of Canada, concluded with
these words to officially open the new quarters of the
Canadian Legion at Powell River.

‘Today, Alexander House is the headquarters for the
700 service men on the Powell River Company payroll.
Its warm, comfortably furnished interior, and its clean,
well-maintained exterior have made it a landmark in the

It is considered one of the most homy and friendly
of the many Legion centres erected in the smaller towns
of British Columbia.

Plans for Alexander House were initiated in the war
years to provide a suitable recreational and meeting place
for the hundreds of local boys who would be returning
after hostilities.

The property and building was purchased from a local
resident—and legion ofhcials set about the job of renovat-
ing the structure. The total cost approximated $10,000,
all of which was raised by members.

The committee adopted a novel and effective fund-rais-
ing campaign. They asked every member to deposit a
War Bond, against which money would be borrowed to
finance the sale and renovating of the property.

Redemption of the bonds would be made by “draw”
each year—and already this process is well under way.
Charges are made for refreshments and other facilities—
and redemption of member bonds is the first charge
against profits.

The response was instantaneous — and within a year
Alexander House, refurnished, redecorated and rebuilt,
was in operation.

Today it is the focal point for Canadian Legion activity
—and is a popular and cozy rendezvous for all service men.
A conscientious, hard-working house committee maintains
strict rules and regulations for members; and members,
themselves, conscious of their community responsibility,
stand behind their committee. There are few better run
Legion establishments in British Columbia than Powell
River's Alexander House—a tribute to the co-ordinated
and community spirit of its community-minded service
citizens.

Legion officials and service men are proud of Alexander
House, proud of its name and proud to tell their friends
that General Alexander himself opened, ofhcially named
the structure, and spent a full hour exchanging _reminis-cences with his old comrades of the Eighth Army in
Powell River.
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Neu Ceneritlos
‘It’s the sweetest thing I have ever seen in the way of

generators."
That’s my considered opinion of the new 18,000 k.v.a.

generator which the Powell River Company has installed
as a second unit in our Stillwater power house.

The new unit, a part of the Company’s Post-war Devel-
opment and Expansion Project, completes the power instal-
lation at Stillwater and partners the first 18,000 k.v.a. unit
installed in 1930.

Installed by the Canadian General Electric Company,
with a Dominion Engineering water-wheel, the generator
will run at 330 r.p.m.

It is a fully automatic generator with push-button con-

By A. F. PRITCHARD, Chief Operator

trols. From the time the button starting the unit is
pressed until it is fully synchronized, only 30 seconds
have elapsed.

The unit is equipped with a Woodward generator, and
the weight of the rotor is 80 tons. Installed primarily
to furnish the extra power required when No. 8 machine
goes into production this summer, its inclusion brings the
total horsepower developed in the Gordon Pasha watershed
to approximately 44,000 h.p.—a little less than half our
total development at Powell and Lois Rivers.

The power is carried a distance of 12.6 miles over high-
tension wires to Powell River. Transformers are installed
at both ends. At Stillwater it is stepped up to 66,000
volts for transmission, and at Powell River stepped down

to 6600 for plant use.
This second Lois generator is an up-to-the-minute

installation, equipped with the latest engineering
and electrical fixtures—and we are looking forward
with every confidence to many years of successful
operation.

Power House at Lois, where 44,000 b.p. is now developed
by the installation of two generators. Inset, Chief Oper-
ator Bert Pritchard stands beside newly instalied generater.

Bees



KITTEN F—70 feet, twin Garduer Diesel engines, giving a speed of 111, Ruots. Accommodation for seven passengers.

“HEPTANE CREW

By Harry GRANT

A boat is a necessity on the coast of British Columbia,
and our company, with its far-flung operations extending
over a distance of nearly six hundred miles, has need for
a boat which can provide quick transportation for execu-
tive personnel and others to points off the steamer lanes,
and at times when regular steamships do not travel—such
is the job of the Kitten F, a fine ship manned by two charm-
ing personalities, “Charlie” Fisher and “Dave” Davidson.
Our story is really about the crew, for it is they who make
a trip on the Kitten F complete.

“Charlie” and “Dave” are a great team, and though
many casually jest it’s “just the kind of a job I'd like to
have,” it isn't always an easy one—just ask Charlie about
the many hours of peering into the black of night keeping
a watchful eye out for stray logs and treacherous rocks
as you pick your way into a safe anchorage. There are
few street lights on the coast to guide the late travellers,
and mahy trips require running after dark.

Charles G. Fisher hails from Edinburgh, Scotland, and
is a nephew of the late Sir Louis Gumley, who was Lord
Provost of Edinburgh. At the tender age of 14 “Charlie”
took to the sea as a Captain's tiger (cabin boy to you),
but soon decided he needed more learnin’. He served his
time as a marine engineer, and on the first day of the
World War No. 1 he joined the infantry, later to become
a dispatch rider. It was for work in front of Ypres that
he was mentioned in dispatches.

Canada seemed to offer the best future for a young
man with ambition, and so in the early 20’s Vancouver
became Charlie’s home. After some years in a shipyard
he returned to the sea in salvage work, later to become
famous as the “Honeymoon Skipper” of the yacht Kagome,
owned by the Rogers family of Vancouver. Many prom-
inent families in Vancouver spent their honeymoon on
the Kagome with Charlie at the helm.

Charlie joined the Powell River Company in 1940,
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when the Kitten F was purchased to take the place of the
famous Norsal, which had been commissioned by the Royal
Canadian Navy for service during the war. In addition
to being master of the ship, Charlie is also engineer, for
he operates and services the engines and all the auxiliary
equipment too numerous to mention. The ship has pilot
house controls for all equipment, and the skipper handles
her like you would handle an automobile.

Charlie is a happily married man, and his “pride and
joy’ are his daughter and wife, Heather and Joy.

David A. Davidson is known to all as just plain Dave—
the favorite member of the crew at meal times. Dave, too,
was born in Scotland, Nairn to be exact, and soon learned
how to cook porridge and haggis. He, too, started his
professional career at the age of 14, when his father’s death
required that he help to support the family.

Dave's first job was cooking in the Royal Naval Barracks
near his home, and he served throughout the First World
War in this capacity. In the early 20's he and his family
moved to Canada, and it wasn't long before Dave was
cooking in Vancouver. Dave eventually went to sea as
a cook, and in 1927 joined the Powell River Company as
cook-steward of the Norsal, flagship of the fleet, and still
a familiar sight in Vancouver harbor, though under a
new owner since the war. When the Norsal was com-
missioned by the Navy he, too, lent a hand in turning
out aircraft with Boeings, returning to the new ship,
Kitten F, in 1945.

Dave's job is to keep ample provisions aboard the ship;

to anticipate the needs of all who may travel on board,
also do the cooking, serving and washing up. He keeps
the staterooms in spic and span shape, polishes brass, tends
the mooring lines, and often takes a turn at the wheel to
relieve the skipper. It is a job which requires great ver-
satility, care and courtesy at all times.

Dave, too, is married, and has four fine sons.

We almost forgot to tell you about the third member
of the crew—the other fellow. He is a new and amazing
member of the crew, for no one has really ever seen him.
It you've been aboard lately, it’s likely you have stepped
into the wheelhouse to find nobody there, but the “other
fellow” is swinging the wheel back and forth, keeping
her on her course—yes, he is the automatic pilot. Once
you set him on the course he won't vary a degree one way
or the other. This recent addition to the crew is a great
help to the captain, as well as being of great interest to
the passengers. A twist of the wrist will free him from
the wheel, and you can swing her over in a flash or set
her on a new course.

And so with the winter upon us and the Kitten F safely
covered and protected from the ravages of winter weather,
we find Charlie and Dave lighting their pipes and thinking
of trips that were and trips that will be made in the
years to come, through fair weather and foul, but happy
in the knowledge they have a sound hull and two stout
engines to see them through.

Charlie Fisher Dave Davidson



(Vp INSURANCE DEPARTINENT
Industry everywhere is menaced by calamity in some

form or other. There is no immunity from such disasters
as that which recently occurred in Texas City. Some are
caused by fortuitous circumstances (usually termed “Acts
of God"), as, for example, Earthquake, Volcanic Action,
Flood, Tornado and Electrical Storms, and some by human
agency, as in event of loss by fire or explosion.

Most of us continue in the even tenor of our way with
little thought of disaster depriving us of our means of
livelihood. Perhaps we feel there is a kind of Providence
watching over us or that these things cannot happen here.

They can happen—and that is why the Powell River
Company maintains, and has maintained for twenty-five
years, its own insurance department. It is the responsibility
of this division to see that, as far as humanly possible, the
interests of the Company are adequately protected against
the many hazards inseparable from the operations of
modern industry.

The Powell River Company was among the first of the
large newsprint companies to establish their own insurance

department. This was largely due to an early recognition
that industrial insurance was a highly specialized business
—and that the interests of the Company could be best
served by training for its own insurance experts, men who
were intimately acquainted with the physical properties
of the plant.

Since the chief—though not the. only—function of the
department is to safeguard the Company's properties, this
knowledge was the essential basis on which to erect a
sound insurance structure. Efficiency and economy of
operations demand that insurance costs be maintained at

a reasonable level consistent with the general safety and
continuity of operations. And it is here that the plant-
trained expert who knows his mill can determine what is
vital—or where leeway may be allowed. An earthquake,
fire, flood or hydraulic failure may suspend operations
indefinitely, and in a moment nullify the most carefully
prepared plans of management.

By instituting its own insurance department over twenty
years ago, and training its own on-the-spot expert, the
Powell River Company is now considered as one of the
most insurance-wise industrial firms on the continent. This
knowledge is shared by employees, and their co-operation
and initiative in keeping Powell River “clean and safe”
has been an invaluable complement to the efforts of the
insurance department.

With the development and intensification of industrial
and personnel relations in industry, the ramifications of
the department have increased. It administers the Em-
ployees’ Group Insurance Plan, supervises the Company’s
Pension Plan, and assists the personnel departments in
numerous employee welfare schemes.

Today our Insurance department, as a result of imagin-
ative foresight and sound planning, is a well-developed
and smoothly operating player in the Powell River team.

It is supervised by Jim Macindoe, who has been with us
for 24 years, all of which have been spent in the insurance
division. Industrial insurance has been his specialty for
over two decades, and he is among the comparatively few
industrial specialists who devote their full time to buying
and maintaining his firm's protection. He is considered
an authority in his field.

Something of the extensive properties which must be guarded by insurance ure seen in this photograph.
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Veteran Stuart Blondin gives the youngsters some soccer
pointers.

HROUGHOUT its history, Powell River has been
sport-minded. The calibre of athletic competition
has been high—and athletes and teams from the area

have gained fame in the wide fields of Dominion and
Provincial competition.

Two Powell Riverites have been selected on Canadian
Olympic teams. Several company employees have held
Dominion titles in boxing and wrestling. Baseball, lacrosse
and basketball teams have won many Provincial titles.
High quality athletic endeavour has progressed hand in
hand with high quality newsprint.

During the war years, Powell River, with no “exempte
industries, was drained of its youth, and athletic pursuits
languished.

A revival in athletics is under way in the district. A
concentrated effort is being advanced to make up the five
lost years—to bring back the pre-war days when paper-
town representatives held their own with the best Canada
and British Columbia could produce.

In this revival the Powell River Company has taken the
lead. Management recognized that the new impetus would
have to come from our ‘teen age youngsters—and it is on
the development of these that Powell River has started
its Five-year Athletic Plan—designed to cover all sports
and to pit local athletes against the best in the business.

Today, under the guidance of Jack Frame, re-
cently appointed Powell River Company athletic
coach, the Five-year Plan is in operation.

Every day, every week-end, youngsters from ten
years up have been formed into soccer, basketball,
baseball, lacrosse and track teams—and are engaging |
in regular competition.

In each branch there are “Peewees”, Juveniles,
Juniors and Seniors, and every division is closely
watched for outstanding stars. Veteran sport en-
thusiasts have volunteered their coaching services—

and on every hand the thud of youthful feet, warning
of Powell River's advancing sports army is heard.

There is now a complete feeder line all along the route.
Outstanding “Peewees” are promoted to Juvenile rank,
the Juveniles step up to Junior—and thence up into the
Big Time”.

There is nothing haphazard about the plan. It is
carefully planned and is being carried out steadily and
inexorably.

“We are not worrying about this year, or even the
next’’—local enthusiasts say. “We are training the lads
from the ground up, giving them proper coaching, black-
board talks—and adding incentive when we move them
into the next bracket.

‘In two years we will have good teams in all branches.
In five years we will be ready for the best. Give us the
youngsters and we will finish the job.”

The youngsters are turning out. Basketball space is
at a premium. The soccer grounds are occupied every
afternoon — and under Coach Jack Frame's direction,
leagues have been formed and regular competitive play
introduced.

It is a spontaneous community effort—with an organizer
on hand, the old ‘uns out to help the youngsters, and the
youngsters giving their best.

Powell River sports are again on the march.
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Newsprint Sheets
Much of the never. failing fascination of the modern

newsprint mill lies in. its bigness. Particularly is this true
of the machine and finishing rooms, where the final acts
in newsprint. production and packing are staged, where
the huge reels are chastened to journalistic desire; and
where properly clothed and labelled, they “jump off” for
the many and widely extended destinations in the presses
of the great dailies and weeklies.

The bulk of the production of any newsprint mill is
consumed by the daily newspapers, and it is this unceasing
process of huge rolls, parading in stately majesty, hour
after hour, day after day, week after week, on to the paper
ships that constitute the most important and spectacular
feature of newsprint manufacturing.

Yet they, too, must be supported by auxiliaries, less
imposing perhaps, less numerous, but vitally necessary to
the success of the operation.

The cutter room is one of the important auxiliaries in
the modern pa mill. Here the orders, varying in size
from the small handbill to the larger sheets are made up,
sorted and packed; here is cut paper for the hand press,
to whom rolls are useless; here, the many and widely ex-
tended demands of printer, jobber and merchant are
fulfilled.

Powell River newsprint is utilized in many fields other
than in the daily and weekly press. Down in the cutter
room they may be making sheet newsprint that will be

used for many and varied printing demands, such as
telephone directories, or the corner grocery handbills.

The cutter room has also the privilege of serving many
newspapers in the Western Hemisphere. Throughout the
length and breadth of the continent are many small week-
lies whose circulations. do not justify the establishment of
the big newspaper press. Here the editor and his assistant
perform all the duties, which on a large daily are dis-
tributed about a large and well-organized staff. The paper
is cut into sheets and forwarded to its destination. In other
sections the hand press still exists—and their demand for
newsprint is necessarily in the form of sheets.

It is painstaking work, this turning out of sheet orders.
A dozen different sizes may be on the daily order sheet, and
this necessitates a constant vigilance on the part of the
cutter men and the sorters and packers. The requirements
of each customer must be carefully safeguarded and the
sheets carefully inspected for possible flaws before being
baled and packed.

Approximately twenty-five tons of paper are handled
every twenty-four hours in Powell River's cutter room—
and this paper, like its big brother, the newsprint roll, is
despatched to all corners of the Western Hemisphere. A
busy place this cutter room. Norman Fraser is the finish-
ing room superintendent. Foremen Davie McBain, Albert
Adams, and their assistants, are filling a highly important
place in the manufacture of Powell River newsprint.
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R. BELL-IRVING, 6. F. LAING RETIRE
D. A. EVANS ON LEAVE

Three well-known Powell River Company Vice-Presi- “We hope now that D. A. has been relieved of his
dents figured prominently in a recent announcement made responsibilities and worries of the plant and its related
by President Harold Foley. problems, his return to health will be accelerated,” Mr.

Mr. Bell-Irving, who has been indisposed for the past Foley said.
several months, will not resume active duties with the Mr. Evans retains his Directorship in the Company. “I
Company. Late in 1946 he was relieved of routine can assure you, the president continued, “that his tested
responsibility and appointed as Consultant to the Presi- policies will continue to influence and guide our opera-
dent—but his health remained such that, at his own tions.
request, he asked to be retired from active duty to follow “IT know,” Mr. Foley concluded, “that every employee
his physician's instruction. ““Robin” has been closely identi- and resident of the district will join me in wishing D. A.
fied with the growth and development of the Company for a quick return to health, and will echo our hope that his
the past quarter century and is a member of the 25-Yea wise counsel and long experience may again ke available
Club. + to us in the near future.”

Mr. Bell-Irving will remain as Director, “in which Mr. Evans joined the Powell River Company as Resi-
position,’ Mr. Foley said, “we all hope we will still be dent Manager at Powell River in 1936. In the Spring of
able to profit from his sound counsel and advice.” 1947, he was promoted .to Vice-President in charge of

Mr. Foley further announced the retirement of Mr. G. Industrial and Personnel Relations.
F. Laing, who for many years has been advisor on financial Mr. R. Bell-Irving joined the Company in 1922. He
matters. Mr. Laing, for health reasons, was retired at his was resident engineer, later resident manager at Powell
own request from active duties, but will remain on the River; and in 1932 was promoted to Assistant General
Board of Directors. Manager. In 1937 he was appointed Vice-President. On

Mr. Foley stated that on recommendation of Dr. Strong, his retirement he was First Vice-President.
prominent Vancouver physician, Mr. Evans would be Mr. G. F. Laing has been with the Company since 1931
immediately relieved of all active duties and granted sick —and as Vice-President and Director, has been closely
leave until such time as his health would permit him to afhliated with financial policy.
resume in part or in full, his former activities with the All three officials have been closely identified with Com-
Company. pany administrative policy for many years.
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OUR SMALL
WOOD LOGGING
OPERATIONS

By J. E. LieRSCH, Forest Engineer

All Photographs Courtesy Pacific Pulpwood Limited.

Slash before relogging.

URING the past several years the Powell River
Company Limited, like several other major
pulp and paper producers throughout the

Pacific Coast area, has been very much concerned
with the problem of closer utilization of small
material which had been heretofore left in the woods.
The first impetus to this class of logging was given
in Washington and Oregon, where several of the
companies were faced with a rapidly diminishing
supply of old growth wood, and consequently
decided to prolong the life of their timber supply by
working out so-called salvage logging methods.

Added to this were economic factors which had in-
creased the price of the conventional raw material to the
point where small wood gathered on slash areas stood a
chance of competing in price with the old growth material.
This tendency has spread to British Columbia during the
past few years, and almost the first attempt to log and
use this material was made by our Company in the sum-
mer of 1943. This experimental operation has been widely
publicised under the title of the “Ladysmith Experiment’.
It was a co-operative venture between the Powell River
Company Limited, the Comox Logging and Railway Com-
pany Limited and the British Columbia Government Forest
Service. The Comox people were the loggers, the Powell
River Company was the manufacturer, and the Forest
Service acted as liaison Fetween the two and had a forestry
expert on the job throughout the experiment.

As a result of these operations, the Powell River Com-
pany Limited subsequently installed an Allis Chalmers
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Busdlisg operations at landing.

small log barker at the plant, and this barker is now in
operation. It handles logs up to eighteen inches in diameter
and eight feet long, and is proving to be a very satisfactory
and efficient operation.

Upon the completion of this small log barker, the Forest
Department of the Company was called upon to supply
sufficient small material to keep this barker in continuous
operation. We have tackled this problem from several
different angles and are happy to report some measure of
success, although we realize that we are still more or less
in the experimental stage and we have a lot to learn yet
about the mechanics and the economics of logging and
transporting this small wood to the plant.

Most of the small wood supplied to the mill, up to the
present, has come from different kinds of contractors.
We have two contractors working on Powell River lands
and, in addition, several small operators who are working
entirely in second-growth timber.



The small wood operations being carried out on Harble-
down Island are following the conventional lines of cold-
decking and “A” framing directly to the water. The only
difference between this operation and the conventional
logging methods is in the use of very much smaller yarding

The slash is bucked to maximum length in
the woods and any small suppressed trees left standing
equipment.

after the original logging, are felled and bucked in tree
lengths. These small logs are then cold-decked to a spar

Unloading bundles at tidewater.

tree and swung directly to the water either by “A” frame
and skyline or by caterpillar tractor. The logs, upon
reaching salt water, are bundled in random lengths con-
taining approximately ten cords to the bundle. The
bundles are then stowed and swiftered in flat rafts and
towed to the plant. Since the commencement of this oper-
ation, the contractor has produced about 7,000 cords of
this material, and the average recovery per acre has been
approximately fifteen cords.

A second contractor working on Company lands handles
the problem in a somewhat different manner, in that he is
relogging areas which have been developed by a system of
truck roads. He again uses the conventional high lead
method for yarding his material to the roadside, but at
this point he bucks the tree lengths into eight feet or
multiples of eight feet. These short lengths are then piled
in bundles of approximately one cord each, tied together

by two small wire straps and loaded on a truck. Bundles

are then transported by truck to tidewater where they are
dumped and stowed in a flat raft and again towed to
the plant. The accompanying pictures give some idea
of the class of material being obtained from this particular
operation.

Mo:t of the wood obtained by small operators cutting
in second-growth stands has been coming from the vicinity
of Vancouver and up the Fraser River Valley. This
material has been made available by reason of a rather
extensive land-clearing programme which has been going
on throughout this area. These stands average from forty
to sixty years of age, and are the result of the earliest
logging in British Columbia. These people have found
that horse logging is the most economical way of handling
this material inasmuch as the areas on which they are
working are highly accessible to a complete road system
and most of them are on exceptionally good logging ground.
Here again, the material is yarded to roadside, bucked to
eight-foot lengths, bundled in approximately one-cord units
and then transported by truck to tidewater.

The Powell River Company Limited, as part of its forest
conservation programme, will make the greatest possible
use of this small wood to supplement its large tracts of
virgin timber. The plant now has the facilities for handling
this material efficiently, and the Forest Department is
developing a practical programme for extracting it from
the woods. Through this programme of relogging we
expect that timber supply will be increased by at least
15 per cent, thus insuring that much longer life for the
mill. This will be a further guarantee of timber to
operate the Powell River Mill in perpetuity.
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By K. KINGTON, Log Buyer

Due to the varying weather conditions on the B. C.
coast, it is not possible to maintain an uninterrupted flow
of logs from the various logging camps direct to Powell
River, hence the necessity of establishing and maintaining
safe storage grounds located at strategic points along the
various towing routes. In the selection of a storage harbor
consideration is given as to its potential protection for
booms or rafts and its accessibility to large tugs. Wherever
possible, it is located where there is a percentage of fresh
water, as this tends to lessen the hazard of teredo in-
festation.

Commencing at the north end of the territory, we come
. to our first storage ground at Captain's Cove, situated

almost directly across Hecate Straits from Queen Charlotte
Islands. Davis rafts are yarded across the Straits and
stored at Captain's Cove until picked up by tugs which
move them down the inside channels to Powell River—
only rafts are stored at Captain's Cove.

Further south, approximately 125 miles from Powell
River, we arrive at Simoom Sound where, in former years,
a storage ground capable of accommodating approximately
one hundred sections or three million feet was maintained.
However, due to the varying locations of camps from year
to year, Simoom is now used very little, and our main
storage grounds for the Knight Inlet district are located
at Camp 2 Bay on Turnour Island and Port Harvey on
Cracroft Island. The Camp 2 Bay storage ground takes
care of logs yarded from the various camps located at the
mouth of Knight Inlet within a radius of approximately
fifteen miles and can safely harbour 250 sections or seven
and one-half million feet. Port Harvey will accommodate
500 to 600 sections or approximately 15 to 18 million
feet of logs. Filled to capacity, this means that about seven

weeks supply of logs can be held at these two points—
based on our present mill consumption. Both of these
storage grounds are particularly well located. Regardless
of weather conditions, our yarding boat can move logs
from the various camps to these points. Complete tows
for the big tugs are assembled here, which tends to accel-
erate delivery to the mill by taking advantage of all suit-
able towing weather.

Logs southbound to the mill which require temporary
storage or rafts that must be broken down and flat boomed
are held in our largest storage ground at Teakerne Arm.
Teakerne Arm is approximately thirty miles from Powell
River, and is capable of holding approximately 1,000 sec-
tions or thirty million feet and still provides space for
breaking down rafts. Theodosia Arm, another sheltered
inlet, is also used periodically when it is necessary to store
logs for an extended period. Having long tide flats which
go dry, and an appreciable percentage of fresh water, it
affords protection to logs from teredo damage.

At their final destination, Powell River, approximately
500 sections, or fifteen million feet, can be held in storage
ponds. Ample proteetion from wind and sea is provided
by a seawall and a floating breakwater strategically placed
around the Log Ponds.

With all storage grounds filled to capacity, about
seventy million feet of logs can be safely stored. This
represents better than four months’ mill consumption, and
approximately thirty million of this would be within a
day’s towing time of the mill.

It is our aim to keep fresh logs supplied to the mill at
all times, and a policy of “first in—first out” is adhered to.
This ensures the high quality of our finished products—
newsprint and.pulp.
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“Accidents can be prevented.” This is often a
trite phrase, that has little meaning beyond its
expression. But Powell River employees have |
proved that accidents can be prevented IF EVERY-
ONE FROM TOP MANAGEMENT DOWN
PITCHES IN AS A TEAM TO PREVENT

Just a year ago, we further intensified our safety
programme. We reorganized our Mill Safety Com-
mittees, held educational meetings, and set out a
programme of sane, steady education and publicity.

In July, 1947, the first big test was initiated.
The plant, in conjunction with the community,
embarked on a “NO-ACCIDENT MONTH"
campaign. The goal was not achieved, but the
monthly accident rate was the lowest in history.

The intensive educational campaign persisted for
the balance of the year. Accidents dropped steadily
in the second six months, and by this time the
campaign had captured the imagination of each _
department and of every employee. Departmental Man
rivalry became hot—and the stage was set for the
second “NO-ACCIDENT MONTH” campaign,
to start on January 1.

Success this time was complete—and extended
far beyond the hopes of officials and committees.
The last accident at the plant fell on December 9
—and the clean sheet was carried through Jan-
uary—and into February. We have achieved the
remarkable record of seventy-two consecutive days
without a single lost time accident.

This is a spectacular achievement in a plant of |
1,700 employees, filled with fast-moving machinery
of all kinds and sizes. It includes Sawmill and
Wood Process departments in which many excep-
tional and unavoidable hazards exist.

The year's effort on Safety has been a most solid
and satisfactory accomplishment. The absence of
accidents over a 72-day period has had a tremen-
dous effect on morale, has aroused a spirit of emu-
lation in every department—and presented a chal-
lenge to the individual that never existed before.

Accidents are news in Powell River now—and everyone
is out to establish a new record.

The old platitudes that “accidents are an essential
corollary to industry” or that they are “Acts of God”
have gone by the board. Our plant superintendents no
longer say, “We were lucky or unlucky.” Now it’s “We
have been on our toes and have kept our minds on the
accident problem.”

In ringing up this impressive and salutary achievement
over three-quarters of a million man hours of safe work-
manship went on the record books. What this means in
terms of family happiness, of accident-free homes, of

continued and uninterrupted earnings, may not be measured

¥

DONT THE CHAIN
BE THE WEAK LINK

KEEP THE RECORD CLEAN

Plant employee gets a safety reminder on bis way to work.

—but these are the real factors behind the safety records.
it is a tonic, and once such records have been established

they become something to emulate, something worthwhile,
something that can be measured in terms of human happi-
ness and prosperity.

Powell River's accident campaign is a heartening example
of what can be accomplished by team work, once the team
starts really working together. The feeling about the plant
today is not “This is the Powell River Company's Cam-

It is “This is Our Campaign”—and that's the real solu-
tion to accident prevention.
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Small section of the ford-gashed coastline and the small evergreen islets that nestle in its blue waters.

HE Islands of the Gulf of Georgia comprehend
one of the great scenic paradises of the Pacific
Coast. They are the mecca for summer cruises,

and to their picturesque, ever-green dotted shores come
pleasure yachts of the world. The Thousand Islands of the
Gulf are scenically beautiful and historically romantic.

Many of these, famous in history, industry and fiction,
are in the immediate vicinity of Powell River. Imme-
diately across the Malaspina Straits, five miles with the
crow, is Texada Island, in the late nineteens and early
twenties a roaring, rushing scene of mining activity. Gold,
silver, copper and iron were taken out in quantity, and
today the old mines, revived by modern methods, are
springing to life. Texada, on whose northern tip is the
industrial centre of Blubber Bay, one-time whaling station,
with its famous cement and lime works, was first identified
in 1791—and was named by Jose Maria Narvaez, Spanish
explorer commanding the ship Santa Saturmina.

Throughout the Gulf are memories of early British and
Spanish explorers. A few miles north are the scenic, little
known islands, Cortez, Valdez, Hernando, in whose quiet
lagoons many of the world-famous yachts have dropped

IN GULF ISLANDS
anchor. These, too, are of Spanish origin.
the name of the explorer commanding the Spanish expedi-
tion, and Hernando and Cortez named after the great
Spanish captain, Hernando Cortez, conqueror of Mexico
and Peru.

Malaspina Straits itself was named by the Spanish ex-,
plorers Galiano and Valdez in honor of Captain Alex-
ander Malaspina, an Italian seaman in the service of Spain.

Across the Straits of Georgia, the white peaks of Van-
couver Island stand silhouetted against the skyline—as
perpetual testimonials to the explorations of Captain
George Vancouver in the late eighteenth century—and a
few miles away, picturesque Harwood Island, commem-
orates one of the many British naval figures of past years
and centuries.

The naval touch predominates in many of the Gulf
Islands; beautiful Jervis Inlet, haven of the summer cruise,
perpetuating Admiral Jervis and his victory over the com-
bined fleets of France and Spain in 1797. In the same
area is Nelson Island—and a few miles north the fasci-
nated tourist calls in at Hardy Island, where flocks of tame
deer steal the food ftom your mouth. The name Hardy

Valdez recalls

ye ee
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Deer on Hardy Island.
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recalls Nelson's flag captain aboard the Victory at Trafal-
gar. In this vicinity, too, are Agamemnon Channel, com-
memorating a famous British ship of the line; and finally
Powell River itself, named by Capt. Orlebar of H.M.S.
Rocket after Dr. Israel Powell, Indian Commissioner for
British Columbia.

About five miles northwest of Powell River is Savary
Island, one of the -est known summer playgrounds of the
Gulf. This island dates back to 1791, when Lieut. Savary,
one of Capt. Vancouver's junior officers, landed on this
“lovely, green-carpeted isle” to locate fresh water for his

men. Fie found it in abundance—and entered this in-
formation in his log. Capt. Vancouver named the island
Savary's Island.

About thirty miles south of Powell River, Thormanby
Islands rise like small rocks out of the waters. They are
separated from the Mainland by the narrow Welcome
Pass. One summer day in 1860, H.M.S. Plumper was
cruising in this area, when Capt. Richards received the
“welcome” news that the horse Thormanby had won the
Derby. He immediately named Thormanby Islands after
the Derby winner and called the pass “Welcome”.

NEWSPRINT CONSUMPTION IN ENGLAND
from ‘“‘London Economist’’

If consumption per head of newsprint could be inter-
preted in terms of national literacy, Great Britain has
relapsed from the position of senior position to that of
near-moron, so great has been its cut in newsprint supplies.
No country, except Japan, has suffered proportionately so

a Pan PER VEAR
NEWSPRINT

CONSUMPTION PER HEAD

large a fall in the mental nourishment the newspapers may
be said to provide.

The reductions in consumption of newsprint per head
shown in the diagram reflect the economic difficulties in
which the countries of Europe now find themselves. Those
with direct access to timber supplies can allow themeelves

48. 7&8 mean ren ree4 modest increase. Of these Sweden is the outstanding
j example. Those who have no substantial domestic sup-

plies to draw on, are obliged by the dollar shortage to
curtail imports of newsprint—and Great Britain most
drastically of all. The situation in Europe is in marked
contrast to that in the Western Hemisphere, for with the
exception of Peru and Newfoundland consumption has
increased in all the countries of North and South America.

Although compared with other countries Great Britain
cannot be said to be at starvation level, the present
stringency is quite incompatible with the requirements of
a country with its national and international responsibil-
ities. For the saving of £1,000,000, the people are being
cut off from crucial sources of information.
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Powell River’s new modern Mill Store building.

YEW MILD STORE
By WALTER BATTERHAM, Mill Store Superintendent

The Mill Store, from which all stores are ordered and versations involving checking of supplies, etc. With the
issued, and in which all supplies for the maintenance and consolidation of accounting and store keeping departments
operation of the mill are stored, is an essential feature of under one roof, considerable increase in efhiciency may be
the modern paper mill. expected. We believe that’ when our fittings have been

Today, with mechanization spreading to every depart- completed we will have the best Mill Store in the country.
ment and with the new and greater demands of plant Materials will be issued from wickets provided. Mes-
extension, adequate material storage facilities are more sages may be phoned in and supplies delivered to any part
imperative than ever. It is to meet these demands, and of the mill or to any crews working around the plant.
to concentrate our storage quarters, that the Powell River Delivery has been expedited by the use of three wheeled
Company included the new Consolidated Mill Store in its Jeeps as messengers.
post-war construction plans. Some idea of the stocks that have to ke carried for an

Prior to the present installation, our material storage 8-machine paper mill will be gathered from the following
areas included a main store and three sub stores, located figures. Although we have on our Kardex very close to
at strategic points about the plant—and occupying a total 40,000 different items, the total value of which runs into
area of 125,000 square feet of floor space. With the con- quite a few “noughts’. Our replenishing stocks arrive for
solidation of stocks in the New Store, less than half that the most part via Kingcome Navigation barges, which
floor space will be needed. carry an average of 500 tons per month for mill store

The new Mill Store is a 200x150-foot two-storied build- inventories. Additional shipments arrive via express (three
ing of concrete construction and completely fireproof. The or four times weekly) and parcel post mail daily. Other
building is equipped with a 30-ton crane, capable of materials are shipped from the United States via the coast
handling our heaviest machinery — machinery like the freighter, M. V. Lovejoy.
30-ton roll on the bottom of the paper machines calender With the variety of materials used in paper making,
stack. A movable five-ton crane, which can work in with the growing complexity and mechanization of opera-
every bay, takes care of other general equipment. tions, the new modern Mill Store is a necessary and vital

A five-ton capacity elevator connects both floors. On part of our operations at Powell River.
the lower floor, a separate moth and vermin-proof room From Eastern Canada come the wires, felts and machine
has been built to store and protect the paper makers woollen clothing. Cotton Ropes are shipped from England as well
felts and other perishable items. Accommodation has been as from Eastern Canada. Scotland, famous for its Jute
made to store over one hundred felts, opened up and ready mills, sends us its best in Jute Twine. From Texas, via
for immediate installation on the paper machines. On the Panama Canal, comes the famous Texas Gulf sulphur.
upper floor stocks will be carried in steel racks, six feet England, whose deposits are the purest and most extensive
high, enabling the storekeepers to work from the floor in the world, supplies the China Clay.
without the use of ladders. This is an important factor It has been a policy of the Company to maintain large
in safety and efhciency. Here, too, is to house the reserves of raw materials. Sulphur and China Clay arrive
Kardex control system and store accounting. In the past in shipload lots. Resin, dextrine, soda ash, borax, and
this has been done in the main office, and while satisfactory other materials used in the plant are shipped in carload
to a point, considerable time was lost in telephone con- lots, averaging 40 to 50 tons.
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By D. A. HARPER, Recording Secretary

A Research Advisory Council has been established to
assist in an embrasive and progressive research program.

This is the most recent organization step taken by the
Powell River Company in that phase of. operations which
is taking an increasingly important place in the present
and future plans of the Company—RESEARCH.

Under the chairmanship of Technical Director Harry
Andrews, within whose jurisdiction come most of the
planning and functional aspects of research, the newly
formed Research Advisory Council is an auxiliary body
comprising representatives of major divisions, intended
primarily as a means of fully integrating the many depart-
mentalized research activities of the Company. Periodic
meetings ensure that the collective “know how” and judg-
ment of executive and technical personnel are brought
to bear on the major research projects in hand.

P. R. Sandwell, Chief Engineer, though burdened with
the vast expansion projects now under way, does not per-
mit his Engineering Research studies to lag behind. No
lack of challenge comes from the engineering side and
the problems and plans of that division get a full share
of attention in the Council's activities.

As a representative of the practical operational angle,
Resident Manager Russell Cooper lends to the Council
the judgment of his years as an operator. For within his
Operations division and the 80 acres of plant which he
supervises lies the testing ground for all research activities.

Although a continuing research program has been a
part of company policy since the earliest days of its
organization, in recent years both external and internal
factors have projected this phase of activity into far
‘greater prominence.

On the supply side, the skyrocketing of log prices to
over four times their pre-war value, coupled with the
institution of Governmental supervised “working circles”
has spotlighted our forest operations as never before and
made more necessary than ever the need of directing
research eftorts toward maximum wood utilization, and
studies of means of getting the greatest and best yield
from our own extensive forest reserves. To the Research
Council comes John Liersch, of the Forestry Department,
to assure that in all discussions full weight is given this
aspect of research.

Ex-ofhcio members on the Council include all chief
executives: President, H. S. Foley; Vice-President, M. J.
Foley; Vice-President, G. W. O’Brien; Vice-President,
B. R. Cancell, who follow the Company research activities
with the keenest interest.

And from within the Company itself, with its vast sub-
departmentalized structure, arises the need of seeing that
every department is fully cognizant of the broad research
program being carried on, as well as the individual depart-
mental activities in research. The Research Council in its
periodic meetings serves as a clearing house of information
and gives double assurance that no aspect of research is
overlooked and that no two departments are duplicating
work on any major problem.

Specifically, the functions of the Research Council are,
to keep under constant review our whole research program;
to receive proposals for and advise on new products,
processes and developments; .to initiate and recommend
research projects; to integrate research programs of various
company divisions.
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ANOTHER 1000 YEARS OF SERVICE
In the middle of March, Powell River's most exclusive social society, the ““Twenty-

Five Year Club”, held its annual gathering. At this meeting forty-one new members
were enrolled, to add another 1000 years of total service to the record.

Membership in the club is now 140—and this year’s group is the largest to enter
since its formation in 1944.

The Twenty-Five Year Club is one link in the Powell River Company's overall
plan of personnel relations. It was founded on the basis that an employee who had
spent twenty-five years of his life with the Company was entitled to privileges over and
above the normal benefits accorded to employees as a group. His quarter of a century
of service with the Company ensured his continued loyalty and co-operation; and his
experience and knowledge of Company history, policy and background were valuable
and tangible assets, worthy of special recognition.

The majority of members of the group, through their long experience, have
acquired supervisory rank in greater or less measure;_and are in an unique position to
act as stepping stones Letween management and employees.

Membership in Powell River Twenty-Five Year Club carries real benefits. Token >

J. C. Hit Galle

recognition of afhliation is afforded by the high grade Swiss watches, each suitably
engraved, which are presented to every member as he crosses the exclusive club portals.

In addition, each member, if off work for any cause, is carried on the pay roll for
one year at full wages for three months; half wages for the next three months; and
one-third for the remaining six months.

The Annual dinner is one of the big events of the year. Members and their wives
are there in force, senior executive ofhicers are in attendance—and new members are
presented with their watches. It is an evening of mirth, fun and reminiscences. The
“do you remember when” questions fly thick and fast—and many executives, new
members of the club, have come away with red faces as the pranks of their pre-dignified

cays a the plant and arqund the bachelor quarters of the town are unsparinglyreveaicd.

These 140 “youngsters” who comprise Powell River's Twenty-Five Year Club are
men and women, in a large measure, responsible for the success of our operation over
the years. They helped start the first machines—have taken their full share in the
community and social life of the district—and by their steadiness, consistency and
loyalty have been an asset to their employer and an example to the district.

G. A. Olsen B. Asderses R. J. Williaus H. C. McPhales
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ABS VE SERVICE
recognition of afhliation is afforded by the high grade Swiss watches, each suitably
engraved, which are presented to every member as he crosses the exclusive club portals.

In addition, each member, if off work for any cause, is carried on the pay roll for
one year at full wages for three months; half wages for the next three months; and
one-third for the remaining six months.

The Annual dinner is one of the big events of the year. Members and their wives
are there in force, senior executive ofhcers are in attendance—and new members are
presented with their watches. It is an evening of mirth, fun and reminiscences. The
“do you remember when” questions fly thick and fast—and many executives, new
members of the club, have come away with red faces as the pranks of their pre-dignified

days a the plant and arqund the bachelor quarters of the town are unsparinglyrev
ye =

These 140 “youngsters” who comprise Powell River's Twenty-Five Year Club are
men and women, in a large measure, responsible for the success of our operation over
the years. They helped start the first machines—have taken their full share in the
community and social life of the district—and by their steadiness, consistency and
loyalty have been an asset to their employer and an example to the district.

CG. A. Olses B. Andersen R. J. Williams



Antennae poles and transmitting station.

By PEARD SUTHERLAND

British Columbia Telephone Company

Powell River is now the northern terminal of the first
commercial Very High Frequency (VHF) radiotelephone
service in British Columbia following establishment of
transmitting and receiving equipment by North-West
Telephone Company in the suburban area of Wildwood.

Put into operation last year, the new service functions
on frequencies in the neighborhood of 156 megacycles
using Frequency Modulation (FM). By the use of special
carrier equipment, three voice circuits can be superimposed
on one radio channel, enabling three conversations to be
carried on simultaneously in either direction.

A long distance call from here to Vancouver now goes
over the airwaves and is directed by antennae which beam
the caller’s voice to the receiver station on the tip of
Point Grey. The transmitting equipment has a range of
some 75 miles.

In general terms, the routine for
a phone call is this: “The Powell
River subscriber concerned calls the
local long distance operator, asks for
Vancouver and the party desired;
the long distance operator plugs in
on a circuit to the Wildwood station
and rings the Vancouver long dis-
tance operator.” The Wildwood
equipment, collectively referred to
as a radiotelephone toll terminal,
automatically beams the caller's
voice to the Vancouver receiving
station at Point Grey.

From there, the call travels auto-
matically by landlines to the Van-
couver long distance switchboard
ofice and then to the receiving
party. A similar routine is followed
on calls in the opposite direction.

The Wildwood radiotelephone
toll terminal is situated at an eleva-
tion of about 400 feet on a rocky
knoll overlooking Powell River. The
equipment contained in the small
building is unattended and fully
automatic, being in constant opera-
tion.

In near future the station is ex-
pected also to act as a relay point
for a frequency Modulation ship-to-
shore and _ point-to-point coastal
radiotelephone service designed to
largely replace the Medium Fre-
quency (MF) radiotelephone service
presently in use.

Powell River has always been a
“telephone town.” Before a regular

outsidé service was initiated in 1930, Powell River had
its own automatic system, one of the first of its kind
in British Columbia. This had been installed by the
Powell River Company to facilitate contact between
officials and key employees.

In the thirties, the first wireless telephone system was
installed—and Powell River for the first time was able
to speak to the outside world via telephone. On April
11, 1931, the new automatic exchange was “cut in” and
the old radio telephone was discarded. Direct communica-
tion with outside points was now possible via the cable
laid from Powell River to Vancouver Island, across the
Straits of Georgia.

Telephonic advantages were extended to the suburbs
and today, on a per capita basis, the Powell River area is
one of the largest “consumers of telephones” in the
province.

The new high frequency installation is the latest step
in the modernization of telephonic conversation between
Powell River and the outside world.
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When the Roman armies were fighting abroad, the people
of Rome naturally felt a keen desire for news of their
achievements. At first, this want was supplied to some
extent by letters sent home by the military commanders,
and communicated to the people by the Government
officials.

Subsequently, a journal called “The Acta Diurna”
was published. The intelligence was supplied, as at
present, by reporters styled actuarii, and the items pub-
lished resembled the contents of a modern journal, em-
bracing the proceedings of the courts of law and public
assemblies, descriptions of public works.and buildings
in progress; lists of births, deaths, and marriages, and trials
for divorce, which were of frequent occurrence among
the Romans, were very fully reported.

Julius Caesar, on entering upon his Consulate in B. C.
59, authorised the publication of the proceedings of the
Senate, upon which there had been, previously, an in-
junction of secrecy.

As is well known, the Chinese invented a kind of
printing from wooden blocks. Soon after they found
out.this art they utilised it by publishing, in about the
Oth century, a newspaper or record. It announced such
matters as changes in office, as they occurred from time

to time, with information about laws, taxation, and

written acco it Ee eek ant the Romans Sicite=in fact, whatever the Government desiredes.“tp to the public.
This newspaper published in Pekin has been continued

ever since, hence, it is the oldest existing newspaper in
the world, being established many centuries.

The Germans, it may be taken for granted, invented
printing; and they were the first to apply the new method
of inter-communication to the publication of pamphlets
and proclamations. They never thought, however, of a
periodical newspaper.

The first European newspaper was the “Gazette”, issued
by the Venetian Republic during a war which commenced
in 1563—about a hundred years after the invention of
printing—against Solyman II in Dalmatia; but although
these gazettes contained military and commercial intelli-
gence which was read at a fixed place or places by those
who desired to learn the news, they were written and not
printed. For many years they continued to be circulated
in manuscript, notwithstanding the recognised utility and

Singular as was this long-continued avoidance in Venice
of the use of type and the press for the chief purpose ©
to which they are now applied, a similar condition pre-
vailed in England, for the people of Great Britain were
principally supplied with such news as they received
during a large portion of the eventful 17th century, by
written news letters rather than by printed newspapers.

employment of the art of printing in the production of

THE FIRST PRINTED NEWSPAPER
Using the word printing in the ordinary sense of taking

impressions from movable type, it may be said that the
first printed newspaper appeared in the early part of the
17th century. In fact, attempts were made, nearly simul-
taneously, to establish printed and regularly-published
newspapers in Germany, France and England.

The first German newspaper in numbered sheets was
issued in 1612. It was called an ““Account of what has
happened in Germany and Italy, Spain and France, the
East and West Indies, etc.”

The first French newspaper was established at Paris,
in 1632, by Renandot, a physician, famous for his skill
in collecting news to amuse his patients.

It was when the reign of the first James was drawing
to a termination that London saw its first newspaper.

The puny ancestor of the present broadsheet was pub-
lished in London, in 1622, and was first offered to the
British public by a gentleman of the name of Nathaniel
Butter. It was a small quarto, of eighteen pages, called the
“Certain News of the Present Week.” This is undoubt-
edly the first English journal, because it was the first

publication of news which the editor publicly purported
to continue regularly. There are in the British Museum
copies of a paper called “The English Mercurie,” pur-
porting to be printed in 1588, and to be the first English
newspaper; but one of the late librarians conclusively
proved them to be forgeries, so that Nathaniel Butter
goes down to history as the first journalist. He did not
claim much originality or genius. His chief merit con-
sisted in the fact that he was the first to put into type
what he and others had been in the habit of giving to
the world in manuscript. Like many projectors before
and since, Nathaniel got more kicks than pence, and gained
more notoriety than profit from his speculation. Wits
sneered at him, and laughed derisively; the public did
not support him.

Nathaniel Butter continued his weekly newspaper for
several years, sometimes with the second title of “The
Mercurius Britanicus,” but he provoked the ire of some
who thought that the newspaper was likely, in some
degree to withdraw the popular favour from the drama,
and of others, because it interfered with their occupation
a8 news writers.
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Ships of the “Breakwater Lixe’’.

Fourteen years before “Operation Mulberry” was con-
ceived by the Allied High Command, the feasibility of
utilizing old ships as a breakwater had already been
successfully pioneered at Powell River.

In 1930, the Powell River Company, to further protect
its log storage pond, purchased the hulls of two former
U.S. Cruisers, “Charleston” and “Huron”. These were
anchored off the log-pond—and were the beginnings of
Powell River's well known “ship breakwater”.

Over the years, these protective facilities have been
extended, and today eight ships are anchored in line
ahead off our foreshore. Behind these our logs rest in easy
security from the fury of the south-easters or heavy
westerlies that blow up and down the Gulf in the
winter months.

Powell River's ship breakwater recalls the history of
the Seven seas in peace and war. All of the dismantled
hulks were proud ships in their day. Some fought the
battles of freedom on the Seven Seas—others proceeded on
their lawful occasions, carrying full cargoes along the
blue water trade routes of the world.

The Charleston and Huron were former U.S. Cruisers
built a decade prior to World War I—and before the
era” was ushered in. In the first war they
were attached to Group Convoys carrying American
soldiers to France and England. They were withdrawn
from service in 1923, dismantled and partially scrapped.
In 1930 the two steel hulls, all that remained of these
once proud ships of the line, were purchased by the Powell
River Company. Today they are still afloat and are still
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on. convoy duty, protecting our logs from the danger
of the seas as they once guarded U.S. transports from the
menace of the submarine.

Another famous ship in the “Breakwater line” is the
old Malaspina, one time pride of the® Canadian Fishery
patrol and the scourge of rum runners back in the
boisterous prohibition days. The Malaspina has stopped
a lot of illegal fishing in her day—and many a rum laden
craft, heading for B.C. waters had just cause to bring
down imprecations on the head of the Malaspina. During
the first World War she assisted in the navy patrol of
B. C. waters.

Side by side with these ships of war are the vessels of
peace, the old reliable freight carriers, Island Carrier and
Albertolite. Both of these crafts were well known in the
Pacific trade in their youthful days.

The Island Carrier was originally a sailing vessel, built
in Glasgow, Scotland in 1892, and registered as the
Pacific Carrier. She was later taken over by the Robert
Dollar Line and rechristened the May Dollar. Her use-
fulness as a deep sea ship finished, she was taken over by
the Island Tug Company, renamed the Island Carrier and
used for several years as a hog fuel barge in British Col-
umbia waters until purchased by the
Powell River Company.

The “‘Albertolite’ was built and »

launched at Newcastle-on-Tyne in
1912, and christened Adorna. For
sometime she served under the Ger-
man flag, but was sold to a British
firm and renamed Winnipeg.

During World War I she was in
the Atlantic war zone and made sev-
eral passages with her precious oil
Cargoes. ,
After the war she was again re-

named the Caddo and continued in

the oil trade. In 1929 she was purchased by Imperial Oil
Limited and given her fourth name “Albertolite’™”. For
many years she ran between British Columbia and South
American and Pacific Coast ports.

In World War II she carried oil from Ecuador to loco,
British Columbia—and also plied -etween Vancouver
and California.

She was scrapped two years ago and sold to Capital
Iron & Metals, Victoria. Last year she was purchased
by Powell River Company for breakwater purposes.

Throughout her career, Albertolite has been in the
oil trade and her life has been eventful but very peaceful.
She was a lucky ship, had no high adventures, nor did she
suffer any calamities.

The breakwater line has now teen extended by the
addition of four concrete ships purchased from the United
States Maritime Commission.

These four vessels, John Smeaton, Armand Considere,
L. J. Vicat and LeChatelier were built in Tampa, Florida
in 1944, under the wartime emergency program and were
decommissioned and later placed in the Maritime Com-
missions reserve fleet.

All four ships have a gross tonnage of 4820 tons and
are 336 feet long. They were built for ten knots. ine

I, One of the latest additions to our breakwater
is the concrete ship Jobn Smeaton shown above.

2. At left: Former light cruiser U.S.S. Charles-
ton, as she appeared in ber beyday as a fighting
ship of the United States Navy.



By ARTHUR GARDNER, Mechanical Superintendent

A well known paper mill equipment salesman once remarked:

“Your plant at Powell River is one of our heaviest competitors.
Your shops and maintenance crews do so much of your own fabrica-
tion and repair work that we find it difficult to do business with you.”

What this salesman really meant was that Powell River, in its own
plant, makes and repairs much equipment that normally would be
purchased direct from factories. Due to our somewhat isolated posi-
tion, it has been the Company's policy to maintain a complete line
of repair equipment—and through necessity to fabricate machine

parts, vnich in more populous areas, would be purchased from equip-ment
a

Under the general heading of “Shops” is listed at least nine different
departments, whose sole job is to maintain our machinery and equip-
ment in first-class condition; to make major repairs; and where neces-
sary, to manufacture new parts. These departments employ close to
100 men—skilled and experienced craftsmen who know the papermill alphabet from A to Z.

There are no long delays or shut downs for repairs. Major and
minor fractures, or breaks, are promptly changed and in the space
of a few minutes, are on their way to one or other of the various
-Shop” departments.

In the Machine Shop is elaborate equipment for shaping, planing,
milling, boring, etc.—with expert paper mill machinists ready for any

. emergency. Here even the big 5 foot diameter dryer rolls can be
renovated and repaired without difficulty.

In the Foundry, crews make all the iron and brass castings for mill
use—thousands of them. The Welding Shop, with a crew of 12, weld
parts for all machinery—and perform scores of major repairs that
normally would be shipped out to repair factories; thousands more
tools are made and sharpened in the Blacksmith Shop—and still more
thousands of nuts and bolts fabricated.

Down in the mill garage, eight skilled mechanics are in constant
attendance on the more than 60 internal combustion units now in
the plant—trucks, jeeps, lift-trucks, etc-—and as the mechanization
of the plant continues, both garage facilities and crews will be
expanded.

Side by side with these departments are the carpenter shops, the
sheet metal and pipe shops—all busy repairing or fabricating new
equipment—as the seven big newsprint machines and their auxiliaries
carry on with the business of making paper.
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POWELL
RIVER
GOLF

One bright spring afternoon twenty-six years ago, a
strange—and an almost fearful spectacle was seen on the
old Powell River football ground. A one man show was
in progress. A man clad in plus fours, with an iron club
in his hand was driving a little white ball across the rough
pasture that had been hewed out for a football field.

The ball driver was the late Dr. Andrew Henderson,
chief medical officer at Powell River. In this incident
is found the origin of golf in our town.

The next day a few others hauled their rusty clubs out
of basements and attics and started knocking golf balls
around the football field. The footballers didn’t think
much of the business anyway, except to wonder how full
grown men could waste their time in that fashion.

The next step was for the faithful few, which included
Robin Bell-Irving, then resident engineer at Powell River.
to look around for a place where they could indulge
undisturbed in their peculiar pastime. By a series of move-
ments, contortions and smart persuasive logic, they finally
persuaded the Company to dig out a small golf course.

A four hole affair was constructed, and this wheeled
across open fields, skirted horse barns, and dodged a score
of other natural and artificial obstacles.

Next came an extension to six holes—and by this time
a few curious onlookers had caught the bug—and about
thirty members became novitiates. By 1930 the game had
caught on—and three extra holes had been added to
complete the nine hole course.

By 1935, scores of employees found in it a real source

of pleasure and healthy exercise; and membership averaged
around 150.

In the past ten years golf popularity has increased—
and today with a total of 350 members it is one of the
largest clubs in the district. The Club House, Sally
Scanlon Lodge, was originally donated by the late M. J.
Scanlon. It has been enlarged and refurnished and is
today a modern, comfortable club house where the
social and business ends of golf have every facility for
development.

The 3000 yard course at Powell River is considered one
of the most sporty of the nine hole courses in British
Columbia. In its 26 years the Club has developed many
outstanding golfers, who have made reputations in the
higher brackets of provincial golfdom.

The easy availability of the course to everyone in the
district is a great asset in building membership. The course
is within 10 minutes walk for anyone in Powell River—
and may be reached by bus in the same time from any
part of the district.

Above—Part of the old course under construction.

Left—Identical view of the course today.



The band oiler at work. Automatic oiling on a paper machine.

—LUBRIGKHHIN
By Ray McNar, Lubrication Foreman |

(se 500° ton newsprint and pulp plnt at Powelthe 900 ton newsprint and pulp plant at Powell
River through 24 hours of continuous daily oper-

ation is a vital job in the production of newsprint. It is
the job of the 33 employees of the Lubrication Depart-
ment—and it is a 24 hour a day job, with men operating |
on all shifts.

The Powell River plant has been in continuous oper-
ation since 1912—and in the intervening years new and
modern machinery has been installed side by side with
the veterans of earlier times. The job of oiling and greasing
is therefore a mixture of the old and the new—the old
oil can and the hand grease method—and the automatic,
working together with the same idea—to maintain pro-
duction at highest possible levels.

In our “old” machine room, which houses paper
machines 1-4, installed ketween 1911-1913, hand oiling
takes pre-edence and the oiler, can in hand moves with
dignified efhciency from one bearing to another. The big
dryers are lubricated by brick grease—chunks of grease
placed to ride on the bearings—and checked and changed
regularly.

The three modern, fast paper machines in the “new”
mill have a circulating oil system. The oil is pumped from
a sump tank in the basement to a gravity tank, located on
the upper floor. From here it is fed into the machine by
gravity, the oil checked by glass sight feed indicators,
allocating the proper quantity of oil to each bearing.

In the groundwood department we have now converted

over to water lubricated bearings (Ryertex) where a spray
of water plays continuously over the journal.

The babbit in the older bearings has been replaced with
Ryertex liners, which are lubricated with water instead of
oil. This water not only lubricates the bearing, but
keeps it cool and washes out the pulp which escapes from
the bearing.

Formerly, with oil as lubricant, considerable pulp was
caught in the bearing—and remaining there might event-
ually cause it to fail. The new system eliminates this
hazard.

The Alemite dual progressive grease system has been
installed on certain equipment in our new wood
paring division. This system embodies a grease pump
which forces grease to scores of different bearings in a
machine simultaneously. At each bearing is a small meter-
ing valve holding a measured amount of grease. The
grease is forced from one valve to the next progressively
around the circuit and back to pump at which point an
indicator shows that all bearings have received lubrication.
In this way a metered and carefully checked amount of
lubrication is used. There is no wastage, no under or
over greasing in this automatic method.

Day in, day out, the hand oiler and the automatic
pumps are at work on the many thousands of bearings that
turn the modern paper machine and its impressive auxil-
iaries in every department. A necessary and essential
jobo—which each year consumes 33,000 barrels of grease

and nearly 90,000 gallons of oil FOR LUBRICATIONONLY.
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WE LIKE OUR CLIMATE

Taken on February 28th—two eager gardeners start-
ing the season right.

They had a tough time in Vancouver around the
middle of February.

It snowed! Trafhc was snarled—and even members
of our well ordered Vancouver office signed in late.
Football games were cancelled—and the whole city was
tossed out of gear.

Of course nobody expected anything else. That's Van-
couver—not Powell River.

While these scenes of horror and near panic were
being enacted in that shaky Metropolis, Powell River

- sauntered serenely through snowless days, with the warm
rays of a February sun arousing thoughts of summer days
at the seaside. While all football games were cancelled
in that pansy like environment, Powell River played
University of British Columbia under a cloudless sky
(the score has nothing to do with the weather). While
Vancouverites dug themselves out to go to work, Powell
River sauntered along in summer underwear—and trafhc
ran as smooth as our Safety Record.

Of course this normal state of affairs surprised nobody.
For this was Powell River, in the banana belt, and loftily
oblivious to those earthy afflictions which descended on
Vancouver—and gardeners were fearful lest the hot sun
would discourage their crocus and rose blooms.

Naturally, at rare intervals; our complacence is tested—
but ah—never shaken. For instance, we awoke on Feb-
ruary 17 to discover with blank astonishment that three
inches of snow had fallen during the night. We rushed
frantically to the phone, tried to drag our photographer
out of bed to register this rare shot for posterity.

Views of Powell River in early March—and tbis is
what we mean by climate.

Unfortunately, by the time he had climbed in his
trousers, munched a couple of eggs, downed a cup of
coffee and assembled his camera, the snow had disappeared
—before the benign influence of a typical Powell River
shower.

Now these Powell River showers are unique. Flinted
hearted citizens of Texas would say “it was raining -—
and many an uninformed Californian would call it a
deluge. But these are prejudiced voices and our mild
Powell River showers chased away the nasty snow. We
have quite a few of these delightful showers during the
winter-——because we don't like drought conditions in
Powell River. We never have them. Our precious life
giving showers see to that.

All of which means that if you want to know what
Climate is, come to Powell River. And to close on the
right note—-to keep the record straight for our many
friends who imagine us in the Arctic regions or hiber-
nating with the Eskimos, here are some Powell River
weather facts:

Our rainfall is about half that of Vancouver.
We have 50% more sunshine than Vancouver.
During the past winter, we have had only one snow .

fall—and that disappeared in two hours.
A very shallow lake, in the district, did not freeze over.
Crocuses and roses were still around.
And the girls didn’t put on woolens or the men.
Nice Spot, Powell River. Nice climate, too. Come up

and see us sometime, Vancouver or California.
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PACKAGING OUR NEWSPRINT
As the roll comes off the machines a strong specially manufactured protective
moisture and vapor-proof body wrap is wound about it.
A soft bead is inserted at each end to protect it against paste.
Tbe wrapper is crimped at each end to provide a cushion for the edges.
Layers of the famous purple roll baxds are wound around the ends. This pro-
vides further protection against bandling and shipping bazards.
An additional soft bead is placed in the ends for further protection.
The purple bands are then “crimped’’ to receive the finishing cap.
The cappers put on the roll cap to complete the package. It is glued to
the roll—axnd this bigh finish wrapper is resistant to scuffing and moisture
penetration.
Two large clamps squeeze the roll. The cap is now firmly in position. The
ends well cushioned and the roll neatly finished.
The final stage. The Powell River label is affixed, the roll is numbered, its
destination marked and the weieht stamped on the label.



Another load reaches the home tree.

Hi-lead logging in British Columbia.



YOU WILL BE AHEAD!
By using Powell River Newsprint.

You will get the best in printing results.

Powell River Newsprint is clean and
bright in shade.
It is exceptionally strong so that you will
get press runs without a break.
The vapour-barrier packing assures you of
the newsprint arriving in perfect condition.
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Through the pages of this journal we hope to tell ou:
readers about Powell River and its products.

Our Cover Picture

Summer Days. School holidays are
here, and long, lazy days ahead.
The old swimming hole beckons.
Powell River in summer is a garden

spot of the coast.

On the cover, staff photographer
Oswald Stevenson catches Billy

Powell and his best friend, “Skip-
per’ in a relaxed mood.



JAMES WH. LAWSON, &.6.
AMES HILL LAWSON, known to his many friends
as “Judge”, has been associated with Powell River
Company Limited s‘nce its inception. He has heen

the legal adviser of the Company since its incorporation
and has been Secretary and a Director of the Company
since 1931. Prior to the formation of the Powell River
Company he had been associated with its predecessor,
the Powell River Paper Company Limited, and also with
the interests from whom the old company purchased the
land and foreshore at Powell River.

During his long service as counsellor with the Com-
pany, he has been instrumental in helping to shape, insti-
tute and guide policies. He has been more than a legal
solicitor. In practically all spheres of the Company's
activities from labor problems to marketing, his advice
and experience have helped solve many problems dealing
with the physical aspect of the Company's endeavors.

James Hill Lawson was born in Victoria on September
24,1875. His father, also called James Hill Lawson, came
to Victoria by land across Canada some years before to
work with the Hudson’s Bay Company. ror many years
he was one of the Hudson’s Bay Company factors in
Victoria. Jimmie Lawson’s mother came to Victoria by
sailing vessel around the Horn.

Except for a year or so spent in Winnipeg in his early
youth, he was educated in the public schools of Victoria
and graduated from high school at the age of sixteen.
Shortly after his graduation his father advised him that
he was going to be a lawyer, and took him down to the
law offices of a friend. This was the beginning of 57
years in the legal profession. He worked in the offices
of Bodwell & Irving, and was articled to the late Hon.
Paulus Aemilius Irving, later 4 Judge of the Supreme
Court of British Columbia. The study of law in those
days was not at all similar to the study of law as it is
today. An articled student was called upon to spend
five years under articles, working from 9.00 in the morn-
ing until 6.00 o'clock at night. He spent the remainder
of the day, with the exception of a few hours for sleeping,

studying for his law exams. The articled student worked
the first two or three years of his articles without any pay,
the next year or so for $5.00 a month, and his final year,
if he was a good student, for $15.00 a month. Jimmie
Lawson spent the last year of his student days in Rossland,
and arrived home in Victoria with about 50 cents.

During his early days in Victoria and Rossland he
actively participated in soccer and lacrosse. He played
tor many years on the lacrosse teams of Victoria in the
days of held lacrosse, and when there was great rivalry
between Vancouver and Victoria in this sport. On the
trips the Victoria lacrosse team would make to Wancouver
the team would spend the night in one of the hotels near
Pender and Seymour, which at that time was the centre
otf town. The team would then embark in row boats and
row over to Brockton Point in Stanley Park to play their
game. He was also interested in rowing, -eing a member
of the James Bay Athletic Association of Victoria.

Almost every kind of business carried on on the Pacific
Coast is represented in his list of clientele. He is acknowl-
edged by many as a legal expert in the Province on all
phases of pulp and paper, logging and lumber industries.
Ancillary to his work in the sphere of forestry, he has
had a large experience in company work and taxation
problems. He is at present the head of the firm Lawson,
Lundell €& Lawson. Associated with him are Oscar F.
Lundell, who is well known to the members and staff of
the Company, and his youngest son, David A. Lawson.

Although he still arrives at his ofhce by 8.00 a.m. and
rarely leaves until 6.00 in the evening, he finds time to
be an ardent follower of the Opera. He is also an
enthusiastic gardener, and has one of the most beautiful
gardens in the central part of Vancouver Island at his
summer home at Qualicum Beach.

“Judge” Lawson might be said to be getting on some-
what in years, but those of us who are associated with
him in our daily work know that his mind and wit are as
bright and as.sharp as those of a man in his prime.
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Doug Jobnson, Silk Screen hobbyist.

O man can live by bread alone. Few of us can live
by work alone—and some distraction, some change
from normal routine is essential if life is to be full

and complete. Which is why women go in for club work
—or men into civic and community enterprises. Each to
his own hobby, whether it be fishing, hunting, gardening,
contriving ingenious mechanical devices, collecting rare
books, or saving match box covers.

Practically every one has a hobby of some description
Or another. Powell River is no exception—and perhaps
due to our comparative isolation from the larger centres,
our employees and residents are more hobby-minded
en masse than tn many larger cities.

An interesting hobby is followed by Doug Johnson of
our groundwood staff. Doug has gone in for silk screen-
ing—and what started out as a hobby now occupies all
his leisure hours.

The Johnson basement is Doug’s workshop, and here
he spends most of his spare time. ()rders for crests or
pennants are steadily flowing in—and Doug, who 1s a real
community worker, finds he can’t attend as many baseball
games as before—or act on as many committees.

Doug’s hobby began originally when he criticized some
of the design work on Mrs. Johnson's household furniture.
Doug was told to “put up or shut up”-—and few people
have ever succeeded in quieting Doug. Result — silk
screening with new and ketter designs on home furniture
—and a lot of orders for more samples of his hobby.

Watchman George Potter’s deft fingers have carried
him into several hobbtes. At the early age of 14 he took
up fancywork, including cross-stitching and embroidery.
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Bill Parkin, Philatelist.

Today the Potter mansion is largely decorated with hook
rugs, pillows and cushions of George’s own making.

The nimble Potter digits expanded their activities to
wood-working. He took up inlay and overlay work—and
finally fretwork. One of his masterpieces was a Chinese
Pagoda four feet high, which was donated to the Red
Cross for raffle purposes during the war. It is an exquisitely
carved and inlaid specimen of fretwork. ()ne card table
which he completed recently included 960 overlay pieces.

“It’s all nice recreation,” smiled George, “and if anyone
thinks fancy work is a pastime for women only, let them
try it some time.”

The ladies, too, are in the forefront of our hobbyists.
Mrs. Margaret Gwyther has specialized in the fascinating
pastime of collecting miniature boots and shoes.

Mrs. Gwyther’s shoe-collecting habits started on her
wedding day. A friend sent her a number of tiny shoes
for good luck—and she became interested in miniature
shoes. Today she has over 200 shoes in her collection
from all parts of the world.

Included are native shoes from China, Siam, Italy,
Mexico and England. She has shoes made of many and
varied materials — California redwood, Oregon myrtle,
plastic, soap, metal, wood and leather.

“It is a unique and fascinating hobby,” declares Mrs.
Gwyther.



Plastics is Hudson Pirie’s spare-time hobby.

Mrs. Iris Dalzell, wife of Clarence Dalzell of the
wharf crew, is a Shellcraft Expert. Her hobby 1s turning
shells into lovely bracelets, brooches and ear-rings — a
fascinating and intricate job.

“There are 100 different shells used in shellcraft,”” Mrs.
Dalzell informed us-— some dyed, others used in their
natural colors. A half dozen inexpensive and easily
obtained tools are all that is required. Brooches, ear-rings,
necklaces and many other articles may be created. Plastic
bases or foundations of varying design and shapes are
often used to make the finished article more elaborate
and ornate.

Mrs. Dalzell concluded, “has been recom:
mended by doctors as a therapeutic aid. They have
discovered that it creates a beneficial and soothing control

of the nervous system, helps occupy the mind and pro-
vides a subject for stimulating discussion. ”

Hudson Pirie, of our Finishing Room, has gone modern
in his hobby. He has specialized in plastic work—and has
turned out some highly finished rings, table ornaments,
saltshakers, bon-bon dishes, initiated brooches and many
other delicately. conceived articles.

Hudson explained that, “Fashioning of plastics as a
hobby is an outcome of the war, when plexiglass was used
in the nose and turrets of planes, and it was natural that
many employees of aircraft plants should continue to
experiment with it as a hobby.”

The type of plastics most commonly used in the home
workshop are lucite or plexiglass, obtainable in sheets, rods
and tubes of various thicknesses.

By heating to the correct temperature many beautiful
shapes and designs can be fashioned, and hundreds of
articles can be made. A remarkable feature of plastics

(Continued on Page 4)

Mrs. Iris Dalzell, shellcraft hobbyist.

Below, from left to right: Lin Templeton collects match box covers;
Beautiful miniatures in Mrs. Murison’s collection; Mrs. Margaret
Gwyther specializes in miniature shoes; George Potter, fretwork and

intay expert.



(Continued from Page 3)

is that they can be cut by hand or motor tools found on
an

the average home work bench.
Miniatures is the hobby of Mrs. J. A. Murison, wife

of Dr. Murison of the Clinic staff. Her collection is
unique and considered by experts as unusually selected
and varied. It is a beautiful collection and contains
hundreds of dainty, exquisite and valuable articles, gleaned
from all corners of the globe.

The collection includes tiny replicas of every imagin-
able article we see and use—cup and saucer sets, candle-
sticks, vases, urns, bells, books, all a marvel to look at. The
inlay, engraving, hand painting and carving done on
these articles, a masterpiece of artistry. China, gold,
silver, brass, ivory, blown glass go toward their making.

Included in this collection are a number of valuable
antiques, many hundreds of years old; some can never be
duplicated, for war and death took many of the creative
artists with them, the skill, patience and ability.

One of the most unusual items in the collection is 3
silver mummy encased in a cofhn three-quarters of an inch
long. The tiny body is perfectly formed.

There is also a photograph album with six slides inside.
A magnifying glass is necessary, for the album only
measures half an inch in width.

Besides these many miniatures, Mrs. Murison has col-
lected a number of Dresden and Dalton pieces. They
have come from England, France, Germany, Italy, Czecho-
slovakia and the Mount of Olives.

It has taken many years to build up this wonderful col-
lection. Many of Mrs. Murison’s friends have helped her

do so by sending to her miniatures they have discovered
in distant lands.

And of course Powell River has its quota of stamp col-
lectors, the dean of whom is William P. “Bill” Parktn,
who, in addition to acting as Magistrate and filling half a
dozen secretarial posts in various community organiza-
tions, is our leading philatelist. Bill has been collecting
stamps since infancy. He is no dabbler in the art. His
collection is worth quite a few thousands, and he boasts
several stamps whose individual value is well into the
“hundreds”. He specializes in British Empire stamps,
and is an authority on all colonial, Dominion and Imperial
issues. He is on the regular Philatelists mailing list—and
every new mint issue comes to him regularly in com-
plete sets.

Match box covers, too, are the current craze among
youngsters in all corners of the continent. Again Powell
River follows the fashion, and in this group 13-year-old
Lin Templeton is a leader. He started collecting two
years ago—and now it has developed into a full-time
spare job. Today Lin’s collection is well up into the
thousands—and in recent months, his covers are coming
in on a compound yield basis.

In the past year, since the return of the coastal and deep-
sea freighters to Powell River, Lin has added hundreds of
covers from many and distant points—from U. 5S. A., from
Australia, and all parts of Canada. A collection of the
Armed Services of Canada and the United States is the
most treasured portion of his collection. Lin is hoping
that maybe some reader of THE DIGESTER, who has
specialized in his hobby, might swap specimens with him.

A PERSONAL report from the President of the Com-
pany, Harold S. Foley, was made at Powell River,
following the Annual Meeting of Shareholders in

Vancouver, to a group representing business and profes-
sional men, churches, unions, department heads of Powell
River Company and the numerous organizations in the
community. This custom, initiated by Mr. Foley two years
ago, and an unusual feature in industrial public relations,
has been a potent lever in further cementing understand-
ing and goodwill between the Company and the people
of Powell River.

Mr. Foley gave an over-all picture of the operations
during the year 1947 and touched on the all-time produc-
tion record of 283,006 tons of pulp and paper, various
improvements in plant and equipment, costs, logging and
forestry developments, concluding with a brief outline of
the Company's hopes for 1948. In commenting on the
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installation of No. 8 Paper Machine Mr. Foley drew an
interesting comparison between the cost of No. 7 machine,
installed in 1931 ata cost of $1,400,000, and the projected
cost of the identical machine today—-$2,700,000.

The report was amplified by charts showing trends in
production, costs and marketing as well as photographs
of plant developments and a copy of almost every news-
paper using Powell River newsprint. A short period was
set aside after the report, during which the audience was
given an opportunity of discussing any phase of the Com-
pany'’s operations with the Directors and Executives who
accompanied Mr. Foley.

It was evident from the many discussions which fol-
lowed and the words of appreciation expressed by the
President of the Board of Trade that the community at
large has a very vital interest in the destiny and welfare
of the Company.



UNBLEACHED SULPHITE PULP

ULPHITE pulp is a widely used pulp. It is originally
produced as unbleached pulp, and from there it is
bleached and refined for various requirements. There

are two main groups of unbleached sulphite pulp. ()ne
is called “‘news grade”, which has been developed to be
incorporated into the manufacture of newsprint paper.
The other group consists of pulps that are used for pur-
poses other than the manufacture of newsprint. Sulphite
pulp is light in color and can be readily bleached to any
desired shade and brightness of white. Both unbleached
and bleached sulphite pulps are used principally in the
manufacture of paper. They are made into many kinds
of paper, for instance, printing, writing, office, tissues,
towel stock, glassine papers, cardboards, to mention only
9 tew. Bleached sulphite pulp, after further processing,
is made into rayon, also for nitrating for munitions. In
the manufacture of paper, sulphite pulps can be easily
colored because the fibres rapidly and uniformly absorb
dyes. Other pulping materials, such as waste paper, are
often used as extenders to sulphite pulp in preparing stock
for many papers and cardboards.

Sulphite pulps are used to a considerable extent in self-
contained or integrated paper mills. In these, the pulp is
manufactured by them, and is made into paper in the
same plants. Here, the pulp is used in “slush” form and
goes direct to the paper-making process. Other pulp manu-
facturers make sulphite pulp for sale. This is known as
“market” pulp. It is sold to paper mills situated where
there is no available wood, or to mills that do not have
pulp-making facilities. The Powell River mill not only
makes its own sulphite pulp for the manufacture of Powell
River newsprint, but it also makes over 40,000 tons per
year of high-grade market pulp, which is bought by many
consumers throughout the world.

To permit the shipping of market pulp by the pro-
ducers, the fibres are pressed into a continuous sheet. This
sheet is dried and cut into individual sheets about 30 by
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30 inches. After being baled by pressure and tied with
steel wires, the packages weigh in the neighborhood of 450
pounds each, and are capable of withstanding the handling
necessary in their shipment over the world. When the
receiving paper mill gets the pulp, it is mixed with water,
and after -agitation, it is quickly back to its original
“slush” form.

Unbieached sulphite pulp is made only in a few coun-
tries in the world. The important producing countries
and their approximate outputs per year are:

Canada occ 1,300,000 tons
United States 700,000 °*
SWEdeN eee. 700,000 “
Finland oe... 300,000 “

On the other hand, unbleached sulphite pulp is used
in many countries. Canada and Scandinavian countries
are self-sufhcient. United States, although being a large
producer, does not make sufficient unbleached sulphite
pulp for its needs, so imports a large quantity. The other
countries that consume unbleached sulphite pulp import
various percentages in accordance with their needs as
against what they may produce. There are a smal! number
of countries that make a portion of their requirements,
also some countries that make no unbleached sulphite pulp,
therefore import all that they use. The countries that
import are Great Britain, India, Australia, New Zealand.
South Africa, Belgium, France, Greece, Italy, Holland,
Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, Argentine, Brazil,
Chile, Mexico, Venezuela, Peru, Cuba.

Powell River unbleached sulphite pulp is highly re-
garded by its many users. The unique characteristics of
British Columbia hemlock enable us to make pulp of a
very high strength. For ten years we have been manu-
facturing this most excellent pulp, and during that time
we have been maintaining the “Powell River” standard
of quality and service.



RACTICALLY every person entering or leaving
Powell River must pass through the Port of Vancouver
——-Canada’s third largest city and one of the great

seaports of the world. Only access to Powell River lying
75 miles north of Vancouver is via sea or air route: and
the starting point for all air and steamship lines is Van-
COUVET . Through this big metropolis pass the goods and
merchandise that feed and clothe our people; through it
passes a large amount of material used in the manufacture
of pulp and newsprint at Powell River.

Through Vancouver on the outward trek goes the major
portion of the 750 tons of newsprint and 140 tons of pulp
produced daily. Regularly our specially protected covered
barges travel down the Gulf of Georgia to discharge their
cargoes at a Vancouver wharf for trans-shipment by boat
or rail to Western Canada and United States. Resi-
dents or visitors on vacations or business trips to any point
on the globe must first call in at the Port of Vancouver.

It is because of Vancouver's strategic location on the
world’s highway and transportation lanes that the execu-
tive offices of the Powell River Company are in that busy
centre. All the great steamship lines of the world make
Vancouver a regular port of call; and important railway
networks fan out from the port. It is an ideal trans-
shipment point for our products by sea or rail.

Vancouver is not an old city in comparison with many
on this continent It was incorporated in 1886, “taking
over from the old settlement of Gastown, on Burrard Inlet.”
A few months after incorporation came the “Great Fire’,
which, in Vancouver, corresponds to the San Francisco
Fire of 1906; and which practically wiped out the city.

Vancouver residents are proud of their name—proud of
its association with the early history of exploration on
the Pacific Coast.

Back in 1792, in the days before austerity and when
the British Commonwealth and Empire were in the mak-
ing, Captain George Vancouver, of the Royal Navy,
entered Burrard Inlet and sailed past the tree-lined banks

VAWNC QO
of this sheltered sound. Such names as English Bay,
Burrard Inlet, etc., were originated by Capt. Wancouver:
and in 1886, when Gastown disappeared from the charts,
residents selected Vancouver as the new name for the city,
in honor of the famous British explorer, the first white
man to visit and chart the Port of Vancouver.

In 1887 the Canadian Pacific Railway was completed:
and on May 2nd of that year the first transcontinental train
arrived in Vancouver. A few years later, in 1891, the
same company recognized the future possibilities of the
city on Burrard Inlet, when the first of the famous Empress
boats, Empress of China, Empress of Japan and Empress
of India inaugurated trans-Pacific shipping out of Van-

These two events planted the seed of Vancouver's
Oreatness. The growth of this Pacific metropolis has been
outstanding. Today it is the one and only city on the
North American continent which can claim to have
multiplied its population more than TWO HUNDRED
TIMES in the course of two generations. Vancouver,
with a population of 2,500 a few months after the dis-
astrous fire of 1886, now boasts a population of over
400,000—larger than any United States state capital, with
the exception of Boston.

The motto of the City of Vancouver is “By Sea and
Land We Prosper”. With the air age, much of her
prosperity lies above the ceas and over the lands. The
city airport, covering an area of 480 acres and one mile
of river frontage for seaplanes, is rated as the finest in
Canada, and has the record of being the safest on the
North American continent.

Vancouver's landlocked harbor, open all year round,
is considered one of the finest natural harbors in the
world. Today it has 96 miles of waterfront, 48.78 square
miles of deep-sea anchorage, four oil refineries, seven grain
elevators, two drydocks, 16 ship ways and 56 berths for
ocean going vessels. In 1945, tonnage through the Port
of Vancouver took a clear lead over all ports in Canada.

COUVET.
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In addition to one local and three coastal and freight
steamship services, 54 deep-sea lines maintain frequent
service from Vancouver to Europe, California, South
Africa, Central and South America, the Orient, Atlantic
Coast, Australia, New Zealand, Hawaii and Fiji. Well
over two million passengers travelled through the port
in 1947.

If, as many experts believe, the centre of the werld’s
trade gravity is swinging westward and that the future
is in the Pacific, then Vancouver, with its temperate
climate, its deep-water port and its unique strategic loca-
tion, will be one of the leading centres of world trade
and commerce.

The original city of Vancouver comprised 480 acres.
Today over five times that acreage is set aside as public
parks in one hundred park areas. Largest of these is the
famous and incomparable Stanley Park, with its 1000
acres of primitive beauty and scenic settings unequalled
anywhere.

Vancouver is rich in all the amenities necessary for all-
round living. Her ice forum has the largest sheet of
enclosed artificial ice in the world. Her twelve golf
courses are the equal of anything on the Pacific Coast.
Her educational facilities are highly developed, with 53
public schools, 12 high schools, 90 private schools, Pro-
vincial Normal School and the University of British
Columbia, all located within her city limits.

The climate in and around Vancouver is the envy of
the continent. Summer temperatures seldom pass 80
degrees, and zero weather is unknown. And the scenic
attractions here are probably unequalled anywhere in the
world. The picturesque harbor, mirroring the rugged
sides and snow-topped peaks of the Coast range makes a
rare combination of beauty and industry. Scores of lakes
and streams await in the immediate vicinity for the vaca-
tionist, the camper, or the fisherman.

These are some of the reasons why Vancouver is a
favored spot in which to live. But behind all these.

behind Vancouver, is the great Province of British Colum-
bia, still young in development but rich in the natural
resources that ensure her future growth and prosperity.

Forestry is the leading prime industry of British Colum-
bia—and the products of these forests, lumber, pulp and
paper, shingles, plywood, and scores of other products,
travel to all corners of the globe. Fishing and mining are
major industries—and in mineral production, B. C. has
scarcely scratched the surface of its potential wealth.

Its location at the front door of British Columbia, with
the products of the soil and sea to feed its growth, Van-
couver looks with confidence to the future. Residents
recall Roger Babson’s prophecy that “World trade is
shifting from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and inevitably
the largest city on the American continent will be
on the Pacific Coast. It will be one of four cities, Van-
couver, Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles. All have
special opportunities—VANCOUVER perhaps has more
than the others—with its wonderful industrial climate,
its huge waterpower resources, low cost of living and its
proximity to centre of population in the Orient.”

Vancouver’s Modern City Hall,
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Port Supervisor Gray
Le Vae with bis port-

able mike.
By G. B. LE VAE, Port Supervisor

Gus Calleberg at the sawmill calls for more logs.
Myrtle Cummings speaks over the ship-to-shore set

SEPA ERLE Eee ee eee (ies wee cee era Re

UT in an African jungle, a native tribesman beats out his message
on the deep-throated tomtom. Miles away the beat is picked up
by a fellow tribesman and in turn transmitted over mountain and

stream to another village or tribe. Such was one method of intercom-
munication in primitive societies and widely practised in civilized com-
munities before the days of the wireless and telegraph.

In one way or another the problem of quick communication has exer-
cised the ingenuity of man since the beginning of time. Radio, telephone
and telegraphy systems have largely solved the problem of international
or distant communications: and the modern use of sound has found its
way into the very warp and woof of our lives.

The drums along the Mohawk, or the African tribesman, throbbing out
his message on the tomtom has no place in modern industrial life, but the
principle of communicating by sound is very much the popular vogue.

Along the Powell River waterfront the recently installed sound systems
have speeded up communication and improved the efficiency of our
organization. Forgotten are the days of tooting whistles, frantic shouts
and awkward gesticulations for conveying urgent messages—and thank-
fully forgotten, too, the net confusion that too often resulted from mis-
understandings and imperfect reception.

Today, by three separate installations, the human voice can carry to
any corner of the wharf properties, can direct landings, loadings and
unloadings, distribution of logs—and the score of other operations neces-
sary in operating a busy port.

One of these installations is a portable megaphone in the hands of the
Port Supervisor and used in berthing ships and handling other incoming
trathc. This has a power unit of two watts and is clearly audible up to a
quarter of a mile.

Another Human Voice is set up in our sawmill for intercommunica-
tion with the log pond. If the operator wants a switch from spruce to
hemlock logs, or vice versa, he blares his instructions out over a powerful
P. A. system, which rises sharp and clear over any other sound or noise
in the vicinity. Microphones are conveniently placed about the sawmill
and instructions can be passed along with a minimum of delay and a
certainty of accuracy. The sawmill set of 120 watts, was specially con-
structed and designed by our technical adviser, Gleb Goumeniouk, and
carries many new and unique features.

A third installation is our own radio station CYS5U, situated in the
logging department offce—and ably handled by Miss Myrtle Cummings.
By this set operating on 1630 kc. local operators are in constant touch
with log storage centres many miles away up the coast, and send instruc-
tions to harbor craft entering and leaving the port.

These modern sound devices truly “Cover the Waterfront” and are
yet another section of the modernization and improvement program which
has been pressed steadily forward in the past three years.
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NA RVANS HONORED
IGNAL recognition of outstanding service in the

Pulp and Paper Industry has been accorded Mr. D. A.
Evans, director of Powell River Company Limited.

At a private ceremony in Powell River an engraved scroll,
representing honorary life membership in the Technical
Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association,
was presented to Mr. Evans by Harold 8. Foley, President
of the Powell River Company Limited, on behalf of the
Technical Section.

This is a rare and prized honor. Only one honorary
life membership may be conferred each year, and at no
time may there be more than ten such members.

In selecting Mr. Evans, the Technical Section 1s paying
high tribute to the contribution he has made to the growth
and development of the industry in Canada over a thirty-
year period. Mr. Evans’ organizational and administrative
ability, and his special contribution to labor and personnel
relations, are widely recognized throughout Canada; and
this honor is fitting recognition of his long and conscien-

tious service. Every res-
ident and employee in
Powell River welcomed
this tribute to him.

Mr. Evans, who came
to Powell River as Resi-
dent Manager in 1936,
has had over thirty
years administrative ex-
perience in the Pulp
and Paper Industry in
Newfoundland, Quebec
and British Columbia. &

Prior to his entry in the Pulp and Paper Industry, he prac-
tised as a mechanical engineer in Eastern Canada. In
April, 1947, he was promoted to Vice-President in charge
of Industrial and Public Relations for the Powell River
Company, a field in which he has been particularly success-
ful and in which he has had a wide experience.

NO. 8 PAPER MACHINE
NEARS COMPLETION



EMPLOYEES’ HOME
By 8. B. MACFARLANE, Townsite Superintendent

Houses along Ocean View Avenue, Powell River. Typical employees’ bomes in Westview.

LL of us have heard the old proverb, “If the mountain
won't come to Mohammed, Mohammed must go to
the mountain.”

The location of a paper mill is like this proverb, and
must needs go where there is available economical water-
PpOWer Tesources. Powell River was chosen owing to its
close proximity to Powell Lake, which, besides providing
power to operate the mill, is noted for its scenic beauty
and as a fisherman's paradise.

However, Powell River is some 75 miles from Van-
couver, and originally was an area of virgin timber. Con
sequently, as in other Canadian paper mills, isolation from
other populated centres compelled our company to erect
houses to accommodate its employees.

When the mill was first erected in 1911 and 1912 some
200 houses were built, and since then the total number of
housing units, including apartments, has grown to 500.

The actual site of the Company’s townsite is flanked
north and south by flat and low-rolling hills, and three
other villages have sprung up all within two or three
miles of Powell River.

In the townsite of Powell River all of the houses are
reserved for employees of the Company, with the excep-
tion of a few occupied by doctors, school teachers and
Government employees.

To augment the homes available in Powell River at
least fifty per cent of the houses in adjacent villages are

-owned by or rented by our employees. These houses 2re
modern, well built and attractive, and each village is self-
sustaining in the matter of excellent shopping centres.

The total number of employees at present is approxi-
mately 1700, of whom approximately 1200 are married.
In many cases there are two generations working in our

mill, with some of the older generation living in the
villages, and the younger in Powell River townsite.

POPULATION
There are actually four separate communities in the

area, and the population of these add up to about 8000.Powell River Townssite 0.00... 2,600
Westview 3,000Cranberry Lake oes 1,800
Wildwood 600

POWELL RIVER COMPANY HOMES
The units consist of three and four-room apartments;

four, five, six, seven-room houses, and a few of eight rooms.
There are also 28 two-room duplex houses, which were
erected since the war particularly for young veterans.

All of the houses are provided with electricity, water,
and an efficient garbage collection is furnished by the
Company. Rentals are very reasonable, and rates for
electricity, water and garbage collection are among the
lowest in Canada.. For instance, the rental of a

Three-room apartment 18.00 esses... 14,00
Four-room house avera Qe... ewe 22.00
Five-room & &

Six-room % & & &
=

These rentals include water supply and garbage collection.
Streets in the town are paved. Main sidewalks. are

concrete, and all houses have sidewalks leading to the front
and back entrances. There is a complete sewerage system
and a completely looped fire main system, equipped with
hydrants at close intervals.

Powell River’s climate is one of the finest on the Pacific
Coast, and it might well be called the Garden City of
B. C., so beautiful are the well-kept gardens.
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Recently attractive and well-equipped Walnut Lodge
was erected to house over 100 single men. It has bright
bedrooms, comfortably furnished, some for two men and
some for one man. On each floor there are two large
lounge rooms, and on the lower floor there is located a
large general recreation room.

HouszE ALLOCATION
Employees desiring company houses make application.

When a house is vacated, a committee of four, known as
the House Allocation Committee, meets. This committee
carefully takes into consideration all factors, and in this
way applicants are assured that houses are not allocated
by “trial and error”.

When the war broke out the Company announced that
any employee who joined up would be guaranteed re-
employment, and if a tenant at the time of enlistment,
would be given preference in receiving a house upon his
return to employment by the Company. During the last
three years nearly 100 veterans have been allotted houses,
and all of these were former employees.

Younger men who enlisted, in most cases, returned
either married or planning marriage, and for these the
Company erected modern and semi-furnished two-room
duplex cottages, each one self contained in all respects.
These have proven very popular, but as generally happens
with young married couples, in due course there has been
a wee’ addition to the family, and the Company is pres-
ently engaged in adding an additional room to each unit,
for the “little ‘un’’.

()PERATION OF TOWNSITE
The town is maintained and repaired by a competent

crew of carpenters, painters, electricians, plumbers, etc..,
and general maintenance is done at regular intervals, in-
cluding interior decorating, exterior painting on all houses
and numerous items necessary to keep a town in good
repair and appearance.

VETERANS SUBDIVISION
In line with the Canadian Government’s policy of

providing houses for veterans who had served overseas in
a theatre of war, a group of 19 houses were erected between
Powell River and Cranberry Lake on a piece of land
donated by the Powell River Company. The homes are
particularly attractive and each is one-half acre in area.

One of the most striking manifestations of the growth
of Powell River, and what the installation of a pulp and
paper mill has meant to the area, has been the astonishing
growth of the suburban areas in the past 15 years.

As the output of Powell River increased and more
and more employees swelled the payroll, suburban develop-
ment expanded. There was plenty of land available, and
many employees preferred purchasing their own homes
to renting in the townsite area. The proximity of these
suburbs to the main working centre of Powell River was
a further advantage; and over the years the total popula-
tion. of the three villages of Westview, Cranberry and
Wildwood is far in excess of the Powell River townsite.
No employee is more than 10 minutes by bus from the
plant; and the problem of going and coming to work
is negligible.

The villages are now modern, up-to-date communities,
with their own shopping areas and with hundreds of lovely
homes. The Company has encouraged their growth in

every way. The village of Westview, for example, is
“cut in” on the Company's power lines—and light is
obtainable at moderate rates. Moreover, to avoid any
hint of Company domination of employees, there has been
no attempt to influence employees as to where or how they
should purchase their goods and merchandise. The pres-
ence of stores, directly in-competition with Compagy insti-
tutions is welcomed.

In the adjacent villages, the houses are well kept and
form a delightful adjunct to the townsite. There is a
sense of rivalry of course between the four communities.
This is as it should be, for it makes for good community
relationships, and those who own their own homes in the
district realize they have a stake in the general welfare.
The merchants who have built thriving businesses are
proud of this relationship, too, and are kept closely in-
formed of our Company's plans from time to time.

Taking it all in all, Powell River and its environs have
been blended into a happy, closely knit community—

“A GRAND PLACE TO LIVE”.

Veterans’ bomes in the Cranberry area.
Below: Duplex houses in Powell River.
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Standing high above Powell River are the two smokestacks
of the steam plant, famous landmarks in the area.

By T. A. WyYBORN, Steam Plant Superintendent
HE Steam Plant is the stoker of the modern paper
mill. Less picturesque perhaps; less colored with the
romance that clusters about the rushing saw car-

riages, the gigantic paper machines, the whirring gener-
ators, it is a vital factor in the harmony of paper making.
In the drying process, where the quality of the finished
sheet is largely determined; in the hig digesters, where the
chemical pulp, the base of newsprint, is cooked; in the
sawmill where the “niggers” and other subsidiary equip-
ment start the log on the first stage of its journey—the
steam plant supplies the motivating force. The reputation
our product enjoys is determined in no small degree by the
presence of a modern, highly efhcient steam plant.

A paper mill steam plant differs considerably from the
large utility plant. Both may use the same type of fuel,
but the latter generates steam for conversion into electric
power, whereas the steam plant in a paper mill as sug-
gested delivers most of its steam for processing.

Each working day of 24 hours, the big boilers of the -
Powell River plant, with their 11,000 boiler house power,
send eight million pounds of steam to various parts of the
plant.

Both oil and hogged fuel are used in our steam plant—
and there are three electric boilers for emergency use.
While Powell River imports regular shipments of hogged
fuel (coarse sawdust), the steam plant uses all waste wood
from operations—-bark, edgings, etc. There is a special
machine for cutting the slabs, edgings, etc., in chips——-and
these chips are mixed with our regular hog fuel.

As a matter of interest, the Powell River Company
was the first paper plant in B. C. to utilize sawdust for
fuel. Nearly 20 years ago the Company began purchasing
waste sawdust from different plants. The use ot waste
grew into a regular business, and today B. C. sawmills
have installed special machinery to manufacture hog
fuel from waste wood. It has been a profitable experiment
for both sides.

It is dificult for the layman to appreciate the quantity
of hog fuel used in the manufacture of steam. The fuel is
measured in units, and a unit equals one cord of wood—
128 cubic feet. During 1947, over 150,000 units were
used to produce steam for the many departments. Re-
duced to every day terms, this means that sufhcient fuel
to supply 20,000 homes with an entire winter's fuel was
consumed in the boilers.

So much for hog fuel consumption. In the same year,
230,000 barrels of fuel oil were added to the boiler flames
—enough to heat 7,000 seven-room houses for a full year.
This is a heavy oil, and is heated to a temperature of
210° Fahrenheit before being delivered to the furnace
through a mechanical atomizer.

To augment the fuel-burning boilers there are three
electric boilers generating steam. The electric boilers are
used whenever there is surplus electric power available.

Should there be a shortage of water there are auxiliary
steam turbo-electric generators to cut in. Owing to our
fortunate position with respect to water power, only
rarely has it been found necessary to operate this stand-by
equipment.

With number eight paper machine now being installed,
further modern steam-producing units are being added.

The steam distribution throughout the plant is re-
corded on flow meters to the various departments.

Four outgoing mains deliver the 8,000,000 pounds of
steam to the many departments. About 35 per cent of
the total steam generated is made up by additional fresh
water and about 65 per cent is returned to the steam
plant as condensate. The feed water to the boilers is a
mixture of condensate and fresh water, and requires treat-
ing to prevent the boilers and steam lines from being
corroded, or of scale forming which may endanger the
safety of the boilers as well as the efhciency of the plant.
Due to the quality of the raw water which contains a
minimum of scale forming substances, the treatment 1s
just another precaution to keep the plant on top pro-
duction.

Each shift engineer tours the mill wherever steam or
compressed air is used. It is a duty that is required by
two superiors. One, of course, the employer, the other
the Provincial Boiler Inspection Department. The tormer
checks on efficient, maximum production, the latter safe
Operation.

To the average visitor, the steam plant does not seem
spectacular, but it actually is the pulsating heart of the
mill which makes the wheels go round and round.
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ment and supervisory staffs is unquestionably one of
the key factors in modern industrial and personnel

relations. The supervisor is the linchpin of any company.
He is the medium through which all managerial decisions
and policy are transmitted to employees. On his under-
standing, intelligence and loyalty rests much of the re-
sponsibility for the attitude of employees to the employer.
An improper understanding of the Company's policy on
his part—a failure to interpret his Company's true inten-
tions and policy can easily wreck the best meant plans, can
turn loyalty to disloyalty, keenness to apathy.

Over two years ago, the Poweil River Company, as
part of its labor relations program, initiated the idea of
regular monthly get-togethers for members of its super-
visory staffs. This over and above the normal and frequent
conferences held during operating hours. These meetings
take the form of a dinner-discussion gathering, where in-
formal discussions and criticisms are aired without fear
and favor; and where management and supervisors may
meet regularly in an atmosphere divorced from the normal
stresses, strains and haste inevitable in the daily or
weekly conference.

In these two years the original conception has ex-
panded and developed. As interest grew and the indus-
trial picture widened, outside guest speakers, authorities
in their particular field, were brought in, and shared the
spotlight with local representatives.

The dinner-discussion meeting starts at 7.30 p.m.—
and runs through until 9.30 or 10.00 p.m., dependent on
the type of program presented. The general policy has been
to have one member of the Company organization and a
guest speaker sharing the honors. In this way, the prob-
lems of our plant and industry are fully canvassed—along
with subjects of international and national import. The
net result has been a steady cementing of understanding
between management and its key employees, a broader
conception of their duties and responsibilities on the part
of supervisors; a new and expanded appreciation of world

problems and difficulties, and how these problems react
in the local arena.

Spirited and frank discussions have featured these
meetings. “No punches are pulled.” Criticism 1s free
and unhampered. At regular intervals, members of top
management discuss and reveal details of the Company’s
position, future plans and policies. The policy of “telling
supervisors the story” is paying dividends.

One outstanding benefit of these gatherings has been the
elimination of rumors and unauthorized underground re-
ports that have always plagued industrial corporations in
their labor and personnel relations. All matters of plant
and company concern are first released through the Super-
visory group—and they in turn are able to pass along
first-hand and authentic information before the rumor
mill has started to grind.

An interesting and educational feature of these gather-
ings have been reports made by our superintendents who
have visited other mills. These are very popular and
provoke widespread discussions.

The inviting of outside speakers is a stimulating feature
of these meetings. In the past two years various pub-
lishers and leaders in the industrial and civic life of this
continent have spoken on many and widely extended sub-
jects. These have proved to be highly beneficial, have
injected a freshness and variety to the meetings, have
generally broadened outlooks, and have helped place our
own problems in clearer and wider perspective.

And over and above all these factors is the air of relaxa-
tion and informality existing. Supervisors and execu-
tives meet in an after-dinner atmosphere, where tensions
are absent, where discussions are easier and less urgent;
and where frankness is encouraged.

The monthly supervisory dinner is not a new formula,
which overnight has revolutionized employee-employer
relations. It is part of a steady and conscientious effort to
leave no stone unturned that will further cement and
strengthen the confidence and mutual respect between the
men who direct and supervise the policies of the Company
—and the employees on the job who carry out the policies.
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| Bundles of cordwood arrive at the mill.

CONSERVATION
(\OYD TT It is the backbone of the modern paper
industry. It is by the possession of this priceless
heritage that Canada is today the world’s greatest

producer of newsprint; and it is by the maintenance of its
wood supplies—those great softwood forests—that Canada
will continue to stand in the forefront of the world’s pulp
and paper industry.

With world demand for newsprint and paper products
at an unprecedented level, with companies exerting every
effort to produce more and yet more paper, the problem of
conserving and maintaining in perpetuity our great timber
reserves is a major consideration in the long range policy
of the Powell River Company.

Today Powell River Company forestry men are working
on detailed, long-range plans for operations on a sustained
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yield basis. Intensive surveys of our timber limits have
been undertaken, species catalogued and recorded. Close
liaison is maintained with government forestry ofhcials—
and the possibility of the proposed “Forest Management
Licences” recently instituted by the Provincial Government
is being carefully examined. Everything possible is being
done at the “woods end” to work out operations in
perpetuity.

At the operating end, in the Powell River plant, our
technical and operating staffs have assisted in the con-
servation of our wood supply by various experiments and
new installations. These new processes have resulted in
substantial wood saving in the past 18 months.

In 1946 and 1947, the Powell River Company installed
a modern hydraulic barker and a whole log chipper.



These installations have reduced our wood consumption
per ton of product. In addition, operating efhciency and
smoothness have increased: and in the case of the whole
log chipper, uniformity of chips by the new method has
improved the quality of our sulphite pulp.

In the manufacture of sulphite pulp, the logs are first
reduced to small chips, which are placed in huge vats,
known as digesters, and cooked by a sulphate acid at high
temperatures. The uniform size of the chips produced by
the new log chipper has noticeably assisted the cooking
Process.

New HicH YIELD SYSTEM
Powell River technicians are pioneering a new experti-

ment in the manufacture of sulphite—an experiment that
they hope and believe will result in a further saving of
wood used in this process.

Change in screen room design and the installation of
refiners are in progress to assist in pulp cleanliness and
provide suitable characteristics; and so far as is known, no

HIGH YIELD PULP is being produced elsewhere in
Canada.

‘Coincident with these changes and additions, other
steps have been in operation, all designed to further con-
serve our timber reserves. The Powell River Company
was the first among pulp companies to pioneer experi-
ments in the use of “small wood’. Out of these experi-
ments came the installation of a special SMALL LOG
BARKER, operating on the hydraulic principle, and
capable of handling logs as small as four inches in diameter.
In western pulp and paper mills this is a revolutionary
step—but such logs are now in regular use in our plant.

Another source of wood supply was found in our “cord-
wood operations’. Last ‘year our Forest Department,
when clearing operations were commenced by new settlers
in certain wooded areas, persuaded farmers and land-clear-
ing operators to collect quantities of the wood being
cleared, to bundle it up and ship it to Powell River. This
operation, again a new departure in western newsprint
Operation, presented many difficulties. These are being
gradually overcome and regular shipments of bundled
cordwood have been received at the plant.

The problems inherent in closer utilization of our
forest wealth carry through the complete pulp and paper
making processes and it is very necessary that the whole
program be co-ordinated from the woods to the finished
product. These problems are many and varied and will
take years to overcome, however, the Powell River
Company has led the way in British Columbia in the
past in solving these problems and will certainly continue
to do so in the future.

A small log goes through the “Slasher Saws’’.

Small log goes up the conveyer.
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_THE MEDICAL CLINIC

The new Clinic

OWELL RIVER has always been proud of its hos-
pital and medical services. For over 25 years every
Company employee has been protected against sick-

ness or loss of work by a Benefit Plan which is still con-
sidered among the most comprehensive on this continent.
To this plan both company and employees have contributed.

Over the years every effort has been made to expand
and modernize the medical services. In 1936, with the aid
of a regular grant from the Company, employees’ depend-
ants were included in the plan. In 1942, a new, modern
and fully equipped 64-bed hospital was erected at a cost
of $160,000 by the Powell River Employees’ Sick Benefit
society. Powell River Company and the British Columbia
Government assisted in the finance through grants.

In February, 1946, medical services were further ex-
panded, with the opening of the new Medical Clinic. This
was built by the Company and turned over to the three
doctors, then composing the medical staff of the hospital.
The clinic is operated by and rented to the doctors.

The Clinic adjoins the Hospital and is especially con-
venient for diagnostic consultations and treatment through
the various facilities available in the hospital. It is located
close to the heart of the town, adjacent to the mill and
on the regular transportation routes. With its green lawns
and floral decorations the area embracing the hospital and
clinic buildings is fast becoming one of the show places
of the district. The cool inviting interior of the reception
room immediately puts the patients at ease. There are
ample consulting and dressing rooms and a comfortable
study for the medical staff.

The original medical personnel of the clinic has been
increased to five, to meet the growing needs of a modern
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at Powell River.

community. - Every effort has been made to bring to
Powell River a modern and comprehensive medical service
comparable to the large centres, a service adequate to
cope with all the problems of medicine and surgery,
obstetrics and preventive medicine—so that there shall be
available at all times the plant and machinery to meet
the many emergencies of health which are to be expected
in a large industrial community.

The Powell River Employees’ Sick Benefit Society has
a regular contract with the clinic. The contract calls for
five doctors, 24-hour emergency: service, and the main-
tenance of case histories. The Society pays a definite
portion of the monthly assessment to the clinic, which
covers admittance and hospitalization for all employees
and their tamuilies.

The clinic, with its panel of five doctors, has been wel-
comed in the district. It has widened consultation oppor-
tunities; has permitted more comprehensive examinations
and ensured residents of an expanded and modern service.

The influence and use of the clinic’s facilities extends
far beyond the limits of Powell River. Up and down the
coast, in logging camps, in isolated homesteads, on fishing
boats, are hundreds of men and women to whom the
presence of modern medical facilities at Powell River is
a Godsend. scarcely a day passes, but a launch, rowboat
or plane brings in patients for the surgical ward, for the
sick room or the consulting office. Secure in the know!l-
edge that their wounds may be healed or their troubles
capably diagnosed at Powell River, they can avoid the long
and often dangerous trek to the larger centres of Van-
couver and Victoria.



PAPER MA
By WALTER BATTERHAM,

Mil Store Supervisor

HERE are today many adherents to the nudist cult.
Away, they say, with clothing. Let’s have done with
those heavy coats and trousers that hamper the male

form divine and the female form beautitul. Clothing?
Bah!

It’s a nice theory—leaving aside the interesting thought
that most of us males, figuratively speaking, are rather
gratified for the ennobling and flattering effect of such
drapes as padded coats and wide trousers. It’s still a fair
theory—if most of us like the nudists could be around all
day, commune with nature, and just roll over when the
sun spots concentrate too heavily on one spot.

Unfortunately, we humans have to work—and clothing
is necessary in our business. We need our wools and
worsteds to carry our change, our cigars, pencils and other
modern knick-knacks necessary in the daily pursuit of
life, liberty and happiness.

The modern paper machine, like the modern human,
has to be clothed. More fully since these machines oper-
ate continuously over a 24-hour period—and in many
cases, only shut down when replacements are necessary.
It has no time to relax. It is a worker. It requires plenty
of clothing—expensive clothing to keep it in the style to
which it is accustomed.

Important and essential clothing items for the opera-

tion of our newsprint machines at Powell River are the
paper makers’ felts. There are two principal felts used in
the manufacture of newsprint — the MACHINE FELT
and the DRYER FELT.

The former may be described as a woven 100 per cent
pure wool blanket. Its main functions are to help extract
water from the stock in the earlier stages—and to support
it until it is dry enough and sufhciently strong to carry
itself.

The Dryer felt, whose function is to carry the paper
against the big dryers, to speed up the drying process, is
constructed of woven cotton and asbestos. The asbestos
fabric is proof against the heat of the dryers.

The importance of felts in the production and costs of
newsprint is seldom appreciated by the casual paper mill
visitor. In Powell River, with its seven newsprint machines
in daily operation, 18 wool felts are running simultan-
eously. With machines running from 700 to 1400 feet
each minute, and with felts stretched tight, the wear and
tear in this clothing is heavy.

The average life of a felt is around two weeks. Consider
(Continued on Page 18)

The felt carries the wet sheet to the dryers.

a newly arrived felt.
At left: Mill Store Supervisor Walter Batterham, inspects



(Continued from Page 17)

the average cost as $200 each, and this one comparatively
minor item runs into respectable fgures annually.

Machine felts, dependent on the size of the machine
body they cover, vary in weight from 120 to 200 pounds
each, with a length of approximately 50 feet. Immediately
on their arrival in Powell River, they are unpacked and
stored in special moth and vermin-proof rooms. One hole,
one tear in this fabric—and they are useless for machine
operations, which is the reason for such storage precautions.

The cotton Dryer felts have a much longer life than
their wool brothers. They, too, vary in size and weight,
dependent on the machine. In Powell River they range up
to 134 yards in length—and there are 26 of this type in
constant operation.

When the felts have completed their life on the paper
machines, they are returned to stores and sold to dealers
or to the local public. During the war, large quantities
of used machine felts were donated to the Red Cross,
1. ©. D. E and other bodies, who converted them into

scores of articles of clothing for men and women in the
forces or for the children in the United Kingdom.

There is a big demand for used Dryer felts from the
Powell River public— who find them useful for many
domestic or social purposes. Protective coverings for hard-
wood floors, in house building, in scores of activities in
and about the town.

Fven the nudists might find them useful on damp
ground—or as a curtain in emergencies!

ABOR NEGOTIATION
COMPLETED

Rolls of Powell River Newsprint swinging aboard a freighter in Powell River.
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Employees of British Columbia pulp and paper mills
now enjoy the highest base rate of pay for the industry
in Canada.

This result follows the annual labor conference in May
when the Powell River Company, in conjunction with
other pulp and paper mills in British Columbia, signed its
twelfth Annual Labor Agreement with the International
Brotherhood of Paper Makers and International Brother-
hood of Pulp, Sulphite and Paper Mill Workers unions.

Among other provisions were included three days’ holi-
day with pay—July Ist, Christmas Day and New Year's
Day. In addition, employees receive a weeks vacation with
pay after two years’ service and two weeks’ vacation with
pay after five years service.

since 1937, Powell River Company has negotiated
annually with its employees through their selected union
representatives. In that period agreement has always
been reached by collective bargaining around the table.
It has never been found necessary to resort to arbitration.
There has never been a strike, lock-out or interruption
of work.

It is a recognized fact that the pulp and paper industry
has the soundest employee-employer relations in Canada
—and the high level on which these labor conferences are
conducted is considered a model for Canadian industry.

Mr. R. M. Cooper, Resident Manager at Powell River,
commenting on this year’s negotiations, said:

. . Discussions were frank and open. (Contentious
issues were often involved, but in the end an acceptable
modification or compromise was always found. I would
like to congratulate both unions for the level on which
bargaining was carried on by their selected representatives.”

A leading union ofhcial summed up proceedings:
‘As in the past, bargaining was hard but always on a

basis of mutual respect and understanding. This rela-
tionship between the two partners always makes for fair
dealing—and give-and-take bargaining.”



er of the machine crew carefullyft 1s wound on the core.

a 10. Rolls on the drum ready for wrapping.



EUROPEAN VISIT
LL United King-

tor Powell Riv-
er's No. 8 Paper Ma-
chine is right on sched-
ule. 5%

This gratifying re-
port was brought back
to Powell River by
Chief Engineer P. R.
“Dick” Sandwell, who
recently flew to Britain

P. R. Sandwell to personally check on
United Kingdom deliv-
eries for our new paper

machine. In addition, Mr. Sandwell spent some time in
Continental Europe visiting paper and engineering plants
in Sweden, France and Switzerland.

Commenting on British equipment ordered for No. 8
machine, the Chief Engineer stated that all component
parts for the driving equipment of the machine had been
manufactured, tested and shipped exactly on schedule.
Each part had been subjected to rigorous tests; and the
whole picture was highly satisfactory.

Industrially, Mr. Sandwell found Europe gradually
shedding its war scars, although conditions in most coun-
tries were still far short of pre-war or North American
standards.

In Sweden he found the wood handling procedure in-
teresting but considerably different to Pacific Coast

methods. All wood was transported in bundles. Logs
were stored in bundles and removed by cranes. Barkers

were of. drum type and wood was bundled in 16-foot
lengths and rotated for one and one-half hours to remove
the bark. Chip and sawdust conveyors were operated by
overhead cable, which, in his opinion, was less efficient
than the silo installations on the Pacific Coast. In some
mills the wood bundles were stored in concrete towers—
and the timber was all dry kilned.

In one Swiss mill, located less than 50 miles from the
famous Matterhorn, two newsprint machines were oper-
ating on a highly efhcient basis. Wood for the mill was
procured from nearby German forests—and transportation
costs were high.

In. France, Mr. Sandwell visited the Papeterie de la
Seine plant, and discovered that the war had caused a
great deterioration in its operation and efhiciency. Before
the war the plant had pulp and paper-making machinery
operating on a modern and efficient basis. During the
long Nazi occupation, both plant and personnel had
deteriorated. The machines were in poor condition, work-
men poorly clothed and generally indifferent.

At the Bowater plant, in England, conditions were en-
tirely different. While due to shortages of raw material,
the plant was operating at only 20 per cent capacity, the
technical development was equal to anything in the world.
There was no apathy here—and despite rationing and
general post-war unsettlement, workmen were keen and
alert. ‘

In addition to pulp and paper plants Mr. Sandwell
visited several well-known European engineering firms,
including Karlstab Works in Sweden; the Oerlikon, Sulzer
and Escher-Wyss organizations in Switzerland.

“The Swiss engineerng plants,” he said, “are among
the most modern and best equipped I have seen.”

Commenting on the over-all European picture, Mr.
Sandwell summed up his personal impressions by de-
claring:

“Britain is doing a good job generally. There is far
less war hysteria there than elsewhere in Europe. Péople
were, however, perturbed over the Russian coup in Czecho-
slovakia.

“France is still in a state of uncertainty. The long Nazi
occupation has left its mark on the people-—and there is
widespread apathy and indifference in many quarters.
But conditions generally were slowly improving. The
Communists appear to be losing ground—and the nation
is placing much faith on the recently concluded ‘Western
Pact . Coal production is a bright spot—and a nation-wide
program of hydro-electric development is under way.

“If France comes through the year, it is my personal
opinion she will weather the storm and progress steadily
along the road to recovery. a

“In Europe generally there was uneasiness over inter-
national developments. Sweden, as a near neighbor, is
worried over Russian designs on Finland—and France,
still unsteady on her feet, is keeping her fingers crossed.
Switzerland, like Great Britain, is steady—and keeping its
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equipment and industries up-to-date.”
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The Workmen's Compensation Board of British Columbia praised the safe working record of Powell River
in this effective publicity poster, widely distributed throughout the province.



oon these prime, high
@” grade logs will be made into

Powell Hiver Newsprint.
Year round, modern logging

methods on our vast timber limits
ensure a continuous supply. Care-
ful selection gives us good paper-
producing logs.

British Columbia hemlock
and spruce have unique fibre
characteristics that make the best
newsprint. Powell River News-
primt is strong. You wijl get press
runs without a break.
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PR. SANDWELL

CHIEF ENGINEER
P. R. “Dick” Sandwell, Chief Engineer, Powell River

Company, is a shining and successful example of the
“Home Town Boy Makes Good” theme.

Dick was 36 years old on October 26, and came to
Powell River at the age of eight, where he received his
primary and high school education. ‘Today, when he
comes to Powell River—and this, in the past two years
of hectic construction, has been frequently—he meets hun-
dreds of old friends, who knew him as a youngster and
who have watched with keen interest his progress over
the years.

Our chief engineer inherited his love of engineering
from his father, Mr. P. Sandwell, who was formerly resi-
dent engineer and assistant resident manager at Powell
River As a youth he displayed those talents for building
things which he was later to apply so aptly in industry.
Fie was always constructing model bridges, or building
home-made railroads in his basement.

He graduated from the University of British Columbia
with honors in 1935—-and was considered one of the most
brilliant students in his class. At University he won the
Brock Scholarship—and the Convocation prize.

On graduation, he joined the Dominion Engineering
Company Limited in Montreal; and from 1936-40 was
Assistant to the Chief Engineer, Paper Machinery Divi-
sion. With this experience behind him, Dick quitted

Canada temporarily—and accepted the post of Resident
Engineer of Australian Newsprint Mills Pty. Ltd., at
Boyer, Australia. He returned to Canada in 1944, to
join the Ontario Paper Company Ltd., as Development
Engineer for the company and its subsidiaries. He was
promoted to Assistant Chief Engineer early in 1946—and
on May 1 was offered the position of Chief Engineer with
Powell River Company.

The cycle has been completed. Dick had come back
“home” after an absence of 12 years, during which time
he had progressed in responsibility and reputation. Fol-
lowing in his father’s footsteps, he arrived back to meet
the heavy problems of an extensive post-war development
and expansion plan head on. He has been over two years
with the company, and in that time has been one of the
busiest men in the organization. He has supervised the
extension to our dam and power development at Lois
River, the installation of the modern hydraulic barker and
chipper equipment—and for the past year has had a full-
time job planning and overseeing the installation of our
Number 8 machine.

Dick is married, with two children. His professional
afhliations include: Engineering Institute of Canada, Cana-
dian Pulp & Paper Association, Technical Association
Pulp & Paper Industry, Association of Professional
Engineers of Ontario, Association of Professional Engineers
of British Columbia.
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THE PIPEFITTERS

Pipe-fitter Walter Barry at a job of fine adjustment.
Pipe-fitter Vic Billett on a “b . 9» job.

By DICK DERBYSHIRE, Pipe-fitter Foreman

We are only a small crew, but we are very necessary
cogs in the manufacture of newsprint. The plant equip-
ment always requires maintenance on existing pipe lines.
and the installation of new ones because of the never-
ending changes in the many departments. And that is
where we come in.

We are headed by Fred Woram, who now has 29 years’
service in the pulp and paper industry, and knows all the
tricks of the pipe-fitting trade peculiar to the production
of newsprint mill. He served his apprenticeship in Eng-
land for the plumbing trade, and in some of his lighter
moments can be found comparing the pay cheques of the
present day apprentices to the ones he used to receive
many years ago as a full-fledged craftsman.

The pipe gang, or members of it, can be located at one
time or other in every department in the plant, performing
essential feats of maintenance or new installation. We may
remain an hour or two on some occasions. During the
recent installation of the boiler control instrument panel
we stayed for four months. Powell River pipe mechanics
did the pipe construction on the new Hydraulic Barker
Mill and some of them spent 11 months on the job. You
never know where you are going to be called to next or
for how long. No one can say it’s a dull or routine form
of employment. It also has a decided advantage over a
good many other fields, for it is steady day work with no
shifts thrown in. However, they do catch up on us at
times. On Sundays, when regular crews are at home with
their families or basking in the sunshine at the beach, the
pipe-fitter is down in the plant effecting the repairs that
ensure the machines will be in action first thing Monday.

A few departments such as the Groundwood, Old
Machine Rooms, New Machine Rooms and Sulphite re-
quire a maintenance pipe-fitter on duty continuously, and
it is their responsibility to carry out proper repairs and to
help keep production at its peak. Special training 1s
necessary for these men for they must understand the
particular “bucks” and “kinks” of that particular depart-
ment. On this “special assignment’ they usually must
depend on their own judgment. They frequently are
required to make repairs while machinery is in operation,
and while doing so they must be on the alert at all times.
This departmental maintenance is one of the steps a
pipe-fitter must go through on his advancement to the
ranks of Class ““A’” mechanic.

There are many types of jobs for our pipe gang. We
may run a small copper tubing line for a delicate instru-
ment installation; we may be hammering staves together on
a large wood stave line for pulp or water. Some days it’s
a small maintenance job in the sawmill; and the next you
are hanging a 10-inch steam main atop the boilers. More
than a few jobs necessitate the hanging of rigging, building
a scaffold or working oft a ladder, so it 1s no place for a
man who cannot take the “heights” in his stride.

They are as safety conscious a group of fellows as can
be found anywhere and are proud of their record of 842
safe days. It is not an easy job or a simple one, and has
many hazards for the safety slacker.

(Continued on Page 9)
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WHAT'S IN YOUR DAILY PAPER
By HOWARD B. URQUHART

What do you see in your daily or weekly newspaper?
Advertisements? Feature stories? Colorful illustrations?

This is what the newspaper means to the average citizen.
How the sheet came into his hands, how it was fabricated
and how it finally emerged as a sheet on which his daily
news is printed are all matters to which he has devoted
little attention.

There is nothing haphazard in the manufacture of a
sheet of newsprint. It is a highly skilled, technically exact
process —and in its composition are many and varied
components.

The base of all newsprint is, of course, wood—wood
grown in the great softwood forests of Canada—and which
in British Columbia attain size and thicknesses unknown in
the east. Wood, in its whole form, ground directly into
pulp, and known as mechanical pulp, is the largest single
ingredient. Cellulose, extracted from wood, gives strength
and endurance to paper. The strong cellulose acts as a
binding mat which holds and gives strength to the ground-
up wood.

In every newspaper there is a certain per cent of mois-
ture, which is required to develop a top-flight printing
surface. To every batch of newsprint stock dye is added
for the coloring process. In the case of white newsprint,
blue dye is inserted—in the same manner and for the same
reason as the housewife uses discreet quantities of “blueing”
in whitening her husband’s shirts.

Another common ingredient is china clay, extracted from
the high-grade sources in England. In “Supertone”’ and in

sheets requiring superior photographic reproduction,
quantities of this white clay are always used.

Included in these direct components that go into every
ton of Powell River newsprint is a list of ““expendables”,
essential in the production of the final product. Into each
ton of newsprint goes 25 pounds of sulphur, 30 pounds of
limerock and two pounds of zinc. The sulphur and lime-
rock are used to manufacture the sulphurous acid which
in turn is utilized in the chemical pulp process. Zinc is
brought into play as a bleaching agent—and helps improve
the brightness of the sheet.

Indirect ““expendables” are far more reaching in scope.
Paper machine felts use wool, cotton and asbestos. Paper
machine wires (which last on an average of two to three
weeks) are made from a high tin content bronze wire (one
thousand feet of 9/1000-inch diameter wire is “expended”
for each ton). Corn dextrine, combined with caustic soda.
is used to glue the cores on which every single roll of
Powell River newsprint is wound. Asphalt goes into the
laminated news wrapper, so important and valuable in
preventing humidity changes from adversely affecting our
product.

This list is peculiar to paper making. It could be in-
creased by many items used for producing steam (four
tons for every ton of paper) and electricity (1200 k.w.
hours per ton).

Wood, dye, sulphur, limestone, zinc, wool, cotton,
asbestos, tin, copper, dextrine, caustic soda, asphalt—it’s
a lengthy, and to an extent, an incomplete list—but it takes
them all to manufacture a finished sheet of Powell River
newsprint.
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Powell River’s new airport, looking south. The strip, now rough-cleared and ready for firing, is 500 feet wide and 4000 feet long, sufficient to
qualify for a Canadian Government Class 2 airport. The town lies. four blocks to the extreme left of picture. —Industrial Photographics

“AERO CLUB MEETING TONIGHT”

—That notice was just as applicable in Powell River 25
years ago as it is today. For a quarter century the paper
town people have been itching to try their wings, and after
innumerable starts and promises, at last can see their own
airport taking shape.

Back in 1926, theatre owner Myron McLeod, an
R. A. F. pilot, was president of the first P. R. Flying Club,
which flourished briefly, only to die off because private
flying was not yet a thing for everyone.

The dark years of World War II brought another
inspiration to air enthusiasts, not only for the moment, but
one with future implications. With nearby Comox airport
as a busy R. C. A. F. operational base, Powell River skies
became home territory for wings of every size, and many |
times pilots new to the station found themselves in trouble
over our stretch of empty coast, drawn like moths to the
brightness of Powell River’s busy industrial centre.

Why not, then, an emergency airfield at Powell River?
The Board of Trade named a committee in 1942 to

press the matter with governmental and defence authori-
ties, and a monumental effort was made. Powell River
Company offered a free lease on a hundred acres at nearby
Wildwood Heights for what seemed to be an ideal site.
Volunteers combed the area foot by foot, spent weeks
taking laborious wind-direction readings, but the project
was abandoned when the engineer’s reports showed an
unfavorable grade and a dangerous rock outcropping.

Another site some five miles south of Powell River, at
Myrtle Point, came in for attention. It, too, had its attrac-

tions, but study proved it impractical and too far away
from the community centre.

Meantime, Roy Brett, the “cow pasture pilot” of Chilli-
wack, and now a local logging operator, tired of waiting,
bulldozed out a usable private landing strip near his
log harbor at Lang Bay. On his frequent business trips
to Vancouver, the Island and other B. C. points, Mr.
Brett always took a passenger in his Fleet Canuck—and
four out of five became air enthusiasts.

Ownership of his own facilities only sharpened Mr.
Brett’s enthusiasm for flying. With over 20 years of it
behind him, he was the man who sparked the Aero Club
back to life in 1945, when.a third site was located, this
time the ideal. Just outside of Powell River a Class 2
landing field has been gouged out of the forest, and
shortly will become active headquarters for not only the
Aero Club, which leases the site from the Provincial Gov-
ernment, but for scheduled commercial airlines as well.
Already one commercial airline holds a government charter
and is ready to touch a plane down on regular daily
service the moment the strip is opened, and other applica-
tions are pending with the Department of Transport.

With a new president and secretary, the Powell River
Aero Club went to work. Tedious months were spent in
hurdling bars to obtaining a satisfactory lease agreement,
and finally this past summer Mr. Brett again moved on to
the scene. Cajoling a Vancouver Island contractor into
an $8000 contract for about $15,000 worth of clearing,
he coaxed the club executive into guaranteeing the amount,
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and they went to work. Within a week the $8000 was
promised by donations from local citizens and the mam-
moth machines sunk their teeth into the heavy second-
growth timber covering the 50Q-acre site, from which has
emerged a strip 4000 feet long and 500 feet wide. A
favorable wind direction at all times and an extremely
useful elevation make the airport site one of the most
unusual in Canada... it is less than half a mile from post
ofhce and deep-sea wharf.

Much still remains to be done on the field ... fine
grading, surfacing and buildings are needed. But these,
the Aero Club feels, will come quickly once planes can be
flown off the field, and that is possible within a few months
now if enthusiasm keeps to its 25-year average.

Meanwhile, there is no time being lost by our local
fledglings. A class of eight local students is awaiting the
arrival in Powell River of a government examiner so they
can write and fly off their pilots’ licences. Roy Brett,
who can properly be called the father of flying in Powell
River, now owns two Fleet landplanes, and keeps a qualli-
fied instructor on his payroll for the benefit of local
enthusiasts. Wilf Davies, ex-R. C. A. F. instructor and
ferry command veteran, has trained the eight, and next
week starts a new class as his young pilots take to the air
on their own. This octette enjoys its hangar-flying as
much as any, and when two. or more get together they
have plenty to talk about.

These students average 16 solo hours each, with several
as high as 22 hours, and have done their solo work at
Comox airport, now a public field.

Already three private licences are held here: Mr. Brett’s,
his daughter Elaine’s, and Lawson Black’s, another logging
operator. It would be difficult to estimate the number of
ex-R. C. A. F. personnel in the community who could
qualify for private, or higher, licences in a few hours.
Jet pilot Herb Hindle, D.F.C., and aerobatic ace of the
R. CA. F., 1s the club president, and there are many more
ex-R. C. A. F. men around town, each with his share
of gongs.

And the paper town even has two aircraft salesmen.
Brett, for Fleet, and Alsgard, for Cessna; property adjoin-
ing the airport has all been taken up and necessary supply
services are ready to open up for business as soon as the
first plane sets its wheels on the field.

Air travel will not only be a recreational sport for
paper-towners, establishing quicker contact with metro-
politan centres. Already Queen Charlotte Airlines
Operate a regular seaplane passenger service to Powell
River among other coast points.

Watch for Powell River’s Aero Day .. . it will be a
great piece of doings! Tentative plans already call for
visits from most of the flying clubs in B. C., and a spec-
tacular air show, as the paper town gets its first real taste
of air activity.

Not that it hasn't had a fair dose of it already ... few
of our residents even bother to look up now when a plane
motor sounds overhead.

Roy Brett, father of private flying in Powell River, talks to
instructor Ronnie Wells, of the Chilliwack Flying Club, during
a brief rest between students flights. Students kept Mr.
Brett's two planes in the air nearly 30 hours a week this summer.

Right: Wilf Davies, ex-R. C. A. F. pilot, now civilian flying instructor
at Powell River.

—Photos by Powell River News.

Two training planes which have been used by Powell River
fledglings take a brief rest from their busy schedule on Roy
Brett’s airstrip, a temporary landing field which has served to
train a class of enthusiasts ready for the formal opening of

the paper town’s airport.
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PLANNING FOR A NEWSPRINT MACHINE
| N September, Number 8 machine, the last word in news:print machine construction, commenced production of
newsprint.

Behind the simple phrase, “Let her roll” were years of
planning, years of preparation, and years of careful and
intensive construction—and an expenditure of approxi-
mately 10 million dollars. When the button was pressed
that sent the pulp rushing on to the fourdrinier wire, our
paper makers saw the culmination of a project, the opening
stage of which had been initiated 18 years ago—and which
has always been in the forefront of their minds during the
intervening years.

In 1930 the company installed its seventh newsprint
machine. Even at that date, Number 8 loomed in the pic-
ture—and while conditions were unsuitable for its installa-
tion, preliminary groundwork, looking forward to its
eventual installation, was undertaken.

The building which houses Number 7 was built for an

additional newsprint machine; the new power dam at Lois
Lake was a temporary wood crib erection, with wood stave
pipelines running to the site on which a permanent dam
would later be constructed. From this point to tidewater
at Stillwater, permanent concrete pipelines were laid,
large enough to accommodate the full water flow necessary
to generate power for an extra machine. At the Stillwater
powerhouse, space for an extra generator was provided.
All these preparatory installations, involving the ex-
penditure of hundreds of thousands of dollars, visualized
Number 8 machine 18 years ago.

The depression, and the slow-moving years following
mitigated against the early addition of new equipment;
but by 1940 definite plans for the introduction of another
machine were in preparation. With the close of hostilities
—and with the demand for newsprint and paper products
at new highs the long-matured plans for Number 8 were
unleashed with full velocity.
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The past three years have been busy ones in Powell
River as construction crews thronged our company prop-
erties, laying foundations and starting erection on the
numerous auxiliaries necessary to accompany a new
machine into production.

Just what this means is told in part in the following
pages. More of everything was required—more power,
new groundwood pulp equipment, additional sulphite pulp
capacity, more wood, new and modern machinery—more
grease, more oil, more of the countless materials and equip-
ment necessary to keep the wheels of expanded production

moving smoothly.

BARKING AND CHIPPING INSTALLATIONS
Installing Number 8 machine was part of the big post-war

modernization and improvement plan launched by Powell
River Company immediately after World War II. To
keep equipment in step with the modern machine about
to be installed and to make certain that best possible pro-
duction performances would be reached, the spectacular
hydraulic barker and the whole log chipper replaced the
older machinery which had given such yeoman service over
30 years, but which now yielded to the march of progress.
Both ‘these operations which have resulted in substantial
saving in wood consumption were in complete operation
before Number 8 was completed.

Right: The dry end of Number 8, showing one of first reels
being manufactured.

Below: Back Tender Horace Moore checks the reel as Number 8
“Starts rolling’.



A new paper machine means a further call on power
reserves. To meet this challenge, it was necessary to
develop the watershed at Lois River to full capacity. The
Scanlon Dam impounding the waters of the famous Gordon
Pasha Lakes was raised an additional 20 feet: and another
18,000-K.V.A. generator installed in the .power-house at
Stillwater. This project, in itself, ran into millions in
expenditure.

=

The Gordon Pasha watershed is now developed to its
full capacity of 44,000 horsepower, and two 18,000-
K.V.A. generators send the power singing over the
66,000-volt high-tension wires to supply Number 8 and
its auxiliaries.

MORE GROUNDWOOD CAPACIT

When Number 8 plans were laid the groundwood de-
partment, a major division of plant operations, immediately
took stock of their position.

More paper-making capacity means more wood, more
wood means more groundwood machines. When Number 8
starts running, these machines must be on the line ready
to go along with necessary power facilities, screens,
washers, etc.

To meet the challenge of Number 8, eight new grinding
machines were installed. These are grouped in two lines
of four each, with each line operated by 4500-horsepower
synchronous motors. At the same time, new screens and
washers of latest design and construction were added to
take care of the extra flow of pulp. Knotter screens,
which separate the knots and large wood splinters from
the pulp, have also been installed along with one additional
pulp refiner.

When Number 8 went into production in September,
the groundwood department was ready and the new
grinders were on the line ready for every or any test.

Over 85 per cent of all the pulp that goes into newsprint
is groundwood, and this means that the men and the
machines of this department are responsible for approxt-
mately 750 tons of pulp daily.

It is a big job, but Superintendent Bill MacGillivray
Says:

“We are ready to meet any challenge Number 8 can
offer. We have new and high-class equipment; we have
the personnel—and when new production records are
being made, the groundwood department will keep them
going.

SULPHITE PLANT EXPANSION

Coincident with expansion to the groundwood plant,
went plans for extensions to existing sulphite, capacity.

What did another machine mean to this department,
where 120 tons of sulphite or chemical pulp would be
necessary each day after Number 8 was in operation?
First, another digester—the huge, cylindrical vat in which
chips are reduced to pulp by steam and acid penetration—
to be added to the five already installed.

Here, too, additional screening and washing facilities
were essential. The screen room was enlarged and mod-
ernized; new screens and washing equipment were added:
and the existing acid storage capacity was expanded;

>

limerock and sulphur storage facilities were increased.
Today, approximately 260 tons of sulphite pulp are

manufactured each day. A little less than half this amount
is the pulp used in the production of Powell River news-
print, the high-grade press-running qualities of which are
well known. The new additions, embodying the latest
designs and combining recent engineering and operating
experience, ensure that, with Number 8 now in production,
the quality and strength of Powell River newsprint will
not sufter.

Eight new electrically-driven groundwood machines. were installed for extra pulp necessary for ‘Number 8.



More power for Number 8—an additional 18,000-K.V.A. generator at the Stillwater power house.

(Continued from Page 2)
Waterworks and sprinklers come under the pipe gang,

and the two sprinkler men have a variety of chores as well
as pipe-ftting. We check all fire doors periodically and
fill and care for the many fire extinguishers hanging
throughout the plant. We are responsible for the water
mains system of the town. Since our work is checked by
the Fire Underwriters, we have to know the rules and
regulations governing any installation or new changes.
There is a large and complex automatic system throughout
the mill and public buildings which is serviced by our
department on a 24-hour basis.

With the installation of Number 8 machine our daily
chores have been further expanded, and all the “trimming”,
such as showers, sprays, hoses, and the many changes
required before the papermakers are satisfied, were left
on our doorstep. Most of these have been completed, but
before Number 8 settles down to the routine of producing
paper, many more will be suggested to keep the pipe-
fitters busy.

At present there are two apprentices on the pipe gang.
One has another year to complete before qualifying as a
journeyman fitter, and the other lad is just beginning a
five-year course in the pipe-fitting trade. During their
training period they also spend much of their time attached
to the sprinkler crew, where they receive a very thorough
knowledge of plant operations—a training that is a decided

Plumbing is another section covered by the pipe-fitters,
and although industrial plumbing is slightly different to
house plumbing, the rules and regulations still apply.
Any installations made in the plant are done in a manner
that would pass any examination by an inspector for
Sanitary purposes.

All this serves to point out the many chores done day
by day by the small group of men who make up our pipe-
fitting gang. There are a good many who say, It’s a
cinch to be a pipe-fitter,” but give a little thought to the
variety of jobs requested of them and you'll have to admit
it covers a large field.

aASSCT.
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NUMBER 8 - POWELL RIVER'S

OR two years the eftorts of countless individuals across
the country have been bent to the single purpose of

despatching the first roll of commercial newsprint from
Powell River Company Limited No. 8 paper machine
winder to the finishing room. The achievement of this
aim brings to a climax the expansion program launched by
the Powell River Company during the summer of 1945.
While the paper machine itself is only a part of this
development, it is nevertheless the part where results are
most readily seen. This review gives some of the features
which make it the most modern and, potentially, the
fastest newsprint machine in the world.

Built for satisfactory mechanical operation at speeds
up to 2000 feet per minute, it should be a source of pride
to all Canadians that most of this equipment was con-
ceived, designed and constructed entirely within our own
borders. Dominion Engineering Works Ltd. is proud to
have played its part in this latest achievement of the
Canadian paper industry.

No. 8 machine embodiés’ the latest ideas known to
newsprint manufacture:’’The removable fourdrinier gen-
erally resembles that*of the company’s No. 7, installed in
1930, but there are many important differences. All rolls
are of larger diameters in conformity with the increased
speed and a perforated forming board has been added at
the breast roll. Equipped with drop-legs and adjustable
valves, the board can remove water at this point in varying
amounts, depending upon prevailing stock conditions. Flat- ‘
top table roll baffles have been used since they not only
arrest roll splash but also afford considerable support to
the wire. On the theory that the life of a wire is influenced
by the tension at which it operates, the new fourdrinier
has been provided with an arrangement for setting, record-
ing and automatically maintaining any desired wire tension.
The operators are thus enabled, firstly, to determine the
optimum tension and, secondly, to operate all subsequent
wires at that figure, thus assuring maximum efhciency.
The stretch mechanism is motor operated. “Suction box

4

oscillation is of the latest type, combining movement with
and across the wire, in such manner as to minimize any
tendency for the wire to hang. The table roll section may
be set either level or at any slope up to 12 inches by the
insertion of suitable filler pieces.

The 44-inch diameter suction couch roll is the largest
now in use, and is a duplicate of the new unit recently
installed in No. 7 machine with such gratifying results.
These rolls are mounted in 50-inch diameter roller-bearings.
Single helical reduction gears are built into the rear hous-
ings, permitting vacuum connections front and rear. The
suction boxes have two compartments so arranged that the
sheet first encounters a wide low-vacuum section and then
passes on to a narrower high-vacuum area. Auxiliary
equipment has been provided so that the widths of these
compartments can be altered if desired. The couch presser
roll is driven by a trailing motor integrated with the general
machine drive. The loading of this roll is pneumatically
adjusted with provisions for recording the roll pressure and
for automatically lifting the roll in case of power failure.

In accordance with modern practice, the press part con-
sists of two suction presses only, the bottom rolls being
rubber-covered for increased felt life. The first top roll
is of Canadian pink granite and the second is rubber cov-
ered. Loading is applied independently front and rear by
pneumatic diaphragms, facilitating the setting and record-
ing of roll pressures. A boon to the paper maker is the
motor-operated broke conveyor mounted above each top
press roll, eliminating most of the back-breaking. work of
handling wet broke.

The dryer part consists of a baby dryer, 50 steam dryers,
one sweat dryer and one dryer convertible to drying or
sweating as required. The 10 felt dryers (which are not
driven), as well as the sweat rolls, are mounted on antt-
friction bearings, while all other dryers are equipped with
Michel-type bearings. The 8-inch face single helical
heavy-duty dryer gears are located within the rear dryer
framing, forming a totally enclosed, bath-lubricated drive
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LATEST NEWSPRINT MAGHINE
By S. C. WILLIAMS
Assistant to Chief Engineer
Dominion Engineering Works Ltd.

of high efhciency, long life and comparatively smooth and
silent operation. This design has the desirable feature of
permitting the removal or servicing of either a gear or a
bearing without the necessity of disturbing the other.
Inter-connecting pinions and idler gears are carried in self-
aligning roller bearings. The gearing is so arranged that
the sweat dryers may be driven separately or positively
integrated with the steam dryers as desired. The dryer
drive has intakes at four points as well as a separate drive
to one or both sweat rolls. All dryer cylinders are equipped
with heavy-duty diaphragm-type steam joints as well as
Cram syphon tips and paddles to aid in condensate removal.

While the calender is outwardly similar to No. 7 paper
machine, many important improvements have been made.
In order to reduce vibration, the frames were redesigned
to increase their stiffness by about 30 per cent, while all
rolls except the bottom have been bored out to half their
diameter. This decrease in the weight of the stack not
only lessens vibration, but also reduces excessive nip pres-
sures without decreasing the number of nips. otaggering
of the rolls has also had a stabilizing effect and, with all
the upper rolls running in anti-friction bearings, the result
is an unusually steady and smooth-running stack. An
electrically operated roll lift has been provided. Either
steam or water may be applied at will to any of the
upper rolls.

The reel, of the Pope transfer type, is built on more
rugged lines than its predecessors. Provided with a 48-inch
diameter water-cooled drum, this model was designed to
handle 60-inch diameter double-set reels, the intention of
which is to save valuable handling time at the winder.
Each reel bar has been fitted with a rubber starting band
which makes contact with the drum outside the paper zone
and serves to start the bar rotating before it touches the
paper, thereby reducing the danger of snap-offs at this
critical time.

No. 7 paper machine winder has performed so success-
fully through the years that it was felt that few improve-

ments could be made in its basic design. Certain modifica-
tions were, of course, necessary to permit winding at 4200
feet per minute, but in general the new winder differs
mainly in its auxiliary equipment. With the drive motor
direct connected to the winding drum, speed variations
of the stretch drum are effected through heavy-duty
V-belts and a variable-pitch sheave whose setting can be
controlled remotely from two stations. To aid in judging
the proper speed ratio, a stroboscopic indicator has been
installed. This drive has found great favor with the
operating staff. Discharge of the finished rolls is accom-
plished by a pneumatically operated pusher bar which
transfers the rolls to a set of lowering arms, by which they
are then lowered to the level of the wrapping equipment.
Provision has been made for the automatic control of paper
tension, under which scheme the brake setting at the reel-
ing-off stands will be regulated by a tension detector
located immediately ahead of the winding drums. ()ther
features include individual motor-driven bottom slitters and
hollow aluminum core-shafts. The latter are becoming
increasingly prevalent in the industry as they ease the
work of the winder crew considerably.

The Harland Sectional Drive was supplied by Bepco
Canada Ltd. and is the latest type with Equilock speed
control. This rugged drive is well known throughout the
paper world, and has amply demonstrated its efhiciency and
dependability.

Constructed of insulated aluminum panels with all
corners generously rounded, the vapour hood is of pleasing
appearance. It was built by Ross Engineering Co. of
Canada, who also provided the calender cooling system
which features adjustable air nozzles whose air supply
can be controlled from convenient stations on the winder
side of the reel.

At the time of going to press the machine has operated
at 1400 fpm and has produced a daily tonnage of news-
print in excess of its rating. To achieve these results in
less than six weeks of operation is a unique achievement.
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NEW

HOSPITALIZATION
PLAN
WHAT IT
MEANS TO
POWELL RIVER

By STUART SLADE
Secretary, Powell River Employees’

Sick Benefit Society

Powell River’s employee-owned hospital, one of the most
modern in the province—with doctors’ clinic in background.

(JN January 1, 1949, the B. C. Hospital Insurance Servicewill come into effect.
In general, the plan is comprehensive. It will take care

of all hospitalization costs for everybody in British Colum-
bia. The only exceptions to this are those few who reside
too far away from a hospital for normal treatment, and
those who are covered by an already operating plan as
good as the government plan.

The plan is designed to serve two purposes. First, 1t
will relieve the worker of what have sometimes been
staggering hospitalization bills and will provide necessary
hospital care for everybody. Too often in the past, people
who needed hospital care would postpone operations and
preventive treatment because of the fear of large bills.
This sometimes resulted in waiting. until it was too late.
Frequently it produced a condition that proved more.
costly than if it had been treated as soon as diagnosed.

Secondly, it is designed to relieve and correct the
adverse financial condition now prevalent in practically
all hospitals in B. C. The only exceptions to the above are
hospitals which receive grants or are financially supported
by endowments or organizations.

Hospital bills are generally the last bills to be paid.
Sometimes because of inability to find the necessary funds
and often because other creditors, such as the grocer,
butcher, or finance corporation, are more pressing.

On and after January 1, the hospitals in B. C. will
render their bills to the Provincial Government.

This will remove practically all the bad debts from the
hospitals’ books and guarantee payment of accounts
month by month.

In return for this, the government will expect hospital
boards to-keep their operating costs within reasonable
limits. It is not intended to give a hospital carte blanche

to raise salaries or spend money unnecessarily and then
raise their charges.

The plan is compulsory with the two exceptions men-
tioned in the beginning of this article.

The cost of this to, the recipient is $30.00 per year for
a person with more than one dependent, $24.00 per year
for a person with one dependent, and $15.00 for a person
with no dependents.

There are practically no limitations on the hospitaliza-
tion rendered under this plan. In effect it means that as
long as the premiums are paid up to date a person or
his dependents may receive hospitalization in any hospital
in Canada for as long as is necessary, without receiving
any charges from the hospital. Included in the term hos-
pitalization are necessary X-rays, medicine, physio-therapy
and laboratory work, etc., while a patient is in the hos-
pital. The term “necessary” hospitalization simply means
that a doctor must term it as necessary hospitalization.

The governmental theory in regard to this low-cost plan
is that they intend to provide only necessary hospital care,
and are depending on the co-operation of the medical pro-
fession to stop any abuses. It has been contended by
hospital authorities that up to 40 per cent of the total
hospital bed days are unnecessary.

We in the Powell River Company organization have
been fortunate enough in the past 25 years to have had a
health scheme in the form of the Powell River Employees’
Sick Benefit Society. At the outset, this plan was for
benefit of employees only.

In 1937, this scheme was extended to include medical
care and hospitalization for all dependents, the cost being
borne by the Powell River Company.

On and after January 1, 1949, the Powell River Em-
(Continued on Page 17)
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POWELL RIVER, CITY OF GARDENS
By THOMAS W. GREEN

p OWELL RIVER has for many years been noted for itsbeautiful gardens, which have never failed to impress
visitors to this industrial town.

Officials of the Powell River Company have over the
years encouraged in many ways the planting and cultiva-
tion of gardens in the town. A permanent staff of gar-
deners has been maintained to cultivate portions of the
grounds around the large paper mill, the community build-
ings, the War Memorial Park and public gardens. Orna-
mental bushes have been planted on portions of sloping
ground overlooking the mill; cement sidewalks and attrac-
tive retaining walls are being built along the boulevards.

Many of the avenues in Powell River are lined with
trees, and the streets named after the trees. jak trees
have been planted on Oak Avenue and Manitoba maples
decorate Maple Avenue. First street has a very good dis-
play of Catalpa trees. Poplar Street, Willow Street, Cedar
and Walnut Avenues all carry out the tree tradition.
These trees are trimmed every spring to keep them uniform.

Every house in the town has a garden, both front and
back, giving tenants an outlet for any urge to cultivate the
soil. Water in unlimited quantity is made available to the
gardener during the warm dry weather—a situation which
arouses the envy of the metropolitan visitor whose sprink-
ling periods are often confined to an hour or two in the
evenings.

In previous years the company has given prizes for
gardens, but this was allowed to lapse during the war
years. These garden competitions were very popular, and
aS soon as the opportunity presented itself, they were
renewed.

During the past two years valuable prizes have been
offered to encourage gardening. Last year all the tenants |
of the best block were given a month’s free rent. Addi-
tional prizes were given for the best garden in each block.

This year a new method was adopted. Powell River
was divided into five zones. A cash prize of $100 was
offered for the best garden in the Townsite and six other
cash prizes of $100 each were offered for the most improved
garden in each zone. An additional prize of $25.00 was
awarded for the most improved boulevard in each zone.

The objective was to encourage the new tenants and to
provide an equal opportunity for residents who were ex-
tending their gardens to share awards with the more
experienced gardeners and their long established gardens.

As one of three judges (none of whom are connected
with the company in any way) it was my privilege to
inspect the gardens and help select the prize-winners for
the past two years.

This year, as a result of the “improvement” idea, there
have been gratifying results. Local stores sold more seeds,
more weed killers, and more fertilizer than ever before.
Above, right, a well-known garden in Powell River is that of Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Powell. The peculiar bird-shaped bush is always a
subject of interest to visitors. Miss Ada Powell stands in the garden.
Right, Mrs. J. A. Murison in her lovely garden, which, this year, was
awarded the highest honor in the town—‘“The Best Garden in

Powell River’’.

It was a green summer in Powell River—and everything
in the gardens looked fine.

It was quite evident that the garden competition, com-
bined with high prices of vegetables, stimulated this healthy
revival of gardening activity. There was a decided
improvement this year in both front and back gardens.

This district is blessed with a long growing climate.
Occasional roses can be found as late as the first week in
January, while February often sees the first snowdrops and
winter aconite peeping out of the ground, followed quickly
by violets, primroses and crocus.

Soil varies throughout the area from almost pure sand
to a sandy loam, the character of the soil giving advantage
to some and handicaps to others.

Although summer months show the gardens to best
advantage, well-kept lawns, evergreen shrubs, bushes and
ornamental trees make Powell River a pleasant prospect
at any season of the year.
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THE WEST COAST
INDIAN DUGOUT

A strongly built Indian canoe works a passage through the rough
Yuculta waters.

By R. C. BLEDSOE

HE native Indian of the North Pacific Coast is not
usually regarded as having attained a very high state of

civilization at the time when his natural progress was
arrested by the advent of the white race. He had, how:
ever, progressed along certain lines toa remarkable degree.
Totem carving, the design and weaving of the “Chelkat”
blanket, the engraved ceremonial “copper” and the basket-
weaving are among the world’s finest examples of barbaric
Art. In the design and production of the dugout canoe
these Indians were master craftsmen.

The design varied slightly from tribe to tribe and quite
extensively between widely separated areas, but the same
basic shape seems to have been common to the wholg north
coast. Probably the greatest of the Indian canoe makers
were the Haidas of the Queen Charlotte Islands and the
Nootkas of the west coast of Vancouver Island. These
two racial groups, because of the exposed and dangerous
waters they frequented, produced the finest designs and
the most skilled canoemen.

The making of a canoe with the primitive tools available
was a stupendous task. The tree used was always the
Western Red Cedar (Thuja plicata), which alone possesses
the necessary characteristics for the purpose. Often these —
could be found fallen; if not, they were felled, and. so
much labor was involved in this that it was considered
worth while to bore a hole through the tree to make sure

it was sound before falling it. Falling was done by
chipping, burning with torches and scraping away the

EDITOR’S NOTE: The author, Richard C. Bledsoe,
sulphite superintendent, is a recognized authority
on the history of the B. C. Indians, their habits,
customs and folklore.

char. Once down, the selected length was marked out
and burned off from the tree trunk; branches were removed
and usually a piece was split off the length. The use of
the wedge, the lever and the roller were well understood
by these natives.

Adzes ‘and fire were the chief tools used, and several
shapes of adzes were developed for various phases of the
work. They were made of stone with wood or bone
handles. There was a long-handled adze for roughing out
and an adze with a handle like a hand saw and a blade
along one edge. This was gripped fistwise with the blade
pointing down in front of the fingers. The cutting blow was
struck downward and toward the operator. Some examples
of this work may still be seen with the tool marks as evenly
laid as scales on a fish and having a surface like hammered
silver.

Burning and scraping away the charred wood was used
largely, especially in finishing the outside of a canoe.
Apparently the best craftsmen depended on their _sense
of touch, placing a hand inside and one outside and sliding
them back and forth, to determine the thickness of the
work. Boring a hole to determine thickness was a later
innovation, and was not usual. Defects such as knots were
bored out and the hole carefully filled with a plug. The
thickness of the canoe varied, the bottom being thicker than
the sides, and a definite thickening being provided at the
ends. The typical high stern and prow were not present
at this stage, being added afterward.

The heating and stretching of the canoe followed next.
This was a very exacting process, and was done on a warm,
still day to avoid sudden drafts which might cause crack-
ing. The dugout was half filled with water, and into
this was plunged heated stones held in wooden tongs until
the water boiled and the cedar wood was softened to the
point where it would: bend readily. Braces were then
forced down inside and the wood gradually brought to the
desired shape. The skill of the builder is obvious here.
Many naval architects have marvelled at the perfection
that was obtained.

When the work had cooled the wood was set in the
shape determined by the braces and the braces were
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An Indian war canoe training for a race with a rival tribe.

removed. Thwarts were fastened in, the number varying
with the size of the canoe. These were sewn to the gun-
wale with cedar bark twine or whale sinew. The process
of joining pieces of wood by boring holes and sewing
together was widely used by West Coast Indians The
high prow and stern, if a Haida model, or lower flat top
stern if a Nootka or Kwakiuti, were dowelled to the body
using long dowels and carefully painting the joint with
fish oil and charcoal to prevent rot. The whole outside was
smoothed with stones and sand, and finally charred and
rubbed with sand and water.

Ornate decoration seems to have been confined to the
northern tribes, the Haidas and the Tsimpseans.
canoes were a kind of ““double-ender” type with high bow
and stern protruding out beyond the body of the craft,
and often elaborately decorated with totemistic carving.
This was especially true of the larger, so called war canoe,
though the term is somewhat misleading. An Indian's
canoe was to him much like a cowboy’s horse. He simply
never went anywhere in any other way, and it is probable
that the large canoes were used in peaceful occupations
1s well as in war. Canoes over 70 feet long and capable
of carrying eight tons have been known and recorded
within the last half century.

No decorative carving is seen on the Nootka canoe,
and while it has a high, outflung bow, it is not as striking
as that of the northern tribes. The stern is only a little
higher than the body of the canoe, rises vertically, and is
usually flat on top. A characteristic of this model is the
presence of a muzzle and two ears surmounting the prow
which gives it the look of a doe with neck outstretched,
listening. Of the two great tribes of canoe makers, the
Haidas and the Nootkas, the work of the latter had the
finer and possibly better lines. Both groups were accom-
plished canoemen, the women as well as the men.

The Indian’s method of propulsion was by paddling.
He did not use oars, and it is not certain that he sailed his
canoes before the white man taught him. Primitive sails
of thin cedar boards sewn together and bound at the edges
exist, also some of woven cedar bark matting, but their

Their —

date is uncertain. Paddles were usually of yew wood, and
had a “TI” handle and a long pointed blade. The point
was kept in the water when hunting sea animals, so that
the noise of the drip from the paddle would not Le heard
and frighten the quarry. Since the canoe was all important
as a method of travel and since almost all food was gath-
ered from the sea, natives of the north coast developed
astonishing skill in handling their canoes. Training
started in early childhood and the practice was never
abandoned until the person was too old to wield a paddle.

The Indian “Kilipi” race is an example of how skill
was acquired. In this contestants, almost always two to
a canoe, raced to a predetermined point, upset their canoes
and flung themselves into the water. With the gunwales
awash, they proceeded to empty the canoe, climb in and
finish the race. The object and the effectiveness of such
training in rough water is obvious.

The whale-hunting Nootkas usually used a 16-foot dug-
out manned by four. Many canoes took part in the hunt,
but only one approached the whale and struck the first
harpoon. After that the others closed in and struck as
they had the opportunity. To each harpoon was fixed an
inflated seal bladder, and when enough of these were fixed
in the whale it could no longer dive and could be killed
without danger of sinking. The occupation was hazardous
in the extreme. Seals, sea lions, porpoises and sea otter
were hunted in a like manner, but of course the killing of
one of these was not so important.

How far Indians voyaged by canoe is not established.
They do not appear to have reached California from British
Columbia. It is recorded, however, that Haidas had trav-
elled to the south end of Puget Sound from Queen Char-
lotte Islands, a distance of about 650 miles. As far as
the writer is aware, the dugouts have not been traced to
the Asiatic side of the Pacific.

Although the Indians of today have forsaken their
dug-outs for more modern means of transportation, many
fine examples of this art are still to be seen along the
coast of British Columbia.
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RECENT EXECUTIVE CHANGES
| N the past months, several changes in the administrative

set-up of the company have taken place. On August 7,
the resignation of Mr. Benton R. Cancell, Vice-President
in charge of production, was announced. Mr. Cancell,
who joined the Powell River Company in October, 1945,
has joined the executive staff of the St. Regis Paper Com-
pany, with whom he was formerly associated.

Mr. M. J. Foley, who joined the company as Executive
Vice-President on January 1 of this year, will assume,
in addition to his other duties, direct charge of production.
As a member of the Brooks-Scanlon organization for the
past 15 years, Mr. Foley has fitted easily and smoothly into
the Powell River organization and tradition; and already
is known as “Joe” to all his associates and many of the
employees at Powell River.

Mr. R. M. Cooper will continue in his position as
Resident Manager, with complete charge of all operations
at Powell River, reporting direct to Mr. M. J. Foley.

Two other appointments of particular interest to Powell
River, and of general interest in the industry are those of
Marry Andrews and Howard Urquhart.

Harry Andrews, who is well known throughout the
industry and in the publishing houses of the continent,
and who has been Technical Director of the company,
has been appointed Director of Research, in which position
he will be responsible for the technical processes of our

_Operations. His new appointment will necessitate his

departure from Powell River to join the executive staff
in Vancouver.

Harry has been with the Powell River Company for
27 years—and is considered a leading authority on the
chemistry and technical phase of the pulp and paper
industry. He has been largely responsible for the growth
and development of research and modern technological
advances in Powell River.

Howard Urquhart, who has served as Technical Assist-
ant to the Resident Manager since 1945, is now Assistant
to the Resident Manager. Howard joined the company in
1936, and in 1939 became Assistant Groundwood Super-
intendent. During the war years he acted as general
‘‘trouble-shooter” in the mill until his appointment as
Technical Assistant.

In September two other important changes were an-
nounced. Mr. George O’Brien, Vice-President in charge
of the company’s forestry and timber operations, was
elected a director to replace Mr. G. F. Laing, who has
resigned. Mr. O’Brien will continue his present duties
in connection with forestry and timber operations.

At the same time, the appointment of Mr. John Liersch
as Assistant Vice-President was announced. Mr. Liersch, |
a recognized authority on forestry, has been with the
company since 194). As Assistant Vice-President, he will
assist Mr. O’Brien in his duties.

PROMINENT BRITISH VISITORS
A PROMINENT British publisher and his wife, repre- newspaper business by visiting newspaper plants and

sentatives of one of Britain’s leading families—and of publishers’ conventions.
probably the world’s most famous newspaper—dropped Mr. Astor contrasted the newspaper and newsprintin for a brief visit to situation in the United States and Canada with conditionsPowell River recently. in the United Kingdom.Our overseas visitors

were Mr. Gavin Astor “It is rather strange,” he declared, “to hear the com-
and Lady Irene Astor— plaints of North American publishers on paper shortages.
the former, the eldest _As far as the Times is concerned, we have to cut our cloth
son of Colonel John on a basis unknown here,” he said ruefully.
Jacob Astor, owner-pub- “British newsprint mills,” he went on to say, “are run-lisher of the London

ning at less than 30 per cent capacity. ©Times. They were accom:
panied by William “Bill” Touching on the general political outlook in Europe,
Brooks. Powell River he believed, ““We should be firm with Russia, decide what
Company director, and we mean to do and stay with it, whatever the conse-
Mr. Ken Drury of the quences.
Vancouver News-Herald, Lady Irene, a very charming person, was as well versed
and Mrs. Drury. as her husband on the world situation, and was particularly

The young couple were interested and informed on current British politics.
on a tour of Canada and
the United States: and
prior to their arrival in
Powell River had trav-
elled extensively along
the U. S. seaboard. They
had been on this con-
tinent for several months.

While on the trip they
kept in touch with the

Mr Astor and Lady Irene Astor
photographed in Powell River on

their recent visit

Other prominent visitors were Mr. A. Lennox-Boyd,
Member of Parliament for Mid-Bedford, England, and his
wife, Lady Patricia, a member of the Guinness family,
daughter of the Earl and Countess of Iveagh. Accom-
panied by Mrs. L. P. Candeler and Lieut.-Col. C. Butter-
worth of Montreal, the party made a tour of the mill and
residential districts.
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INDUSTRY HELPS EDUCATION
By J. F. FLETT, Personnel Manager

the past summer over 75 students from theUniversity of British Columbia were employed by the
Powell River Company. This is not a haphazard occur-
rence. It is part of a definite and regular arrangement
between the Powell River Company and University
authorities.

This plan, whereby the company hires numbers of
University students each year, has been in concrete oper:
ation for the past two years. In practice the idea has been
actually in operation for a much longer period. Its origin
can be traced to the interest of the company in Powell River
students, who, in the past decade have been attending the
University in increased numbers Such students were
always guaranteed summer work; and at the end of each
session were able to start work immediately, and to carry
on steadily until the re-opening in the fall. Consequently,
Powell River students have always been in a rather for-
tunate position. They were able to live at home, to reduce
summer expenses to a minimum and to enjoy the high
level of wages paid in the pulp and paper industry.

During the war years, increased numbers of students
were used to help overcome the labor shortage of these
difficult days, and to fill in the vacancies of summer
vacations. Out of these circumstances came the present

expanded program of employing University students.
These boys fitted well into our organization. They

pulled their weight and were popular with other employees.
They learned much from personal contact with regular
plant employees. Our employees, too, learned something
of the problems of education and University life. These
boys, with their Varsity blazers, became familiar figures
on our streets—on our athletic fields—and many friend-
ships and even romances followed naturally.

Today, the progam mentioned above is in full operation.
University students are largely used to fill in during the
summer months when employees are on vacation, and each
year our Personnel Department contacts the Director of
Student Services of the University and states the specific
number of students they can absorb in the particular year.
This removes much of the anxiety of many students work-
ing their way through college, and who otherwise might
find difficulty in obtaining quick or full employment in
the important off-season months.

The University authorities are naturally pleased with
this arrangement, made well in advance of the term’s end,
and afford the company fullest co-operation in selecting
prospective employees.

The prime purpose of the employment of considerable
numbers of students during the summer months is to
relieve employees on vacation. However, many students
acquire special skills, and find in the pulp and paper in- ©
dustry a potential career, a factor which increases their
value as present employees and as future members of the
industry.

In addition, however, to this main body of students
employed for general purposes, this year saw the inaugura-
tion of a plan to employ a smaller group of about 20

undergraduates, who will graduate in engineering—mech-
anical, chemical, electrical or civil. This group was specially
selected by interview at the University of British Columbia
with the co-operation of the Director of Student Services,
early last spring.

While these students are engaged on much the same
tasks as their fellow students, arrangements have been

made for them to work in the several departments of the
plant. In this way, it is expected that, by the end of
three summers they will have attained a fairly extensive
general knowledge of pulp and paper making, and they
will have gained this knowledge and experience “the hard
way, by working contact with the various jobs.

With this background it is hoped that on graduation
they will become additions to our engineering and tech-
nical personnel.

Today, as a result of this policy, Powell River is playing
a definite part in providing new and expanded opportuni-
ties for engineering graduates and is assisting directly a
considerable number of others to complete their educations.
It is a mutually profitable arrangement and Powell River
gains by solving its summer labor replacement problem and
by encouraging increasing numbers of our young men to
study and appreciate one of Canada’s great basic industries.

NEW GOVERNMENT HOSPITALIZATION PLAN
(Continued from Page 12)

ployees’ Sick Benefit Society will act as a collector for the
government, and the membership will have the additional
advantages which are incorporated in the Government
Scheme.

This means that a member of the Society or his depend-
ents will receive the following without charge:

1. Government Hospitalization Service, with no limita-
tions, in any hospital in Canada.

2. Medical treatment from the Powell River Clinic of
five doctors, with certain exceptions.

In addition, members of the society (not their depend-
ents) will receive:

1. Free of charge, all necessary medicines, X-rays,
physio-therapy, and laboratory work, when either
in or out of the hospital.

2. Cash benefits of $14.00 per week as an out-patient
and $6.00 per week as an in-patient for the first 13
weeks and half that rate for the next 13 weeks.

Dependents will receive medicines at half price while
out-patients, and out-patients’ service on X-rays, physio-
therapy and laboratory work at a much more reduced fee
than that charged to anyone not covered by the Society.

The dues to members will remain the same as before the
Government Hospitalization Plan came into effect.

Taking everything into consideration, the membership
of the Society may well feel that the combination of their
own plan and the Hospital Insurance Service and the
Powell River Company grant will give them a service
second to none in Canada.
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Air view of New Wetminster waterfront and
Pattullo Bridge, looking north up Columbia Street.

NEW WESTMINSTER, THE ROYAL CITY

UST 12 miles east of Vancouver, along the Pacific High
way, leading direct to the international border, is the

City of New Westminster, one of the. oldest cities in
British Columbia, and today a busy centre of trade and
industry. Hundreds of visitors to Powell River have passed
through its bustling streets on their way to Vancouver.

New Westminster was founded in 1858, 13 years before
British Columbia became a Province of Canada, and while
it was still a Crown Colony. Colonel Moody of the Royal
Engineers selected this location on the banks of the Fraser
as a strategic military site, from which the depredations of
marauding Redskins using this great artery for quick
swoops against the whites or rival tribes, might be best
controlled or prevented. New Westminster, named after
its older London counterpart, was chosen the capital of the
Colony of British Columbia by royal proclamation. Hence
the name of “Royal City”, by which it is still known.
Royal City residents have never recognized Victoria as the
Provincial Capital. They consider that when the colonial
days ended and British Columbia became a province
of Canada that New Westminster should have remained

as the capital instead of that “upstart” and out of the way
city on Vancouver Island. This may be water under the
bridge to the rest of the population, but to the fathers of
the Royal City it is still a sore point.

The coat of arms of New Westminster displays a sailing
ship, a plough, a fir tree and two salmon. These symbols
aptly suggest its leading activities— shipping, farming,
lumbering and fishing, around which the city’s functions
evolve, and on which its prosperity has been based.

Besides being Western Canada’s second port it is a
market and supply centre for the famous Fraser Valley,
British Columbia’s richest dairy farming area. Here, too,
is the largest concentration of big lumber mills in the
province and nearby, at the mouth of the Fraser River,
are Canada’s largest salmon fisheries, where the world-
famous sockeye, steelheads, spring and cohoes are canned
and shipped. Along with these basic economic factors is
a compact population of 30,000, intensely home conscious,
proud of their past heritage and present progress.

The “Father of B. C. Waters”, the mighty Fraser River
is the fulcrum on which New Westminster's past has been
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built and on which its future depends. As a shipping port
it stands high among the well-known harbors of Canada.
Well over a million tons of net export tonnage passes
through this port, ranked as the fifth in the Dominion.
It possesses a deep water frontage of over 50 miles, and
this, in connection with certain natural advantages has
favored the Royal City. The convergence of the north
and south arms of the Fraser. is here and produces a focus
for the shipping lanes. The water is fresh and free from
barnacles and the destructive teredo which cause consider-
able damage and inconvenience in the salt water ports.

Sixteen deep-sea vessels can be accommodated simul-
taneously and ships from widely extended portions of the
globe are berthed here carrying the produce of British
Columbia to world markets. Across the river is the big
civic-owned grain elevator, with a capacity of 700,000
tons; and nearby, along the banks of the Fraser, are the
maintenance and repair shops of the Canadian National
Railway. Here, too, is the home of the Westminster
Paper Company, one of the province’s important paper-
making and converting plants.

Exports from the port of New Westminster include, in
order, lumber and wood products (fir sleepers, box shooks,
doors, laths, plywood, etc.); metals and fertilizers; farm
produce (grains, fruits, vegetable and animal products) ;
salmon, fish oil and frozen fish. To this may be added
many manufactured articles such as paper, rope, barley,
malt, macaroni, machinery, etc.

‘Today ships of over 30 lines, from 40 different countries,
call frequently at the port. Some conception of the highly
industrialized nature of this city of 30,000 is its rank
as second in British Columbia industry, both in value of
production and in numbers employed.

New Westminster, with its lofty eminence overlooking
the Fraser, with its many lawns and flower-decked parks,
with its many fine public buildings, is a picturesque city.
Here is the Federal Building, housing the affairs of the
Dominion Public Works Department, which administers
all the waterways in British Columbia and Yukon. rere,
too, are the headquarters of the International Pacific Salmon
Fisheries. Other provincial institutions, the Provincial
Government building, Court House and Land Registry
buildings are located in the Royal City. The British
Columbia Penitentiary and Provincial Mental Hospital
are in New Westminster.

Perhaps the greatest asset that the city possesses today
is the fierce and almost unique pride of its citizens in its
progress in all branches of endeavor: There is a quality of
aggressiveness—almost belligerence—about the New West-
minsterites that may arouse irritation among neighbors, but
which in competitive effort has raised this small city to
Dominion prominence in many branches of public endeavor.

A motto of a famous Westminster lacrosse team was
“What we have, we'll hold, what we ain't got, we'reafter.” This has been the attitude of Royal City residents
throughout history, and it has paid handsome dividends.

For a place of its size, New Westminster's record in the
Dominion athletic field is truly amazing. For many years
lacrosse teams, composed almost entirely of Westminster
lads, swept the boards in Canada, defeating some of the
world’s greatest all-star aggregations from Vancouver,
Toronto, Montreal or Hamilton.

Looking north up Columbia Street, B. C. Electric depot and
bus terminal on the right.
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Small fish boats provisioning at a small boats harbor.

Its basketball teams have won the Dominion Champion-
ship on many occasions; its soccer squads have repeated
this triumph in football; and its track and field stars have
been in the top flight. This year, a 17-year-old New West-
minster lass qualified for the finals of the women’s 100-
metre dash at London, and was one of the few Canadian
point winners.

In all branches, this typical Royal City spirit has been
to the fore. These people are not like our Victorians.
There is nothing of the slightly, if unconscious, superiority
complex; nothing of the assured calm and quiet of the
capital city resident. They are a restless, energetic people,
with a bit of a chip on their shoulder and just waiting for
someone to knock it off. It is this militant spirit that has
built New Westminster, that has maintained it, and which,
despite the supposed softening influence of modern civiliza-
tion, still persists to carry the old colonial capital to new
triumphs in the years ahead.
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LABOR DAY CELEBRATION

Novelty races, children and adult sports, featured a perfect
Labor Day celebration at Powell River. Above are crowds
listening to the speakers—and glimpses of the children’s sports.

HE big newsprint machines were idle. No billowy white
clouds issued from the white buildings. No smoke poured

from the 230-foot stacks behind the steam plant. The warm
rays of a September sun slanted down the main thorough-
fares of Powell River, and the usual busy streets were

~ deserted.

It was Labor Day in Powell River—and the population
of the district had moved en masse to picturesque, tree-
girded Willingdon Beach, where employees, residents and
company officials were gathered for the annual Labor
Day celebrations.

Thousands of happy pleasure seekers, men, women and
children—and especially children—were milling around
the picnic grounds, taking full advantage of cloudless skies
and the elaborate entertainment facilities provided by
trade unions. With the sparkling waters of the Gulf of
Georgia in the immediate foreground and the snow-capped
peaks of Vancouver Island in the background, it was a
setting which few spots, even on the British Columbia
coast, could surpass.

It was a happy day, typical of all Labor Days in Powell
River, and free from any of the acrimony, bitterness or
cynicism which often accompanies such gatherings. Union
and company representatives spoke briefly, and then joined
the crowds for an afternoon and evening of relaxation and
pleasure.

The unions had contributed merry-go-rounds for the
children: and one well-known mechanic had installed a
miniature train and railroad, all of which he had con-
structed personally, and on which hundreds of happy
children were given free rides. Booths of all descriptions ©
had been erected and all the sporting attractions of a
metropolitan midway were available, including the “hot
dog” stand and “tea and cake” pavilions in the shade of
the evergreens. Children’s novelty races, and sports for
adults, were all part of the program.

The entire show was arranged by the trade unions of
the plant and district. Members did all the construction
and erection on a voluntary basis; and it was a strictly
non-profit effort, arranged solely for the entertainment of
the people of Powell River and district. The capacity
crowd remained until the evening shadows dropped across
the green grass—and then went home to prepare for the
big Labor Day dance in Powell River.

It was a happy Labor Day, a day of fun and quiet
pleasure amid beautiful and picturesque surroundings.
Crowds travelled homeward reluctantly, and there were
many who felt that if the atmosphere of Powell River's
Labor Day could be transferred to the internationdl sphere,
world relations and world understanding would benefit
oreatly.
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The double-drum type winder with individual
motor-driven slitters.ee

desiope reel, specially designed to produce
reele double the normal diameter.
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Automatic process control equipment to
facilitate operation at high speeds.

The large diameter suction couch roll, equipped
with a double-compartment suction box and

top pressure roll.

The stock inlet, showing the head box in
operation. General construction.
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Through the pages of this journal we hope to tell our
readers about Powell River and its products.

The Cover Picture

Powell River residents may see the
finest scenery in British Columbia
right on their front doorstep. This
month's cover affords yet another
glimpse of the scenic grandewr of
Powell Lake, viewed from a hill on

the edge of the town.
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j. A. LUNDIE

At this period of the year, memories of the past and
hopes for the future dominate our thinking. It is the
period when the mellowness of Yuletide and the spon-
taneous jollity of the New Year bring a restless and varied
complexional world closer to universal kinship than at
any other moment.

We have always felt that the relationship between
Powell River and its many friends, most of whom are
directly or indirectly users of our products, is something
more than the product of a seasonal sentimentality. Many
of you have been with us so long that even mutual adop-
tion papers would seem superfluous. And this family
aspect has been strengthened by the mutual understandings
and restraints which have characterized our friendship in
the difhcult and trying days that lie immediately behind us.

We of Powell River like to believe that a unique bond
exists between the manufacturer and consumer of paper
products. We like to believe that through this common
tie — newsprint and printing paper — we have together
brought light into many dark corners — and through the
medium of the printed word carried messages of hope,

, Page One

faith and good cheer to millions in many and widely
extended portions of the globe. We know that in those
countries where a free press flourishes, where the printed
word is distributed widely, without fear or favor, we
know that in these lands the lights of freedom, tolerance |
and peaceful intent burn brightest. And we of Powel]
River feel that you, the consumer, and we the manufac-
turer of newsprint and other papers, are helping to keep
these lights burning.

Uncertain months, perhaps years, lie behind the unpre-
dictable curtain of the future. But our duty and our
responsibilities are clear and distinct. We face this future
without fear in our hearts, hate in our souls or suspicion
in our minds, but convinced of and resolute to maintain at
whatever cost, the traditional and inherent freedom of our
institutions, the peaceful evolution of our way of life and
the right of every individual to his own soul.

As the bells of another year ring out, that is the beacon
and the light that you and we carry forward. It must
never be dimmed or darkened from within or without.
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Saturday, October 30, 1948, was “Harbor Day” for
the Powell River area. On that date, with Powell River
Company officials as guests and with James Sinclair,
Federal Member of Parliament, cutting the opening
ribbon, the Small Boat Harbor, at Westview, was officially
dedicated.

Westview, the port of Powell River, has for the past
three years been the calling point for all ships entering
and the embarkation point for all vessels leaving the
Powell River area—exclusive of ships loading paper or
pulp from the Powell River Company docks. For several

A fisherman looks over his net in the protected harbor.

years the lack of facilities for the protection and berthing
of small boats—fishing craft, launches, pleasure boats, etc.
—has been severely felt by residents and by the scores of
small commercial fishing vessels operating in the Gulf
of Georgia.

The new section—an offshoot of the original Westview
wharf built three years ago, has been a welcome addition.
Completed by the Dominion Government at a cost of
$400,000, the harbor provides ample berthing facilities
for the many small boats which ply our coastal waters.
In the calm waters behind ramparts of rocks, these mos-
quito craft may remain in easy security as the winds roar
and the waves of the gulf outside run high.

The Port of Westview is one of the busiest ports in
British Columbia, and in volume of yearly tonnage ranks
among the highest. The Small Boat Harbor supplements
the facilities for deep water traffic already installed—and
which include spacious warehouses and a modern ticket
and express oflice.

Construction of these improved facilities places West-
view in a unique position. It is the first and only wholly
man-made harbor on the British Columbia coast. Exten-
sive dredging operations. were necessary—and much of this
work drove through hardpan. The breakwater itself is
solid rock, and its solid ramparts offer safe and adequate
accommodation against all kinds of weather.

“This installation,” said James Sinclair, M.P., at the
inaugural ceremonies, “brings a third major industry into
the Powel] River area. The district has long been famous
as the home of the Powell River Company’s internationally
known pulp and paper plant; and as a great logging centre.
Now, the completion of the Small Boat Harbor at West-
view, brings the Fishing Industry to Powell River.”

The Village of Westview, founded by Powell River
Company employees during the plant expansion of the
20's, has today a population in excess of 3000. In a
two-decade period, it has risen from stumps to a self-
contained, modern community, with all the amenities for
happy living. It is the fastest growing village of the
district, with the greater portion of its terraced streets
overlooking an unrivalled panorama of blue water and
fir-clad islands, and is a popular residential centre.

The Powell River Company is as proud of the growth
of Westview and the other suburbs of metropolitan Powell
River as they are of their own Townsite.
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WALKUT

By S. B. MacFARLANE
Townsite Superintendent

The 10-million-dollar Modernization and Expansion
Program initiated three years ago by Powell River Com-
pany, and which has now been practically completed,
included widespread industrial and civic installations.

In the latter category are included Walnut Lodge, the
new, modern dormitory for single employees of the com-
pany, and a new bathing house on the company’s property
at Willingdon Beach.

Walnut Lodge, which was officially opened on Novem-
ber Ist, is a building in which every possible facility for
the comfort, convenience and relaxation of employees has
been provided. The structure was conceived during the
war years, but material shortages and the prior demand
of war held up construction. It is now fully occupied by
employees, who have unanimously expressed their approval
of the appointments available for their use.

The building is a three-storey framed structure, with 36
double and 41 single rooms, with a total accommodation
for 113 employees. Each room is furnished with wash
basins, bureaus, mirrors, coat and clothes cupboards—
with battleship linoleum covering the floors. ‘There has
been a heavy demand for accommodation in the Walnut
apartments by employees.

Adequate recreational facilities have been installed.
There are four large restrooms, furnished with leatherette
armchairs, writing and reading desks, card tables, ping-pong
tables, etc. Other facilities include laundry room, with
four laundry tubs and a special trunk storage room.

Walnut Lodge is located within hailing distance of the
mill properties, providing maximum convenience for its
employees coming from and going to the plant. The
entrance is only half a block from the bus terminal, and a
block off the main shopping centre of Powell River.

By springtime these apartments will be one of the show
spots of the district. Grass and flowers have been planted
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along the front—and company gardeners are building ex-
tensive rockeries and lawns on the south side.

The erection of Walnut Lodge is a further forward step
in advancing the Powell River Company conception of
Powell River as a good place in which to work and live.
Wage standards and working conditions are second to
none in Canada; recreative facilities are widespread; and
living conditions, with the completion of Walnut Lodge,
are on a par with the best in industrial British Columbia.
Add to these the protection afforded to employees and
their dependents by one of the most advanced medical and
hospitalization plan on the continent, the security of a
contributory pension plan and other welfare benefits—and
there is just reason for the belief of Powell River Com-
pany employees that in the over-all industrial picture, they
are in a highly favorable position.

Below: A typical room in Walaut Lodge.



NUMBER

By G. |. GOUMENIOUK
Research Engineer

There has been much speculation and discussion on the
subject of the new headbox on Number 8 newsprint
machine. The interest shown is quite justified since this
new headbox constitutes quite a radical step, a step which
by now has been acknowledged to be a progressive one.
The history of the development and the methods by which
the result was achieved may be of interest to our readers
and clear up some of the controversial points raised.

On the face of it, the accomplishment comprises the
design and construction of an original stock inlet, which
has unusual ease of control and an unusually large range
of operation. But it must be realized that there are many
designs and constructions which would have fulfilled the
control and operating requirements and that the design
and construction finally used is by no means the ultimate
or even the best from the standpoint of cost.

The real essence of the accomplishment lies in the fact
that by a systematic method enough data was collected to
set out surely and definitely the fundamentals which were
necessary and sufhcient for the ultimate completion of the
development. That these fundamentals have been asatis-
factorily arrived at is evident from the operating character-
istics of the stock inlet. In the busy and eventful times at
machine start-up, all possible changes were tried out and
eventually the original arrangement was returned to. Even
though many components of the construction have not
attained the standards set out in the specifications, the
difficulties experienced from the defects were small or
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easily surmounted and the outlook now is such that the
remaining imperfections are clearly evident and are remov-
able, where considered necessary, by the performance of
certain prescribed operations or changes.

The method of assembling the information and arriving
at conclusions can be considered as somewhat unique in
the paper industry, and for that matter in any industry.
In view of the fact that 25 years of paper-making exper-
ience can only be obtained after 25 years, provisions had
to be made for the experienced paper makers and operators
to contribute from their vast collection of hidden know!]-
edge the practical lessons which they alone knew. Since
paper makers are not usually engineers, contributions in
engineering language were hardly to be expected, and since
their knowledge consists of impressions which relate to
the senses, i.e., sight, hearing, feel . . . etc., not accurately
describable by numbers, it was necessary to create common
ground for discussion. That was done by the use of
models in which there were variables, such as shapes,
flows, colors, bubbles, etc., when thoughts ran in a common
channel, arguments at cross purposes were avoided and
the meetings proved very fruitful. The essentials of satis- |
factory stock inlet operation were set out, analyzed and
translated into symbols and statements for the use of
engineers.

The design which resulted from the investigational
method described above was a functional one. The
different regions in the stock inlet through which the flow



passed each had its function, and the shapes of these
different regions were made specifically to suit the require-
ments in that region.

Perhaps the best way to describe the flow box is to give
the reasons for its specifications. Since the range of speeds
for operation was required to be between 1000 and 2000
feet per minute, a conventional headkbox in which the
weight of the stock itself drives the flow through the slice
opening was ruled out. Such a box would have had to be
designed to work with levels of stock in it varying between
the 4-ft. and the 18-ft. marks. The design is discarded
on three counts: it would not go in the machine room; it
would have to be altered in shape to suit operating condi-
tions over the range; and the flow pattern in a conventional
box was recognized to have disadvantages.

The pressure slice was then considered, and in view of
difficulties experienced in removing air entrained in the
stock and the difficulties anticipated in the design of a suit-
able pump and suitable methods of control, this form of
slice was not selected for the time being. It was considered
necessary to establish a free water surface somewhere in
the flowbox to take up the pumping irregularities and
control variations; and operating pressures in the headbox
were chosen in the suction range to help remove the

entrained air.
Having established these fundamental requirements, the

rest of the design work was fairly straightforward. The
over-all size was made as large as there was room for, to
allow as wide a range of suction operation as possible, and
to that end the level of stock in the headbox was set fixed
at about 14), feet above the slice opening with the correct
amount of suction being applied at the stock level to give
the desired discharge velocity at the slice. With this
arrangement, the stock in the headbox is always kept at
a pre-selected level regardless of the head required for the
speed of operation of the paper machine. This is of con-
siderable advantage since the channels of flow do not alter
throughout the range of operation, and may therefore
be specified.

A considerable amount of thought was given to the
details of the structure. Modern engineering practice as
represented by the leading paper machine manufacturers
in the country favored the gridiron box type of construc-
tion with heavy solidly welded ribs. Such sections usually
warp considerably and require to be machined on the stock
face before applying the rust-proof coating. Having
made an analysis of the loads to be expected in the pro-
posed structure, a “corrugated cardboard” type of con-
struction was selected. This design was again functional
in its nature—the stiffening was placed in the manner
that it did the most good for the weight of material used.
The welding covered only about 10 ‘per cent of the length
of the various seams and was also functionally distributed.
Proper choice of the welding sequence in the manufacture
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of the various panels ensured very low over-all warping
of the panels. For example, the 14-ft. x 22-ft. front
panel warped 1/64 inch down on one corner, the allow-
ance being inch.

The flow to the headbox enters through inch pipes
at each end of a distributing section, from which the stock
goes to the upward pass, approximately uniformly, through
a 2-inch wide opening extending across the box. Since the
discharge velocity out of the distributing section is higher
than desired, two rapidly rotating perforated rolls are
inserted to slow the stock down co that undesirable cross
velocities may be destroyed. This occurs at the top of
the flow channel, whence the stock is driven down to the
slice through a shallow passage which is lined by 14
rectifier fins. These rectifiers prevent the formation of
new cross currents. The flow throughout the headbox is
quite fast, being nowhere less than two feet per second, and
in the last five feet of the flow being over 12 feet per second.
For the purpose of stability, the flow is made to converge in
the across-the-machine direction as it passes out through
the slice.

Since the passages throughout the headbox are shallow
and long, it was found necessary to make the structure
convenient to dismantle. For this purpose the front and
the top are made removable and the perforated roll installa-
tion is equipped with removing gear. ‘There is also a
sufhcient number of inspection windows at critical places.

In conclusion, it can be said that the design and con-
struction of the stock inlet was carried out satisfactorily to
such an extent that only minor changes in some of the
details are contemplated throughout the whole range of
operations specified. Many alterations to the design have
already been tested, but with the result that original
arrangements were returned to.

Dry End of Number Eight Machine



Appleton, Wisconsin, has several claims to fame. Today
it is a thriving and forward-looking city in a great state.
In the late days of the nineteenth century it proudly re-
minds its citizens Thomas Edison made his first trial run
for an electric street car in its streets. The first trial of
generating power from water was run on the Fox River,
at Appleton.

Appleton has yet another distinction. Within its con-
fines, on December 8, 1889, Archie DeLand, president of
the Kingcome Navigation Company Limited, caught his
first squinting glance of the big wide world.

In 1948, Archie is one of the best known and popular
men in our organization—and is the third oldest employee
in the Powell River organization, with 37 years of con-
secutive service.

He attended High School at Appleton and later attended
Lawrence College as a Civil Engineering student. In his
college days he was an outstanding basketball star, played
a robust game of football, and was a useful outfhelder on
the baseball nine.

Leaving Lawrence in 1910, he tried surveying on the
Chicago Northwestern Railroad, working his way west to
Oregon on various railroading and survey jobs.

Archie liked the west; and decided to do a little explor-
ing on his own. He landed at Vancouver in 1911, applied
for a job with the Powell River Company—and was packed
off to a logging camp, which turned out to be at Kingcome
Inlet, where his engineering training soon found practical
application. He located the original logging roadbed here
and later at Stillwater.

In 1918 Archie was assistant in charge of outside camps
—and in the same year was promoted to Superintendent
of Camps in the Kingcome area—but he still continued to
carry on his own railroad locating. About this time he
met a charming Vancouver lass, Miss Marie Smith—and
in 1920 offered her a life-time job as Mrs. DeLand—a

position she still occupies with charm and distinction.
When in 1925 the famous Kingcome camps closed up,
Archie, almost single handed, moved the entire equipment
bag and baggage to the new logging location on Wakeman
Sound.

This was his last adventure as an operating logger. In
1926 the late S. D. Brooks brought Archie to Vancouver
as manager of the Logging Department, a post for which
he was eminently suited both by experience and per-
sonality. For over 20 years he has been an outstanding
member of the Executive Staff, holding successively the
post of Forest Manager, General Manager, Kingcome
Navigation Company Limited, and latterly President, King-
come Navigation. In 1934 he became a naturalized citizen
of Canada.

Among the logging fraternity Archie counts his friends
by the hundreds in the camps, villages and hamlets along
the B. C. coast. His sunny disposition, frankness and
quick decisions are well known—and when “Archie's in
camp” the best steaks and tastiest desserts appear on the
table. As evidence of his widespread popularity, the
Indians at the reservation on Kingcome Inlet erected in
1938 a large community hall, dedicated as “DeLand Hall”
by the chief of the Kingcome tribe. Archie and Mrs.
DeLand both turn to gardening as a relaxation, and their
home at Pemberton Heights, North Vancouver, over-
looking the entrance to Vancouver harbor (where he can
keep his eye on incoming and outgoing Kingcome tugs),
is one of the show places of the district. He is a better
than average cinematographer—and is active in community
and young people's work.

Archie is a Past President of the Terminal City Club
of Vancouver, a Director of Columbia Coast Mission, a
member of the North Vancouver Town Planning Com-

mission, and on the executive of the Capilano CommunityClub.
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LAMINATED PAPERS

In Powell River we take two sheets of paper and make
a4 sandwi ” by a “filling” of asphalt. We call this non-
edible “sandwich” a laminated paper. The incorporation
of asphalt between two sheets of paper serves two purposes.

The asphalt provides a film which effectively prevents
the passage of moisture and vapor. Another feature is
that the asphalt laminated product is flexible and easily
handled. It is odorless and vermin-proof. The asphalt
we use is specially made for paper laminating and its
melting point is very high, which means that it will not
become soft or melt during use in a hot climate.

We have a large modern laminating machine in con-
tinuous operation at Powell River. It was built for us
to our specifications. The laminating machine will lam-
inate papers up to 89 inches in width at high speeds. We
can laminate many kinds and weights of papers, also we
can vary the amount of asphalt. Therefore, we are
capable of producing many products for various uses.

The famous Powell River “Purple Band” newsprint
packing has as its foundation a laminated body wrapper
developed by our technicians after much research. It was
found that an air-tight, moisture-proof and vapour-proof
package would enable newsprint to arrive at the newspaper
pressrooms in perfect condition. Studies showed that, with
ordinary paper wrapping, vapour from the air would
enter into the newsprint through pores in the wrapper, or,
in dry climates, would be drawn from the newsprint. The

ges in moisture content of the newsprint would cause
wrinkling, much to the inconvenience to pressroom crews.

The “Purple Band” body wrap was created and its
vapour barrier protection is one of the reasons that Powell
River newsprint arrives at its destination in first-class
condition. We make this unique newsprint body wrap
by combining a heavy, specially manufactured wrapping
paper with asphalt and a sheet of newsprint. The heavy
wrapper is-on the outside of the roll. It has a tough, hard
surface made glossy to withstand abrasions and scuffing
during handling. The inner side of the body wrap is
newsprint so that the asphalt does not come into contact
with the contents of the roll.

We go further afield in making laminated bag liners.
This is kraft paper laminated also with asphalt. It is used
as the inner lining of multi-wall bags for a number of bulk
products. Some chemicals and materials such as fertilizers
require a vapour-proof packing. This enables the contents
of the bag to maintain the same moisture as when it was
packaged. The asphalt acts as a barrier to moisture leaving
or entering through the pores of the paper in the bag. To
make this product, we purchase kraft paper and bring it to
Powell River for manufacturing.

Another use for laminated kraft paper is for wrapping.
When a package is to be wrapped with strong moisture-
proof paper, Powell River laminated kraft wrapping is
found to be ideal.

We are the only manufacturers in British Columbia of
laminated building papers. They are sold to the building
trades under the well-known “Vabar” brand. These
vapour barrier building papers are used as sheathing papers.
Here again, moisture-laden vapour is kept out, and as a
result a house in which “Vabar” is used will be insulated
against damp cold air. Vabar Sheathing papers are packed
in convenient small rolls containing 400 square feet. Three
grades are made for specific uses and they are extensively
used by builders and contractors.

Vabar Buff-tone Inside Sheathing is a unique wall cover-
ing. it combines attractiveness with utility. Buff-tone
Inside Sheathing is a two-sided wallpaper. One side is
colored a pleasing buff, fast to light. The other side is
white, so that a choice of wall colorings can be made or
contrasting effect can be obtained. The asphalt centre
provides insulation against vapour-laden air as does the
other Powell River laminated products.

Research is going on continuously in Powell River, and
we expect that new and expanded uses will be developed
for laminated papers.

REGINALD A. BAKER

The regrettable death on Tuesday, November 23rd, of
Reginald A. Baker, purchasing agent for the Powell River Com-
pany, removed another old and popular employee from our
midst. Reg had been in hospital two months prior to his
death, and his sudden passing came as a severe shock to his
friends. Born in Sheffield, England, Reg came to Vancouver
as a young man in 1911, and at the outbreak of World War |
proceeded overseas with the Seaforth Highlanders of Canada.
After two years with the Soldiers’ Civil Re-establishment Board,
he came to Powell River, arriving here in the spring of 1922.
He worked in the engineering office as secretary to Mr. R.
Beil-Irving during the heavy construction rush of the period,
and in 1924 joined the Purchasing Department. Later he was
appointed secretary to the Resident Manager. In 1939, on
the outbreak of World War Il, Reg took over the duties of
Purchasing Agent.

The Purchasing Department moved to Vancouver in 1945.
and during the past three years Reg became well known in the
Vancouver business world. He was president of the Purchasing
Agents’ Association of B. C. in 1947, and at the time of his
death was national director of this association.
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“THE WEARIN’
OF THE GREER”

By REX NEEDHAM
Safety Department

ager R. M. Cooper (lower right) and Representatives of Safety,
Supervisory and Union Groups all wear the green tie for safety.

Sure and begora they are a-wearin’ the green for
safety in Powell River plant.

Visitors to the mill are staring in amazement at the
huge green bow ties being worn by executives, supervisors
and union officials, as they go about their jobs. What's up?
Has Ireland gone neutral again? Rest easy, everyone.
It’s not an international incident but just part of the
publicity campaign in connection with the safety drive
in the plant. The Safest Mill in a Sound Industry is the
objective of everyone from management down, and the
big green ties all fit into the plan.

Realizing that one of two factors is responsible for a
large percentage of industrial injuries, the committee
which meets weekly has taken action to eliminate both of
these conditions. "To combat factor number one—the
unsafe condition—suggestion boxes have been installed in
strategic positions throughout the mill. Attached to these
boxes is a book of suggestion blanks and a pencil.

The employee is in a better position than anyone to
appreciate unsafe conditions or unsafe methods and the
recommendation system gives him an opportunity to bring
these problems before the department superintendent.
Upon receipt of the suggestion, the department head takes
the necessary action to have the condition made safer or
eliminated. If a recommendation is impractical or there
is delay in carrying it through to completion, it is referred
to the Campaign Committee for their consideration or
decision. A letter is forwarded to the suggestor thanking
him for his interest in the drive and explaining to him why
his idea is impractical. This removes any doubt from an
employee’s mind that the committee is not interested in
his suggestion.

Factor number two—the unsafe act—can only be
combated by education, training, correcting and advertis-
ing. Co-operation by everyone in our organization is
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essential. Employees unfortunately have to be constantly
reminded that chance taking is hazardous and may result
in a severe injury. That is why special drives are instituted
to bring safety to the forefront and impress on every worker
the necessity of looking after himself. To keep the safety
idea always in the limelight, bow ties were introduced
and are being worn every day as a moving advertisement
for the campaign. Manufactured locally, of green crepe,
the green, denoting safety, they have been the envy of
many pseudo Sinatras. They are only a stunt initiated for
the month-long drive, but nevertheless effective. Many
employees have been heard to remark, “We'll keep that
green tie around. our super's neck till it chokes him.”
Every time a supervisor passes through his department a
mint of advertising goes with him. Of course, there is
also a penalty attached to the stunt—should an employee
receive a compensable injury, the department head is pre-
sented with a bright red bow tie for all to see.

During the construction period of the last few years
we have been confronted with a difficult task in attempting
to keep certain areas of our mill in a clean condition.
Construction crews have swarmed everywhere—abnormal
conditions have prevailed, but there has been no reduction
in our regular operations. These conditions are a thing
of the past, and attention is now centered on a vigorous
house cleaning program as part of the safety drive.

The steady, regular “all out” safety drives have resulted
in a definite reduction of the annual accident ratio. Safety
is something that cannot be left to chance or just allowed
to run along casually. Education, and more education—
constant alertness by everyone—management, supervisors,
employees, is essential.

That is the objective of the current safety campaign. .
It has already paid dividends in a reduction of accidents
and in increased alertness and responsibility by employees
and supervisors.



THE ACID MAKER
By WILFRED HERITACE

Acid Maker

In the manufacture of newsprint few people realize the
multiplicity of occupations necessary for the conversion of
the tall hemlock and spruce trees of the Pacific Coast into
that daily newspaper which is such a necessity in our
daily lives. One of these occupations is that of the
acid maker.

Approximately 12 per cent of every newspaper is sul-
phite pulp, produced chemically, by cooking to disintegra-
tion, hemlock chips in a solution of sulphurous acid and a
compound known as calcium bisulphite. The acid maker
is the man who is responsible for production of the sul-
phurous acid so necessary and vital to manufacture of
newsprint.

For every ton of sulphite pulp made, 1200 gallons of
water, 265 pounds of sulphur and 325 pounds of limestone
are required to be combined, and it is the acid maker who
does just that.

Sulphur, imported from the high-grade areas of Texas,
is the foundation on which the acid maker operates his
jobs. The sulphur, reduced to a molten state, is then
pumped into a giant rotary burner. Air is also introduced:
and as the sulphur burns, the blue flame is driven out the
rear end of the burner, additional air is introduced—and
the mixture passes through three large combustion cham-
bers to a large cooler, made of lead pipes, immersed in
cold water.

The blue flame, which is the gas given off by the burn-
ing sulphur, is sulphur dioxide, essential in the chip-
reducing process. It is of vital importance that the strength
of this gas be kept constant, as complications may upset
the whole picture. The acid maker must be certain that
it is not too strong or too weak. If it is too strong there
will be incomplete combustion—and the cooler and gas
lines will be clogged. Too weak a solution brings a
different chemical reaction.

The acid maker must set the burner draft, control the
gas strength, watch his recorders vigilantly and scrutinize
carefully his testing apparatus. It is painstaking work—
and a miscalculation or negligence can hold up production
and waste hundreds of dollars.

The temperature of the gas as it leaves the combustion
chambers is 2000° F.—and this must be reduced to 70° F.
as quickly as -possible to prevent formation of other dan-
gerous gases.

From the burner and in turn the coolers the gas is
drawn at high velocity by a large fan or blower which
then blows the gas into and through two absorption

The absorption towers are about 100 feet high and 18
feet in diameter, constructed of concrete and lined with
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The Acid Towers.

acid-proof tile. Sixty feet of limestone in large pieces is
suspended on heavy timbers about 20 feet from each tower
bottom. Each tower is fitted with a spraying of lead
inside the top, an exhaust stack and a return gas pipe from
near the top to the bottom of the adjoining tower. The
gas entering the bottom of one tower, known as the strong
tower, is carried to the top, then back to the weak tower,
up through it and out the exhaust stack.

The chemical reaction in the strong and weak towers, in
which water, sulphur dioxide and limerock all play their
part, results in the final formation of sulphurous acid,
which is pumped direct to large storage tanks, ready for
use in the cooking process. While the apparatus seems
complex to the layman, the process is basically simple.
The sulphur dioxide passing over the limestone (calcium
carbonate) is gradually absorbed by the water, and forms
sulphurous acid. This in turn reacts with the calcium
of the limestone to form calcium bisulphite, of which a
small proportion is carried along with the acid.

To ensure that this solution is always at the correct
strength and in the proper proportions, the temperature of
the water supply must be held within close limits, the gas
strength must be that required and the quantity of water
being pumped to the weak tower controlled carefully.
Finally, by means of hourly tests of samples taken from
the strong and weak towers and the acid in storage, the
acid maker ensures the success of his particular job—and
helps keep the wheels of production running smoothly.
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Forty-two years ago, on June 6, 1906, a crowd of
construction workers, business men, railroad officials and
a sprinkling of spectators watched the first piles driven
in the waterfront at Prince Rupert, B. C.

It was an optimistic, exultant crowd. Visions of future
greatness, of a new port in Central British Columbia that
would in the decades ahead rival and challenge the great
established seaport of the Pacific Coast were in the eyes
of these pioneers—and it seemed, with some justification.

Here was a strategic port—with deep water, clear of ice
at all times. Here was the most direct route to the rich
markets of the Orient. Here was the natural outlet for
the great and developing hinterland of Canada. And here,
too, was the proposed terminus of the mighty Grand Trunk
Railway, slowly smoking its still road over prairie and
mountain to the Pacific Coast. All this and more inflamed
the imagination and excited the hopes of the spectators
on that historic June day.

It was a dream that for 40 years always fell short of
reality. Instead of the planned city of 50,000 people in

PRINGE RUPERT - CANADA'S GATEWAY TO ALASKA

Fishboats at Prince Rupert.

1906, Prince Rupert, for a variety of reasons, sees its
original optimistic hope vanish—and the great expectations
of the early days whittled down.

Perhaps Prince Rupert was born “forty years too soon’.
First, the Grand Trunk Railway ran their main line to
Jasper and thence to Vancouver—abandoning Rupert as
their western terminus. And the central portion of
B. C. was still a primitive country—a land of tremendous
potentialities, only now coming into real development as
the course of civilization moves westward and northward
with accelerated tempo.

During the first World War, Prince Rupert was off
the beaten path of traffic, and the town suffered severely.
Until the middle and late thirties the City of Destiny
struggled along, supported by the growing agricultural
possibilities of the interior, by its fishing fleets and by the
produce of the mines in that area.

By 1939, the momentum was increasing. Trade was
moving north—and the “old-timers” of Rupert saw the
revived glimmerings of their dreams taking shape. Came
the United States’ entry in World War II on December 7,
1941—and early in 1942, the occupation of the Aleutians.
Here was the pump primer that rushed Prince Rupert into
the limelight again as thousands of men and countless tons
of supplies were loaded and unloaded at this bustling port
—800 miles south of Anchorage. American personnel and
American equipment were poured into the city as the
U. S. bolstered their Alaskan defences and prepared for
the inevitable counter thrust against the Jap. An armored
train, bristling with quick-fring rifles, was put into service
as a mobile anti-aircraft unit. Wharves, warehouses,
barracks, machine repair ships, drydocks were built—and
huge freighters weighed anchor to pick up supplies for
Anchorage, Seward, Nome, Dutch Harbor, etc. A total
of 17 million dollars was spent in conversion alone by U. S.
army. Unquestionably the presence of the port of Prince
Rupert on the Central B. C. coast was a major factor in
successful repulse and final expulsion of the Japs from
the Aleutians.
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Today this conception of Prince Rupert as the gateway
to Alaska is gaining headway. The impetus accorded by
war conditions, while considerably slackened, is being
carried on. And the development of Canada's Central
plain and northland is inexorably gripping Prince Rupert
in its orbit. The city of 50,000 people which Sir Wilfrid
Laurier predicted in 1910 may be realized and surpassed
in the next few decades.

There is every indication that, with the growth of world
trade and the accelerated development of Canada’s natural
resources, there are brighter days ahead for “Canada's
Sunset Portal”. Its proximity to Alaska is as important—
possibly more so—than in the days of the war. Its
strategic location must in the years ahead command the
attention of the Canadian exporter — and the world
importer. And with world trade swinging to the Pacific,
its dominating position on the ocean traffic routes to the
Orient, Alaska, South America, etc., cannot be much
longer overlooked. It is the most direct route to Shanghai
and Hong Kong; it is the potential and most logical gate-
way to an Alaska on the march; it is a city attached by
railroad to the entire industrial wealth of North America:
it is the natural outlet for the rich hinterland area between
the west and Fort George; and stands on the edge of one
of Canada’s great mineral belts; including the Ground Hog
coal fields of the Peace River.

Rupert is strategically located on the air routes of the
world; and soon approach by motor vehicle may be possible
as plans for the contemplated extension of the main north-
south Columbia highway system are advanced.

Today Prince Rupert is the terminus of a transcon-
tinental railway. Extensive terminal facilities have heen
built; a splendid drydock is in place; and grain elevators,
cold storage plants, and spacious railroad yards are all
ready for busy days ahead. It is the centre and dis-
tributing point of British Columbia, most recently devel-
oped and potentially wealthy hinterland of mineral, fishing,
timber and agricultural resources.
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An active and alert Chamber of Commerce is doing a
first-class job of keeping Prince Rupert in the public eye.
In the Prince Rupert Daily News the city possesses the
only “daily” on the B. C. coast north of Vancouver.

For the tourist, Prince Rupert offers many attractions.
Some of the most beautiful and impressive scenery in
British Columbia greets the traveller. Its sport fishing and
hunting is unequalled. Rainbow and lake trout, carp,
whitefish, salmon and Kokanee abound in the numerous
lakes, rivers and streams in the vicinity. Game birds are
everywhere, and moose, deer and black bear are plentiful.
Further afield, “out in the hinterland” are cariboo, grizzly,
mountain sheep and goat.

There are stirrings of vigorous life in Prince Rupert
today. The town is flexing its muscles, conscious of the
dawn of a new destiny—and of its future in the great
westward trek of trade and industry. The long up and
down days, its citizens believe, are happily in the past—
and ahead unfolds a new saga of a greatness which will
surpass the most optimistic hopes of its founders.

General view.



Forty-two years ago, on June 6, 1906, a crowd of
construction workers, business men, railroad officials and
a sprinkling of spectators watched the first piles driven
in the waterfront at Prince Rupert, B. C.

It was an optimistic, exultant crowd. Visions of future
greatness, of a new port in Central British Columbia that
would in the decades ahead rival and challenge the great
established seaport of the Pacific Coast were in the eyes
of these pioneers—and it seemed, with some justification.

Here was a strategic port—with deep water, clear of ice
at all times. Here was the most direct route to the rich
markets of the Orient. Here was the natural outlet for
the great and developing hinterland of Canada. And here,
too, was the proposed terminus of the mighty Grand Trunk
Railway, slowly smoking its still road over prairie and
mountain to the Pacific Coast. All this and more inflamed
the imagination and excited the hopes of the spectators
on that historic June day.

It was a dream that for 40 years always fell short of
reality. Instead of the planned city of 50,000 people in

Fishboats at Prince Rupert.

1906, Prince Rupert, for a variety of reasons, sees its
original optimistic hope vanish—and the great expectations
of the early days whittled down.

Perhaps Prince Rupert was born “forty years too soon’.
First, the Grand Trunk Railway ran their main line to
Jasper and thence to Vancouver—abandoning Rupert as
their western terminus. And the central portion of
B. C. was still a primitive country—a land of tremendous
potentialities, only now coming into real development as
the course of civilization moves westward and northward
with accelerated tempo.

During the first World War, Prince Rupert was off
the beaten path of traffic, and the town suffered severely.
Until the middle and late thirties the City of Destiny
struggled along, supported by the growing agricultural
possibilities of the interior, by its fishing fleets and by the
produce of the mines in that area.

By 1939, the momentum was increasing. Trade was
moving north—and the “old-timers” of Rupert saw the
revived glimmerings of their dreams taking shape. Came
the United States’ entry in World War II on December 7,
1941—and early in 1942, the occupation of the Aleutians.
Here was the pump primer that rushed Prince Rupert into
the limelight again as thousands of men and countless tons
of supplies were loaded and unloaded at this bustling port
—800 miles south of Anchorage. American personnel and
American equipment were poured into the city as the
U. S. bolstered their Alaskan defences and prepared for
the inevitable counter thrust against the Jap. An armored
train, bristling with quick-fring rifles, was put into service
as a mobile anti-aircraft unit. Wharves, warehouses,
barracks, machine repair ships, drydocks were built—and
huge freighters weighed anchor to pick up supplies for
Anchorage, Seward, Nome, Dutch Harbor, etc. A total
of 17 million dollars was spent in conversion alone by U. S.
army. Unquestionably the presence of the port of Prince
Rupert on the Central B. C. coast was a major factor in
successful repulse and final expulsion of the Japs from
the Aleutians.
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A’S GATEWAY TO ALASKA
Today this conception of Prince Rupert as the gateway

to Alaska is gaining headway. The impetus accorded by
war conditions, while considerably slackened, is being
carried on. And the development of Canada's Central
plain and northland is inexorably gripping Prince Rupert
in its orbit. The city of 50,000 people which Sir Wilfrid
Laurier predicted in 1910 may be realized and surpassed
in the next few decades.

There is every indication that, with the growth of world
trade and the accelerated development of Canada’s natural
resources, there are brighter days ahead for “Canada's
Sunset Portal”. Its proximity to Alaska is as important—
possibly more so—than in the days of the war. Its
strategic location must in the years ahead command the
attention of the Canadian exporter — and the world
importer. And with world trade swinging to the Pacific,
its dominating position on the ocean traffic routes to the
Orient, Alaska, South America, etc., cannot be much
longer overlooked. It is the most direct route to Shanghai
and Hong Kong; it is the potential and most logical gate-
way to an Alaska on the march; it is a city attached by
railroad to the entire industrial wealth of North America:
it is the natural outlet for the rich hinterland area between
the west and Fort George; and stands on the edge of one
of Canada’s great mineral belts; including the Ground Hog
coal fields of the Peace River.

Rupert is strategically located on the air routes of the
world; and soon approach by motor vehicle may be possible
as plans for the contemplated extension of the main north-
south Columbia highway system are advanced.

Today Prince Rupert is the terminus of a transcon-
tinental railway. Extensive terminal facilities have heen
built; a splendid drydock is in place; and grain elevators,
cold storage plants, and spacious railroad yards are all
ready for busy days ahead. It is the centre and dis-
tributing point of British Columbia, most recently devel-
oped and potentially wealthy hinterland of mineral, fishing,
timber and agricultural resources.
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An active and alert Chamber of Commerce is doing a
first-class job of keeping Prince Rupert in the public eye.
In the Prince Rupert Daily News the city possesses the
only “daily” on the B. C. coast north of Vancouver.

For the tourist, Prince Rupert offers many attractions.
Some of the most beautiful and impressive scenery in
British Columbia greets the traveller. Its sport fishing and
hunting is unequalled. Rainbow and lake trout, carp,
whitefish, salmon and Kokanee abound in the numerous
lakes, rivers and streams in the vicinity. Game birds are
everywhere, and moose, deer and black bear are plentiful.
Further afield, “out in the hinterland” are cariboo, grizzly,
mountain sheep and goat.

There are stirrings of vigorous life in Prince Rupert
today. The town is flexing its muscles, conscious of the
dawn of a new destiny—and of its future in the great
westward trek of trade and industry. The long up and
down days, its citizens believe, are happily in the past—
and ahead unfolds a new saga of a greatness which will
surpass the most optimistic hopes of its founders.
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Shaft of Little Billy Mine looking
across the Straits toward Powell River.

Residents of Powell River have been looking to thewest in recent months as the thunderous vibrations of
underground blasting echo and re-echo across Malaspina
Straits, that five-mile stretch of blue water separating us
from nearby Texada Island.

Island residents crossing to Powell River on shopping
tours tell us that “the mines are opening up again”.
After 20 years of idleness, these famous copper and gold
mines of the 90's are springing into life with new vigor
and spontaneity.

Is this the dawn of a new era of mining on Texada?
Any large scale development in this area will naturally
be of interest to Powell River and to the over-all economy
of British Columbia.

Influenced by these reflections, we arranged to look
over the area, and within an hour from the Powell River
Company wharves, we stepped ashore at Vananda. The
story of this town and the mines today can be better appre-
ciated by recalling something of their original background
and color.

Making our way past old abandoned shacks and equip-

The Little Billy Mine from the sea.

ment we called on Mr. and Mrs. George McLeod, pioneer
residents of the Island who lived and were participants
in those great days of the past. Mr. McLeod, a retired
miner, recalls, with a nostalgic chuckle, the activity and
bustle of former times. 2

Coming to B. C. in 1899, he learned of the new mines
that had recently opened on Texada Island and soon found
himself rubbing elbows with other miners from all parts
of the world on the main street of Vananda. Talk
centered around such names as Copper Queen, Little
Billy, Cornell, Nut Cracker and Marble Bay—picturesque
names, forever linked with the history of mining on the
British Columbia coast—and still remembered with affec-
tion by many older miners.

The burning lust for gold, copper, and other high price
metal was drawing men from near and far. The Klondyke
Rush was on: the hidden reserves under the soil of B. C.
and the Yukon were being tapped for the millions
they held.

In 1897 all attention focussed on Texada Island as two
mines, the Iron and Surprise, began operations. Within a
year the mad rush was on. Copper and gold assays ran
heavy on the Island. Mines, large and small, sprung up
overnight. The Copper Queen at: Vananda led the way,
followed by the Marble Bay, Cornell and Little Billy. The
little town-of Vananda had hit the boom days.

Soon a town of 500 people fought and wrestled the
rock for its hidden treasures. Hotels, boarding houses,
an opera house, dance hall, hospital and staff, church and
jail—all these self-maintained by those hardy miners and
their families—became the central point of Texada Island.

Chinese laborers were brought in to sort: the ore, and
soon a Chinatown flourished under the supervision of
Chow Dan and John Kee.

These were the days when such men as Billy and Alex
Lee, Ed Russ, Jim McKinnie, the Raper brothers, Jim,
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Alfred and Ed, were helping to build Vananda. As Mr.
McLeod told his experiences, the ghosts of those earlier
days walked again and the Vananda of years ago seemed
to appear as a mirage in the morning mist. There was the
old opera house, across the way, the hospital and the little
church; husky bearded miners standing at the old store,
horse drawn wagons loaded down with equipment, the
lone policeman pausing to chat with one of the boys.
Lurid posters on the side of a building announced the
coming of a new dancer to Vancouver—and a special boat
sailing for the event.

Men who later made names for themselves in B. C.’s
professional life up in those early days at Vananda.
Men like the late R. L. “Pat” Maitland, former Attorney-
General of the province; the late W. E. Burns, well-known
lawyer on the Mainland; Bruce McKelvie, of the Van-
couver Daily Province, and H. W. Treat, whose invest-
ments brought Texada Island into the picture, and others
were among the milling crowds who stepped off the boat
at Vananda.

These, too, were the days of the masquerade balls, of
rip-roaring fights among those husky miners over the
favors of some gilded lady who patronized the dance hall.
Then such famous coastal vessels as the Comox, Cassiar,
Tees, Cheslakee, Capilano and Coquitlam were Vananda's
only link with the outside world. To catch a boat in those
days was an experience. Miners weighed down with a
heavy bank roll and a burning desire to visit the bright
lights and skidroads of Vancouver would sometimes pace
the old wharf for three days awaiting the tardy arrival
of his boat.

At the outbreak of World War I in 1914, the un-
em helievable word flew around the town—the mines were

through; they were closing down. This couldn't happen;
why, there were tons of valuable ore still there; it must
be a mistake.

It wasn’t, though, and soon Vananda took on the
aspects of a ghost town, as the miners and their families
moved away to new fields or new opportunities. The
opera house was boarded up, the hospital closed down for
lack of patients; and Vananda as a gold and copper
mining centre sank back into comparative obscurity.

From time to time, in succeeding years, efforts were
made to reopen the mines, but with little success. Van-
anda had “had it,” declared the wiseacres.

Some stayed and entered other business, such as logging.
The lime rock quarries in the district had increased in
importance as the nearby Powell River Company and
other pulp and paper mills entered production and sought
out the rich and pure grade of Texada for their plant
processing. New life was breathed into the Island by the
erection of the B. C. Cement and Pacific Lime plants at
Blubber Bay on the northwest tip of the Island.

Thus Van Anda, though badly battered, had never quite
succumbed. There was still life in the old girl yet—and
she drew a precarious, if not substantial, subsistence from
the lime rock and its products.

Mining engineers re-surveyed the area in recent years
and optimistic hopes were held out for the reopening of
some of the old mines; signs of which are already apparent.

Leaving Mr. and Mrs. McLeod, we went on to the
Little Billy mine where we met Mr. R. Thompson, Resi-
dent Engineer, who supplied us with the present day
picture of the Little Billy mine.

In 1946 plans were completed to re-open the Little
Billy. The following year, machinery and equipment were
moved to the site. When the mine had closed down many
years ago they had sunk a shaft to the depth of 260 feet.
Today this shaft is down to 600 feet, with four working
levels.

At the same time a tunnelling project was completed,
linking the Little Billy and Copper Queen. The tunnel is
1500 feet in length. Sixty men are employed under-
ground, working two shifts. They have mined 100,000
tons of ore which is being brought to the surface for
processing. Tests made so far reveal a gold content of
.2 per cent and 2 per cent copper to the ton. Once pro-
duction gets underway the mill capacity will average 150
tons daily.

With the tide of industry swinging westward, and with
the great potentialities of the Pacific seaboard with its
two billions of people as a future magnet for world trade
and commerce, the British Columbia coast takes on new
importance. Rumors of smelters and similar installations
to tap the great mineral wealth of central British Columbia
are persistent. In any such picture Texada Island will be
prominent. Large magnetite deposits with millions of
tons of known iron ore in sight have been proven, and in
recent months the Texada deposits have excited world
interest and comment. >

Most residents and many mining men believe that the
riches of Texada have been scarcely tapped and that with
the installation of modern equipment and modern methods
a new and greater future is in sight.

Already the tests and developments of Little Billy and
the Copper Queen are pointing to new horizons, after long
years of silent inactivity.
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A Haida carving totem pole from black slate

The Queen Charlotte Islands are the home of the Haida
Indians, the matchless warriors of the whole Pacific Coast,
and of the famous Sitka spruce, which goes into the
manufacture of Powell River newsprint. In huge dugout
war canoes, 50 and 60 feet long, the original war parties
of this warrior tribe crossed the 50 miles of open water of
Hecate Strait and paddled south, and there was no tribe in
B. C., Washington or Oregon that had not, at one time or
other, battled vainly to repel their incursions.

The first white man to reach the Haida country was
De Fonte, the Spaniard, who sailed from Callao with his
squadron in 1640 and made a landing at Mynhassett. The
war canoes excited his admiration, and small wonder, for
without metal tools the Indians hewed these dugouts from
a single cedar log. The Haidas were the most expert
canoe makers on the Pacific Coast, and their skill excited
the admiration of succeeding Spaniards and Britons.

On the mainland across from the Queen Charlottes
were the Tsihean Indians, who could also boast a high
degree of culture. Their stamping ground extended from
the Portland Canal to Milbank Sound, and in the interior
they were well up the Skeena River. They were the
leading traders on the coast, and their control of the
Skeena River gave them access to the various Athabascan
tribes of the interior. North of the Portland Canal in the
Alaska Panhandle dwelt the “Tlinglits’. The Kwakiutl
nation extended from Milbank Sound south, and occupied
also the northern tip of Vancouver Island and the adjacentmainland. Their territory was split by a Salish tribe of
Bella Coola Indians who lived on the inlet of that name.
The Bella Coolas had the best overland route to the
interior, but they were not the master traders like the
Tsihean were, who enjoyed almost a monopoly of trade

with the interior tribes. The Nootka Indians lived on the
inhospitable west coast of Vancouver Island, but as they
had a complete monopoly in the production of the West
Coast wampum, their ability to operate this private mint
was reasonable compensation for the indifferent climate.
The south and west of Vancouver Island was the domain
of the Cowichans; like the Bella Coola, they were Salish.
The whole southern third of the province extending to
the Rockies was occupied by various Salishan Indians,
who spread over into the Oregon territory. The California
Indians were a degraded lot.

These tribes were the rivals and neighbors of the Haidas
in the struggle for supremacy and recognition along the
British Columbia coast.

The Haidas originally occupied only the Queen Char-
lotte Islands, but a short time before the advent of the
whites, one tribe moved to the southern end of Prince of
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Wales Island, now part of Alaska, and which they still
occupy. This break in family relationship was the result
of an internal feud, for the Haidas, unlike the more
celebrated Iroquois, sometimes fought internal battles. At
Dornter, on the extreme northwest of the group, lived
what is reputed to have been the most formidable of the
39 Haida tribes. Their arrogance and aggressiveness
drove the other tribes into a rival combination, and after
some years of bitter fighting, during which the allies were
aided by the Tsiheans, the lone tribe left their fine fishing
grounds and moved to Prince of Wales Island.

The Salishan tribes of Southern B. C. and Oregon cannot
compare mentally or physically with the northern Indians.
Physically, the Haidas are in a class by themselves. Tall
and well built, they are generally very light-skinned,
though dark complexions occasionally appear. Harrison,
who lived a long time among them from 1883 on, says
that ruddy cheeks and brown and red hair were not
uncommon. Admirers of the Haidas claim that their
culture was higher than that of the other northern tribes,
but this is open to doubt. Their language contains more
words than the other Indian languages, but is very difficult
to master. I am no philologian, but I would say that the
Tsihean language shows a higher degree of development;
Fiaida is full of gutturals, and when spoken sounds like a
series of grunts.

Carving of the huge wooden totem poles found outside
the large houses, which was a unique feature of the Indian
villages, died out about 1880; but encouraged by the Indian
Department the Haidas now carve black slate totems from
two to three feet long, which find a ready sale to tourists.
This slate was formerly mined and exported to Alaska,
but recently the government put an embargo on the export
of the rock, and it is now left for the Indians. It is fairly
soft when mined, but hardens on exposure to the air; it is
jet black and takes on a high polish. The mainland tribes
can carve only in wood, and their work is more perishable.
It lacks the sales appeal of the black slate. The Lipsett
Indian collection in Hastings Park, Vancouver, has some
fine examples from all the tribes. . 4

The Haidas were divided into two clans, the Raven and
Eagle. The Tsiheans had four clans. There was no
clan government; the divisions were purely social; each
was strictly exogamic, a Raven man being compelled to
marry an Eagle woman, etc. This was a general practice
among all the Indians in America. Children always
belong to their mother’s clan, another universal custom.
The reason for this is obvious—a mother always knows
her own child.

Most people today firmly believe that the Indians were
complete democrats, where all were equal, but while this
pleasing situation may have existed in some tribes, it was
certainly not true of the Haidas. There were three main
classes, aristocrats, commoners and slaves. The slaves
who were captured in war, were not allowed to marry;
were forced to wear their hair short and to use a side door
to the “houses”. There was a ceremonial sacrifice of slaves
when a chief died, but aside from that they were never
murdered.

A commoner could advance himself socially by personal
merit, but heredity was a more important factor. The
medicine men (Shamans) wielded great power. Incident-

ally, the Shamans were the only Haidas who were buried;

all others were cremated, the Indians having a horrorof burial.
At feasts the seating arrangements were important,

with each guest seated according to rank or importance.
The chief who could invite his people to a feast in time
of want increased his power immensely, and his descend-
ants kept the circumstance in mind forever after. Feasts
and potlatches were the Haida roads to greatness other
than war. The latter, when not waged to avenge injuries
(an important reason) was simply a means of increasing
their power to stage more and better potlatches.

On the social, or one might say feudal, side, each family
had certain prerogatives which it guarded jealously. Among
these were the right to use certain personal, house and
canoe names and the right to wear certain objects or
representatives of objects upon their persons or clothing,
especially at the great winter potlatches, which were the
social events of the year. They also had the right to carve
them upon their houses and other property. These are
generally representatives of trees, animals or shells. They
were originally obtained from some supernatural being
or by purchase from another family. They have no proper
totemic significance, and were used only to mark the social
position of the wearers.

Another important social feature were the secret societies
which had dances as part of their ritual, accompanied by
whistles and bells. The Haidas copied or imported their
societies from the Tsihean and Bella Bella Indians. Can-
nibalism was part of the rite, but it is dificult to get much
information since after their conversion to Christianity,
the natives were ashamed of some of their practices and
just wouldn't talk about them.

The Haidas are fighting a losing battle for existence.
About 1840 John Work estimated the population, based
on the number of houses and the average families resident
therein. This figure, 6,593, is generally considered con-
servative. Today the Haidas number a few hundred,
and from 39 villages are reduced to two. Unlike some
of the other Indian tribes, they are not nowadays reduced
by disease or debauchery, but their very virtues tend to
wipe them out. As they are spotlessly clean and very
light skinned, they have little difficulty inter-marrying
with the whites; others by reason of their intelligence
are easily absorbed in other parts of the country.

Below, left: Haida Ceremonial Robe.
Below, right: Old Haida Totem Pole.
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Bowling Green at Powell River.

WE ARE SPORT-MINDED
Throughout its 36 years of existence, Powell River

has always been a sport-minded town; and recreational
activities have occupied a big corner in the affections of
the community. In this period, Powell River has turned
out many high-calibre teams or representatives in all
branches of athletics.

Sport has had its ups and downs. For years one game
would arouse the popular enthusiasm—to be superseded
by another new or revived game. This experience is
probably similar to that of hundreds of smaller cities in
the United States and Canada, who have. watched their
squad win city, state or national honors—one year—and
the next they are among the also-rans.

Most of the recognized outdoor and indoor sports of
Western Canada have and still are flourishing in Powell
River. These include baseball, soccer, football, tennis,
lawn and indoor bowling, badminton, basketball, cricket,
box lacrosse, boxing and wrestling. Thus far, two of the

North American continent’s most famous winter outdoor
sports—ice hockey and American football—-have not yet
crashed the athletic gate.

Baseball was the first and is still the chief love of Powell
River residents. The game was already established in
1912, when the first rolls of newsprint were produced.
One of the fathers of the game in Powell River was
Robert H. “Bob” Scanlon, former Assistant Resident
Manager at Powell River, now a Director. Bob collected
around him teams that, even in these early days, defeated
the best barnstorming nines that appeared at regular
intervals.

In the period 1920-1930 baseball flourished and dozens
of teams, seniors, intermediates, juniors and juveniles
scampered about the playing field. During the depression
baseball reverted to a mill inter-department league, which
flourished briefly.

During the late thirties softball, or fastball as some call it
(no old-time baseballer will admit the latter) entered the
sport picture, and its progress over the past 10 years has
been phenomenal. To an extent softball was an outcome
of the depression, when it was a much cheaper game to
play than baseball. Whatever the result, it has sup-
planted, temporarily at least, baseball in popularity.
Powell River teams have twice reached the British Colum-
bia finals—and a girls’ team in 1941 won provincial
honors.

Baseball is being revived among the youngsters, and
it is hoped that within a few years, the real crack of
bat and ball will again resound around the district and
Powell River.

Next in general popularity to baseball is soccer foot-
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hall. The first game in the history of Powell River was
played on July 1, 1914, with married men vs. single pro-
viding the bill of fare. Incidentally, the “marri 9 .
The game was started by a group of lads just out from
the “Old Country”—lads from Glasgow, Yorkshire, Lan-
cashire, and way points.

Soccer has been of generally high calibre—and through-
out the years a string of eager youngsters have come along
to fill the ranks and keep the game going. On several
occasions Powell River has defeated strong elevens from
outside points—and in 1937 were narrowly nosed out in
the finals of the B. C. Championships.

A feature of league play in the town is the presence
of an entire eleven composed of native Indians from the
nearby Shiamon reservation. Year after year the tribesmen
have played on level terms with the best local talent—and
in that period have developed some of the finest soccer
players in British Columbia. The Indians, like the Chinese,
are natural ball kickers.

This season the round ball artists are out in full force,
with both senior and junior leagues flourishing.

BASKETBALL
The hoop pastime is another favored winter sport in

Powell River—and in competitive play local squads have
carried off their share of Provincial honors. The game
had its birth in the old gymnasium in the winter of 1922-
1923—and immediately caught on. It has enjoyed a
wide popularity among the athletic fraternity and a steady
patronage from fans in its quarter of a century existence.

Senior men’s and and women’s teams, intermediate,
junior and juvenile squads are in action each week. The
game is highly organized—and some of the great touring
fives like Harlem Globe Trotters, Kansas City Stars and
House of David have played on local floors.

In provincial playdowns Powell River has been to the
fore. In 1931 our Senior B team captured the Provincial
title; in 1938 the feat was duplicated by our Intermediate
B youngsters. On several occasions Powell River has
seized the Lower Mainland title, defeating Vancouver's
best—and advanced to the semi-finals and finals in the
B. C. Championships.

Hoop prospects are bright for the future. Probably no
eo ict in the west has a better “line of succession” estab-

lished than Powell River. Teams in every bracket from
12 years of age up to senior are out fighting for promotion
—and each year first-class and enthusiastic replacements
are available for the division above. In the years ahead,
experts pick Powell River as potential Dominion Cham-
pionship material.

Lacrosse, Canada’s national game, has enjoyed varied
rises and falls in a somewhat chequered career since 1914.
In the early days, the old field game, with 12 men a side,
had a spasmodic popularity—but never caught the public
imagination. It dragged through the odd season, revived
desultorily one year and dropped the next.

Around 1930—the new game of Boxla—with seven men
a side and played in an indoor arena, roughly the size of
an ice hockey surface, was introduced—and spread like
wildfire among the youngsters. The vigor and boisterous-
ness of the game appealed to spectators as well as players
—and for a decade screaming hundreds attended the epic
struggle between Powell River, Westview and Cranberry.
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LACROSSE

In 1937 lights were installed in a special “box” at the
Riverside Oval—and popularity of lacrosse reached an
all-time high. Powell River teams entered provincial play-
downs—and on several occasions reached the finals and
semi-finals in “big time”.

Around 1944, with practically all of our stars and bud-
ding stars in the armed forces, the game languished and
went into a decline, from which it is now only slowly
recovering.

LAWN TENNIS
The net game started in the early construction days

when the company installed a single dirt court. This was
replaced by two asphalt courts in 1917—and was a popular
rendezvous for ofhce staffs, who constituted the bulk of the
playing staff at this time.

In 1936 the Powell River Company built new and
modern concrete courts adjacent to the bowling green on
Maple Street—and tennis began the swift upward climb
which has brought it near the top of our favored summer
pastimes. Membership in the past two years has increased
sharply and consideration is being given to the addition
of two more courts.

Present strength of the club is around 70, with many
on the waiting list. Members have their own clubhouse.
Tennis has been a recreation rather than a competitive
sport in Powell River, and local representatives have never
entered Provincial or Dominion Championship events.

BADMINTON
Badminton dates from 1924 when a group of enthusiasts

started playing in the old Second Street gymnasium. For
the next eight years, despite the handicap of a low ceiling
and small floors, enthusiasm ran high; and in 1932 the
club moved into the more spacious quarters in Dwight
Hall, where four playing courts were available.

Since that time, save for a few lean war years, the
Badminton Club has maintained a membership in excess
of 60. The club is compact, well organized, and has turned
out many excellent players. Local stars have on several
occasions won Upper Vancouver Island titles—and played
against some of B. C.’s finest exponents on local courts.
The game is also played in the High School—a factor
guaranteeing another steady flow into senior ranks. The
club puts on many social evenings, and membership is
well divided between men and women.

TRACK AND FIFLD
Since construction days, track and field sports have

Remember these Bloomer Girls on the Basketball floor?



been in the Powell River.
limelight—and many stars
have been developed on
local tracks. The Riverside
Oval, built by the Powell
River Company in 1930,
has one of the finest—and
one of the few—real cinder
tracks in British Columbia.
Among the many outstand-
ing athletes who have car-ried the Powell River
triangle to victory in out-
side competition are Vincent
Forbes, Martin Naylor and
Marion Borden. The first
ran the 100 yards under 10
seconds — and Martin is
credited with a 9.8. He was
a member of the B. CG.
Olympic squad in 1936,

and along with three other B. C. lads, held the Canadian
400-metre relay title for over 12 years.

Marion Borden is still a co-holder of the native Cana-
dian 100-yard dash record—and sole holder of the 75-yard
sprint. She jas awarded the title of ‘“OuststandingWoman Athlete” in British Columbia in 1939—and was
a certain choice for the Canadian Olympic team in 1940,
had not war intervened.

British Columbia and Lower Mainland Championships
are held regularly in Powell River—and last year, Mary
Upton, a local junior, jumped 5 feet 1/2 inches in the
high jump. She will be a strong contender for the Cana-
dian team to the British Empire Games in New Zealand
in 1950.

Over the years Powell River has held its own against
the best in British Columbia—and today a new flock of
juniors are already looking forward to the next Olympics.

BOXING AND WRESTLING
The mat and ring games have enjoyed widespread popu-

larity—and many lads from Powell River have been in the |
top bracket of British Columbia and Canadian Amateur

T

The late Al Hatch, who fathered the wrestling pastime in
the district, was a one-time holder of the Canadian 145, 158
and 175-pound amateur championshipp—WON ON ONE
NIGHT—a feat unique in the annals of sport. Later he
wrestled Walter Miller for the world’s 145-pound pro-
fessional championship.

His brother, Harry Hatch, held the Canadian 125-pound
amateur mat title; and in later years Alt Anderson, a
protege of Al Hatch, wrestled his way through to the
Canadian welter title. Other local lads have won Pro-
vincial titles, have been winners and runners-up in Golden
Glove battles.

In the past few years, after the inevitable wartime
slump, interest is reviving, and last year a Powell River
novice, Ray Rees, was awarded top honors in the Golden
Gloves at Vancouver. There is every hope that in the
immediate years ahead Powell River will again occupy
the commanding spot in these sports that she has held
during the past three decades.
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The late Dr. Andrew Henderson,
founder of golf in Powell River,

and Mrs. W. Ritchie.

CRICKET
A strong cricket club exists in Powell River—and has

played regularly since 1938. Vancouver clubs visit regu-
larly, and the local eleven play an annual match against a
picked all-star eleven at Vancouver Brockton Point Oval.

LAWN BOWLING
In a town, representatives of many and varied shires and

counties of the United Kingdom, the pastime of Sir Francis
Drake has always been well patronized. The bowling
green, built by the company in 1921, is considered one of
the best in British Columbia—and lawn bowlers from all
parts of the world have played on its velvety surface.

The club over 25 years has had a steady membership of
70-80—and in the past two years, with, the reluctant
admission of women, has over 100 on its roster. Powell
River, in provincial competition, stands high. Our repre-
sentatives have won practically all the major trophies—
and never a year passes but they are in the money. The
Powell River Club is considered in the top bowling flight
—which was recognized when touring bowlers from Great
Britain and South Africa sailed up the coast for a special

Lawn bowling is an established sport in Powell River—
and its representatives have won more outside honors than
any single sport in the district.

GOLF
Golf was first played in Powell River in 1922, when a

group of enthusiasts cleared a temporary course at one
end of the football field. Dodging between stumps and
disappearing behind hummocks, they continued to eke out
a lot of pleasure, while crowds of jeering soccerites
stood by.

A six-hole course was built by the company in 1923—
and later expanded to nine holes. With variations, the
nine-hole course still stands—and is about as tricky a bit
of fairway as ever dashed the hopes of a visiting star.

Golf has been tremendously popular. Low entry fees
have stimulated interest among our younger members,
many of whom have gained provincial recognition. A
former Powell River boy, Malcolm Tapp, is assistant pro-
fessional at a Vancouver golf club; and two others, John
McDonald and Tom Hunter, went to the quarter finals
and semi-finals of the B. C. Amateur this year. In 1939,
a Powell River team of four were runners-up for the
Hamber Trophy, emblematic of provincial team cham-
pionship.

This brief outline summarizes the athletic activities of
Powell River and the reputation they have gained in many
and varied fields. It is a record of which the Powell River
Company and the residents of the district are justly proud.

The first Soccer Team in Powell River, 1914.

contest.
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Deep-sea raft in tow of tug ‘J. S. Foley.

THE DEEP-SEA RAFT
By A. B. BLINKO

In the summer of 1909 a logger had an idea. Using
massive 80-foot long logs as “side sti lashed at the
joints to others of similar size, he packed the heaviest logs
he could find between these “sticks” and laced them with
wire rope, in a “chain weave” design, forming a kind of
mattress.

Piling on still more logs, and loosening the wires grad-
ually, he found these sank slowly in the middle, leaving
the “side sticks’ on the surface. When he thought enough
logs had been piled on the raft, top lines were run across,
and pulled to a fiddle string tautness. Thus the “Davis
Raft” was born, and Superintendent Otis G. Davis of the
British Canadian Timber Company at Port Renfrew
heaved a great sigh of relief when the news came through
that his first raft had arrived in perfect condition at its
destination.

Word of this new system of rafting logs spread through
logging camps like wildfire, and logging operators who had
been losing their flat booms with monotonous regularity,
hailed it with enthusiasm. Davis and his brother Gerald
had by this time patented the idea, and Davis himself was
kept busy travelling along the coast to logging companies
anxious to have men trained in the making of rafts.

That was 1909. Almost 40 years have passed and this
type of raft is still the best-known way of transporting
logs in large amounts. True, the comparatively small
rafts of six hundred thousand board feet, of those days,
have grown in size to the giant rafts of today which “pa yy

from two, to two and a half million feet, and are so well
constructed that they are almost foolproof.

They have to be, when one considers that over fifty
million board feet per year of spruce and hemlock logs are
carried across the hazardous waters of Hecate Straits and
Queen Charlotte Sound on the way to Powell River. One
mistake and the the work of many months is strewn over
beaches and sometimes lost forever.

A word here on the men who are responsible for the
making up of these rafts. There is a young fellow at the
Kelley Rafting Camp, Beatty Anchorage in Cumshewa
Inlet, by name, Oliver Tolman, Jr. Oliver, you might
say, was born and raised in a logging camp, his dad being
master mechanic of the Kelley camps for many years.
The kid loved the woods, and worked on all kinds of jobs,
almost since he could walk. Today, this veteran logger
of twenty-three is a master raft builder. Tugboat skippers
are unanimous in their praise of young Tolman’s ability

as a raft builder, and rate him second to none. The raft-
ing camp at Beatty Anchorage is made up of around 20
men, all experts in their own type of work, from the
boatmen who skilfully ““yard” the logs in their small boom
boats, the Keloco and the Cougar, to the very capable
Axel Ostrom, superintendent of the camp.

They have all worked together for many years, which
in itself is rather unique in the logging industry.

The rafts are towed by powerful deep-sea Kingcome
Navigation tugs to Teakerne Arm, a sheltered “booming
ground” about 25 miles north of Powell River.

Here, the rafts are broken down, a ticklish operation to
the “greenhorn”, but all in a day’s work to Ernie Murray,
another veteran of many years with the Kelley Company.

Ernie” soon has all the top lines off, with the exception
-of the “master or control wires”, specially equipped with
patented shackles, these being left on to “take the strain”.

A charge of black powder and dynamite caps, placed
into the shackles and detonated, drives out the pins hold-
ing the shackles, releasing the wires and the logs, which
settle and disperse over the booming ground.

Yes, many ways of moving logs from the stormy Char-
lottes have been tried in recent years, but the old Davis
or Deep-sea Raft, strengthened and streamlined by modern
methods, but fundamentally the same as those Otis G.
Davis designed many years ago, is still “Old Faithful” to
loggers of today.

Building a Davis raft.
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THE CRISIS OF THE BRITISH PRESS

To those of us on the North American continent who
are used to thinking in terms of shortage of newsprint,
the plight of the British publisher might indeed be a revela-
tion. The present shortage in the British Isles has created
what is termed “The Crisis of the Press’. Here is why.

The British newspapers three years after the end of the
war find themselves again reduced to the lowest level of
war-time paging. At a time when knwledge of world
affairs and home affairs is more vital to the British citizen
than at any previous period in his history, the newspapers
on which he must primarily rely for such knowledge are
almost the smallest in the world. These newspapers are
down to bedrock and are using their last reserves. They
are operating on a lower percentage of their pre-war con-
sumption than the newspapers of any other country in
the world, excepting only Japan and Hungary. Britain
which before the war consumed more newsprint 1n pro-
portion to population than any other leading nation, not
excluding the U. S. A., has now fallen from a consumption
of 60 pounds to 15 pounds per head per year. Before the
last world struggle, the British press had available for its
use about 1,245,000 tons, whereas today this has been
reduced to about 350,000 tons, or 27 per cent of the
former quantity. As we can well imagine, this is quite a
handicap to those engaged in publishing a daily paper for
the British public, who have always purchased more news-
papers per million of population than any other in the
world.

It should also be noted that in addition to the lack of
supply there is the added burden of heavily increased
costs for what little paper is available. British newspapers
now pay 4.2 times the cost to them at the beginning of
World War II.

The additional burdens which these two factors in turn
CauSe are many. There is the problem of trying to main-
tain a proper staff. New employment in the jounalistic
field has practically stopped. The newspapers are doing
everything possible to keep together those of their staff
who have been associated with them in the past, but of
course this too is difficult. Some writers are “waiting out >
the shortage, doubling as public relations officers either in

- private industry or in government offices, while others
maintain their employment with the press only to write
an occasional article or news item.

The editor there knows he is not putting out a paper
which adequately covers the news or any part of it. He is
permitted to put out only a four-page daily paper. This

sheet when divided into necessary advertising and news
coverage leaves two pages for reporting the international
as well as local events. Thus a very important happening
in one part of the world could be and is frequently omitted
by several of the papers. For example, financial and com-
mercial news generally given some scope in one large
London daily have now been condensed into one-half of
one column. Women's pages as such have been elimin-
ated entirely. Any items of interest to women must now
compete with the other general news items for mention
in the press The evils flowing from this intensified short-
age cannot be exaggerated. The public lacks news and
information and the stimulus of a free discussion of topics
of the day. Continuation of this shortage will certainly
lead to a poorly informed British public.

One of the oddities of the crisis is that British newsprint
mills are still operating at only 35 per cent of their capacity.
This is due entirely to the shortage and the high price of
the necessary raw materials — groundwood and chemical
pulps — all of which have to be imported. The dollar
program of the government disallows the importation of |
these raw materials and of newsprint except under licence.
The availability of dollars being the first consideration,
the publishers through their Newsprint Supply Company
are precluded from making certain long-term contracts
which are necessary to guarantee the continuous supply of
these poducts. This in turn makes necessary the purchase
of “spot” newsprint on occasions, which in these times is
most expensive, and a larger than necessary dollar-drain.

It should be said for the Newsprint Supply Company,
through which all imports of newsprint are handled, that
standardization of the products both in quality, weight,
and in limiting the sizes has done much to eliminate waste
and to make stocks more readily interchangeable.

The sub-committee of the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization recently recorded’
that they considered it necessary for a newspaper to have
at least eight pages, standard size, in order to properly
publish a record of the news of the world. Those in the
profession in Britain today ae harboring something like
the same ideas we feel sure. Their present attempts to
have the situation eased have not as yet produced any relief,
and it is not known at this tim if ERP funds will be
available for additional imports of paper.

It does not help the feeling of the British editor to note
amongst the statistics that government offices are now
allocated 158 per cent of their pre-war rate of consumption.
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The big 4500 h.p. synchronous motors
recently installed in the Groundwood
plant keep production moving. §; ——



bavay |
The PURPLE BAND on a roll of news-

print means that it contains Powell River
newsprint.

The PURPLE BAND assures you of
high quality newsprint.

The PURPLE BAND stands for depend-
able service.

The PURPLE BAND built-in packing
gets your newsprint to you in first class
condition.
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